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FOREWORD

This report contains the proceedings of the DICE THROW Symposium held 21-23
June 1977 at the Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL), Aberdeen Proving Ground, Mary-
land. The report is divided into four volumes. Volumes I through 3 contain the unclassi-
flied presentations and Volume 4 contains the classified preseniations.

The DICE THROW Event, which was conducted near the Giant Patriot site on
the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), 6 October 1976, was the final test of the DICE
THROW Program. The charge for this test was composed of approximately 628 tons
(570 metric tons) of ammonium nitrate fuel oil (ANFO). The charge configuration was a
right-circular-cylinder base tangent to the surface with a hemispherical top, the same
configuration as the second event in the Pre-DICE THROW II Series. The primary objec-
tives of this test were to provide a simulated nuclear blast and shock environment for
target response experiments that are vitally needed by the military services and defense
agencies concerned with nuclear weapons effects, and to confirm empirical predictions
and theoretical calculations for shock response of military structures, equipment, and
weapon systems.

A complement of 33 experimenters and support agencies (including foreign
governments) participated in Event DICE THROW. For details pertaining to the as-built
experiment configurations, site and charge descriptions, and fielding requirements in
support of this program, refer to the DICE THROW Test Execution Report, POR 6965.
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ABSTRACT

The Norwegian Defense Construction Ser.'ico (NDC') fielded an e-periment in the

DICE THROW Project. The NDCS experiment consisted of fabricating and exposing a

concrete ambunition storage facility bl~st door to an overpressure of 1.4 MPa.

The University of New Mexico's Civ, Enginseritg Research Facilicy (LERF) was re-

sponsible for the construction, monitoring, instrumentation, and repoting ot the

experiment. The purpose of the experiment was to qualify the proposed blast door

structure as a Norwegian, and possibly NATO, standard for anusunition storage fa-

cilities and civil defense protective installations. The door was instrumented

with eight strain gages on the reinforcing steel, two accelerometers on the un-

derside of the door, two accelerouiete s on the rtction rra..e of the doo-, and

two active and four passive displacement gages to measure relative displacement

between the door and the reaction base. The door survived the blest with a rela-

tively small amount of permanent deformation and a nrderate amount of cracking on

the underside of the doer.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCT ION

The Norwegian Defense Construction Service ,NDCS) fielded an experiment in the

DICE THROW Project, a 600-ton, high-explosive test conducted at the White Sands

Missile Range in New Mexico on October 6, 1976. The NDCS experiment consisted of

fabricating a reinforced concrete blast door and companion reaction support and

exposing the unit to an overpressure of 1.4 MPa. The Defense Nuclear Agency's

Field Command supported the experiment and the University of New Mexico's Civil

Engineering Research Facility (CERF) was responsible for construction, monitoring,
instrumentation, and reporting of the experiment.

The purpose of the Norwegian experiment in Project DICE THROW was to qualify the
proposed blast door structure as a Norwegian. and possibly NATO. standard for

ammunitlon storage facilities and civil defense protective installations.

/
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SECTION 2

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The blast door was constructed of reinforced concrete encased in a steel frame.

The reaction pit was also reinforced concrete with a steel bearing angle to sup-

port the door. The details of the door and reaction pit are shown in figure 1.
Figure 2 shkws the location of the blast door in the DICE THROW testbed.

The steel frame, reinforcing steel, and bearing angle were fabricated in Norway

and shipped to CERF as one unit (fig. 3). The only apparent damage to the door
during shipment was one bent anchor (fig. 4). After the strain gages and instru-

mentation mounting plates had been installed and the concrete had been cast and
cured at CERF, the door was transported to the White Sands Missile Range to be

positioned in the reaction pit forms before casting of the reaction pit. Fig-

ures 5 and 5 show the placement of the door and the casting of the reaction pit,
respectively. After the reaction pit concrete had cured, the door was opened to
assure proper operation. Figure 7 shows the Norwegian experiment just prior to

the test. The compressive strength of the concrete in the door was 43.6 and 49.7
MPa at 28 days and shot day, respectively, based on the average of two 152.4 x

304.8 mm cylinders for each date. The average 28-day compressive strength of the

reaction pit was 37.8 MPa based on an average of five 152.4 x 304.8 = cylinders.

Active instrmentation consisted of eight strain gages on the reinforcing steel
in the door, four accelerometers--two on the door and two on the reaction pit,
and two displacement gages under zhe door. In addition, there were four passive

displacement measurements made with scratch gages between the bottom of tne door
and the floor of the reaction pit. The strain gages used were Micro-Measurement
Type EA-06-500GC-350 which had a gage length of 12.7 m. a nominal resistance of

350 ohms, and a gaqe factor of 2.09S. A&elerometers were Endevco 2264-A-2KR and
CEC Type 4-202-0001. The Endevco accelerometers ware full bridge with two active

plezoresistive strain gages. The CEC acceleromaters ware full bridge with four

active piezoresistive strain gages. The active displacemnt transducers were
Celesco Model PT-101-10 pull-wire potentiometers with special features to allow

relative acceleration magnitudes of t 5.08 m/sec with d.o!, cvmts of s 127 m.
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Figure 3. Blast Door Frame

Figure 4. Damaged Anchor
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Figure S. Placemnent of Door

Flgure 6. Casting of Reaction Pit
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The scratch gages used for the passive displacement measurements were simply two

aluminum pipes, one inside the other, one attached to the door and the other at-

tached to the floor of the reaction pit. Displacement was indicated by a pointed

screw through the outside pipe scratching the inside pipe.

The active gages were connected to a steel junction box located approximately 300

m from the shelters with 4-conductor lead wire buried 1.2 m deep. The junction

Dox was connected to the recording van by 20-pair cables. The recording van was

approximately 1800 m from the junction box.

The recording van used for data acquisition was supplicd by DNA (Van No. 36040).

In the van, the bridge type transducers were excited and conditioned by B&F 1-171

Signal Conditioners. The conditioned signals were amplified with Bay Labs 5503

Amplifiers (dc - 50 kHz). Recording was accomplished on Sangamo Type 4784 32-

Track Tape Decks. Wideband FM recording (108 kHz center with - 40 percent devia-

tion) was used.

In addition to data. IRIG-B time code and fiducial signals were recorded on each

tape deck. During the event, the van was operated remotely from the timing and

firing van.

After the event, quick-look data were pjayed back on O-graph paper. Final copy

data were prepared at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory data-reduction facility.

A sampling rate of 20,000 points per second and a filter frequency of 5 kHz were

used in digitizing the analog data. Each channel was scaled in engineering units

and plotted against time.

12



SECTION 3

TEST RESULTS

Blast pressure was not measured at the exact location of the blast door. However,
there was a blast pressure gage on gage line BRL-I at the same radial distance
from ground zero as the door. The relative location of the pressure measurement
and the door can be seen in figure 2. The dvta from th. pressure mersurement are
shown in figure 8.

Appendix A contains the time histories of the recorded data. Figure 1 and tahle
I locate and describe the measurements, respectively. The sign convention used
was as follows:

Acceleration * upward
Displaxement * downward
Strain + compression

The displacements as indicated by the scratch gages were as follows:

41! Des~jnation ipaeet-
Pel 19.1
P02 38,.'

P03 31.8

P04 7.9

The door suffered some damge as can be seen in the posttest photographs In ap.
Pendix 9. After the test. the door was opened to determin, the survivability of
ti hinges and locking mchanism, Although the door was opened with very little
difficulty, it could not oasily be reclosed because of distortions in the hinges.
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Table I. Measurement List

":•"-' -Mea surement
-signation Fype Location Number

sl Strain Rebar- Top 13

S2 Strain Rebar - Top 14

"S3 Strain Rebar - Top 15

S4 Strain Rebar - Top 16

S5 Strain Rebar - Bottom 17

S6 Strain Rebar - Bottom 18
S7 Strain Rebar - Bottom 19

S8 Strain Rebar - Bottom 20

Al Acceleration Door - Center 21

A2 Acceleration Door - Edge 22

A3 Acceleration Reaction Pit - Vertical 23

A4 Acceleration Reaction Pit - Horizontal 24

DI Displacement Door - Center 25

D2 Displacement Door - Edge 26

PD1 Passive Displacement Door - Off Center

PD2 Passive Displacement Door - Off Center

PD3 Passive Displacement Door - Center

PD4 Passive Displacement Door - Edge

15/16



APPENDIX A

TEST DATA
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APPENDIX B

BLAST DOOR DAMAGE
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Door After Shot

Damage to Locking Handles
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Hinge Area

Damage to Hinge
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Damage to Hinge

Top Surface Cracks
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Top Surface Cracks

"Damage to Seal Angle
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Lifting Door

Permanent Set in Door
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Door Crack Pattern

Deformed Lock Mechanism
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1.

BLAST TESTS OF EXPEDIENT SHELTERS IN THE DICE THROW EVENT

C. H. Kearny

Emergency Technology Program, Energy Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

1. BACKGROUND AND SCOPE

Civil defense research at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (OKL) has

always stressed the development of protection against blast effects.

One reason for this emphasis is the fact that, if a population is able

to occupy shelters affording good protection against blast effects at

overpressures up to 7 psi, the area in which serious blast casualties

would be suffered would be reduced by at least 752 compared to the

situation in which a population takes shelter in homes that would be

badly damaged at the 2 psi overpressure range by the blast effects of a

large weapon. Another reason is the fact that even expedient shelters,

if their wells are skillfully shored and their entrances equipped with

expedient blast doors, can readily be built so as to protect occupants

against all blast effects at peak overpreasure ranges several times as

high as 7 psi. Therefore, in 1973 ORNL participated in Defense Nuclear

Agency's (DNA's) MIXED COMPANY Event. This test subjected various

expedient shelter designs to the effects of an explosion of 500 tons of

TNT. All of the ORNL expedient shelters survived with little or no

damage.
1 

As a result, it was decided that the wnet promising designs

should be subjected to blast effects severe enough to Indicate the worst

bleat environments that these shelters are capable of withatanding. The

wain event of DNA's recent DICK THROW series afforded the required blaat

eevironment. This event was a 630-ton ANFO (amonim nitrate-fuel oil)

explosion, producing alrbleat effects about equivalent to a 1-kiloton

nuclear surface burst. This shot was detonated on October 6, 1976 at

White Sands Misaile Bangs, New Mexico. Eighteen expedient shelters

(ipcluding four half-scale models) were subjected to the blast effects

a
saeearch sponsored jointly by the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency

sad the Beergy Research and Development Administration under contract with
the Union Carbide Corporation.
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at overpressures ranging from 53 psi to 5.8 psi, and expedient life-

support equipment (mostly placed inside shelters) was exposed to over-

pressures of 53 psi to 1 psi. Several one-tenth-scale models of shel-

ters were also tested, at overpressures of up to 180 psi.

2. PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES

The principal objectives of ORNL's participation In DICE THROW

were:

a. To obtain field data useful in making more reliable estimates

of the practical limitations of promising expedient shelter designs and

expedient life-suppcrt equipment, as regards their capabilities for

vithatanding all blast effects from large explosions.

b. To observe the relative effectiveness of several different ways

of utilizing earth arching and trench-wall shoring to increase the blast

protection afforded by lightly constructed shetlers, in order to develop

improved shelter designs that can be built using only videly available

materials.

3. INSTRUMENTATION USED AND TEST DATA RECOVERED

3.1 Blast Overpressures

Blast overpressures were measured by yielding foil membrene blast

gauges.2 These passiv- gauges vere developed at ODNL and performed well

at the lover overpressures (less than 7 psi). However. the OIUIL gauges

that vere installed adjacent to principal shelters to measure overpres-

sures above 7 psi all recorded overpressures 28-602 higher than those

recorded by the transducer@ at the same radial distances from ground

zero on DNA's adjacent Gauge Line No. 1. Therefore. ve have used the

DA measurements for ell the aboveground overpressures to vhich the OML

shelters yere subjected, except for the DNA measurement at the predicted

100-pai range, vhich yas obviously far too low.
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The diatances from ground zero (GZ) to the shelters, the predicted

overpressures, and the measured overpreusures at these distances are

shown in the table below.

Table 1.i. Overpressures at VatJous Distvncus

Distance from Predicted Measure.•
Ground Zero Overprea*Lres Overpresaures

440 ft 1lo psi 106 pai

540 it 50 psi 53 psi

640 ft 30 psi 31 psi

740 ft 20 psi 20 psi

820 ft 15 psi 15 psi

1140 ft 7 psi 6.7 psi

1370 ft 5 psi 5.8 pal

To simplify this report, only a few references to Ointances from 0Z
or predicted overpressures will be made. Hessured peak overpressurse

will be used (e.g., "53 psi," ")31 psi").

The ORML pressure gauges inside the shelters recorded low overpres-

lures. All these gauges functioned well except those inside the shel-

ters at the 31-pas overpressure range. All the OPXL pressure gauges

were recovered, and the overpressures they recorded inside the shelters

are used in this report.

3.2 Elastic and Permanent Deformations

Elastic and permeaent deformations of the roofs end some othet

parts of the shelters wire eaasured by passive mechenical devicos,

Over 902 of these functioned effectively. Unear measurements of dis-

tances between parts of a shelter were taken before and after the blast.

I

i
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3.3 Blast-Wind Scouting

Blast-wind scouring of the earth wounded over shelters and around

entryways was determined by driving 12-in. steel spikes into the earth

until their heads were flush with the ground and measuring their expo-

sures after the blast. (The duration of blast winds is proportional to

the cube root of weapons yield;3 thus the depth of scouring by larger

weapons can be estimated.) Also preblast and postblast depths of earth

over and around shelters were recorded.

3.4 Blast Damage to Structures

Blast damage to all structural parts of shelters and to the earth

walls of unshored shelters and of water-storage pits were dete'm.ined

primarily by observation. Numerous photographs were taken, both before

and after the blast, to record blast damage--the mosat important part of

the test dta.

4. SKALL-POLE SHLTEU AT 53 PSI

4.1 Purpose

The Small-Pole Shelter (see Figs. 4.1 and 4.2) has been developed

for construction by unskilled workers in wooded areas (in stable or

unstable earth, below or above ground). It provides excellent protection

agaost radiation and much better "rotsction agains t bleat than does n

unahored trench shelter or say poorly shored shelter. Untrained groups

of families, using only muscle-powered tools, have succeeded in building

this type shelter in less then 48 hours elapsed tiUm from the time they
4received the Instructions. A 24-men section of an infantry platoon of

the H2ed Airborne Division. with no prior training end using only muscle-

powered tools, built a 24-man model, without benches or bunks. in I1

eaapeed hMure.S

4.2 Coastruction

The main roe, and the horloetal part of the entryway at the seat

end were of unmdified Russian design.,
7

except that the excavatton in
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the hard caliche was made 2 ft deeper than the final level of the shel-

ter floor. Then this bottom 2 ft was backfilled with dry, sandy earth.

This soft earth under the wall poles permitted them to be pushed down

sufficiently under blast loading to throw most of the load onto the

resultant earth arching that blast overpressure sets up over a yielding

structure.

A previous ORNL analysis8 of the survivability of this shelter

indicated that without the protection of earth arching it would withstand

an overpressure from a 200-kiloton weapon of about 15 psi with blast

doors closed. This analysis assumed the use of green hardwood poles,

the strengths of which were determined in the ORNL materials laboratory.

The roof poles and wall poles of all the ORNL pole shelters in DICE

THROW were ponderosa pine. In this shelter, the poles averaged about 5

in. in diameter including their bark. The 12-occupant shelter room was

10-1/2 ft long, as illustrated by Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.

The horizontal part of the entryway at the south end wae only 4-1/2

ft in height, with its floor 2-1/2 ft above the floor of the main room

and the east-end entryway.
6

'
1 

This height proved adequate, and this

stoop-in entryway required significantly less material and labor to

build than did the Russian-type horizontal entryway with 6 ft of head-

room. (An unmodified Russian Small-Pole Shelter has only a small chimney-

like air duct at one end; ORNL tests had -roved that this small air duct

would provide such inadequate ventilation that fatalities from excessive

heat-humidity could result in wars or hot weather after a day of full
7

occupancy.) The vertical entryways were of ORNL design, as shown in

Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. except that they exteged 5 ft above the ceilings of

the horizontal entryways. (The Russian inclined stairway-entrance had

been found to be weak and not suitable for the installation of a blast

door.)

The roof poles of this box-like shelter were at ground level. The

length of this shelter was perpendicular to the radius from GZ. To

provide adequate shielding against the initial nuclear radiation to be

iI
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expected at the approximately 50-psi overpressure range from smaller

nuclear weapons, the roofs of the shelter room and its entryways were

covered with 5 ft of mounded earth. For adequate protection against

initial radiation from a tactical weapon (through the entries), each

entryway should have been at least 10 ft long. For protection against

radiation from strategic weapons, the entries actually built would be

satisfactory, and only 3 ft of earth cover would give a protection

factor (PF) of over 500.

The need for blast doors on family shelters has long been recog-

nized.9,10 ORNL blast tests had demonstrated the effectiveness of

expedient blast doors at overpressure ranges up to 29 psi, and since the

present Soviet nuclear arsenal could subject over half of all Americans,

if in their normal areas, to serious blast dangers, we included three

new designs of expedient blast doors in our DICE THROW tests.

Bath entrances of the Small-Pole Shelter were protected by expedient

blast doors (see Figs. 4.3 and 4.4). Each door measured 48 in. x 42 in.

PHOTO
6543-76

Fig. 4.3. Mailing Tire-Strip Hinges to ELpedient 51at
Door Tested at the 53-psi Overpressure Range.
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and each was made of five thicknesses of 3/4-in. exterior plywood. The

plywood sheets were glued together with waterproof resin and nailed

together from both sides. Expedient hinges made of strips cut from the

worn treads of automobile tires were nailed to the door and to vertical

poles of the entry with No. 16 (4-in.) coated nails, on a rectangular

spacing of 4 inches ir, each direction. A door was hinged on its side

nearest ground zero with 5 hinges iailed to the 5 vertical poles of this

side of its vertical entry. Each hinge was a 24-in.-long strip of worn,

wide-tread automobile tire, 4 to 6-1/2 in. wide and 1/4- to 1/2-in.

thick, measured in the grooves of the tread. Each strip was nailed to

its door with twelve 5-in. nails, driven in about 3-1/2 in. with their

heads bent away from the hinge line.

After seeing the Lright light from a nuclear explosion, an alert

shelter occupant can close and secure this type door within 4 seconds.

This is fast eslough to effect the closure of the door before the arrival

of the airblast shock wave from an 8-MT or larger weapon at the 20-psi

or less overpressure range, but not fast enough at the 53-psi range.

(See Fig. 4.4.) Therefore, if this shelter is to afford protection

against tactical weapons, it should be equipped with expedient blast

valves of the tire-strip type, installed in separate intake and exhaust

shats. This type valve has been blauttested without being damaged at

65 psi.
1

Each blast door was surrounded with blast-protector logs which had

been notched aad spiked together and were evenly spaced around the door.

These logs (about A in. In diameter and 8 ft long) had been placed with

their upper sides about 2 in. higher than the top of the closed blast

door.

4.3 Test Results

Figure 4.5 shows the four blast-protector logs around the north-sad

door after the blast. This explosion produced a measured peak ovwrpreesure
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PHOTO
6545-76

Fig. 4.5. Blast-Protector Logs ,round' Biasr Door after
Being Moved by Blast Effects at the 51-psi Overpressure Range.

of about 53-psi and a calculated peak blast-wind velocity of about 1,000

mph at this range (i.e.. 540 ft from ground zero). The blast winds blew

away up to 12 inches of the dry earth previously piled around the blast-

protector logs. The shock wave and dynamFi drag effects shifted these

four logs from their original positions. In its final position, the log

nearest ground zero was so clove to the hinges that the door could be

opened from the inside to an inclination of only about 60 degrees.

If this door and its protector logs had been subjected to the same

o.,erpressure from a large surface burst that would have produced dynamic

drag and blast wind effects of much longer duration, the door might have

been jameed in its closed position by the shifted lga. If long. strong

stakes had been driven prior to the blast so a" to secure the logs.
their movement would have been reduced. However, for .mxaimm blast

protection against nuclear weapons this whole shelter should have been

positioned deep enough in the earth so that Its blast doors would have

IL
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been only a few inches above ground level, with the earth surrounding

the blast-protector logs sloped up around them at an angle of less than

10 degrees. Or the earth mounded over the whole shelter should have all

its slopes less than 10 degrees.

The pole frame and plywood blast doors of the Small-Pole Shelter

were essentially undamaged by the blast effects at the 53-psi over-

pressure range (see Fig. 4.6). However, occupants would have been

injured if they had been standing with their heads close to the ceiling,

S•P H O T O
•!. •.0704- 77

J
Fig. 4.6. Small-role Shelter after eing Tested with Blast

Doors Closed at Lhe 53-pat Overprepsure Range. Note the sltghtly
damaged expedient ohelter-ventilating pump in the stoop-in entryway.

Two men worked about 5 min. to replace the 4 blown-loose flaps. the
only damage.

which was rapidly depressed when pressure on the roof poles caused the

wall poles to be punched down into the soft, back-filled earth supporting

them. This doumward movesmnt of the roof and walls varted from a minimum

of 2 in. in the southwest corner to a msxim of 6-1/4 in. tn the north-

east coroer. Figure 4.7 shoes the sovement at the center of the roma. where
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PHOTO
6453-76

Fig. 4.7. Movement of Upper Part of Small-Pole Shelter
Away from Ground Zero due to Blast Effects at 53

-psi Over-
pressure Range.

the upper part of the shelter was moved 4-1/4 in. away from ground zero

and 4-3/16 in. downwar,. relative to the "fixed" vertical post to which

the lower part of the damaged deflection gauge was attached. Further-

more. about 15% of the floor area "puffed up" from 2 to 8 in. above its

original elevation.

Figure 4.8 shows how the floor "puffed up" about 6 in. in the

northeast corner of the shelter in the east entryway; same prtsaurized

earth caused some earth to "flow" up into the closed room. In which the

measured peak overpressure wa* only 1.5 psi. About 85% of the floor

area was undisturbed, as was the floor in front of the man's hand restiog

on the cross brace. Neither the blast gauge resting on the brace pole

in the corner nor the small expedient fallout meter on top of it was

moved.
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:t

PHOTOS.... . • : 64 59- 76

Fig. 4.8. "Puffed-Up" Part of the Floor of Small-Pole
Shelter due to the Start of Earth Flow under Moderately Long-
Duration Blast Overpressure at the 

5
3-psi Overpreasure Range.

If a person had been standing on the floor when it was "puffed up"

suddenly, possibly his legs could have been injured. To prevent possible

injuries due to an intact -. ling moving very rapidly downward and/or

the flour moving upward, occupants could recline in expedient bedsheet

hammocks 
1 

slung from the upper horizontal brace poles of the main

shelter room, as shown in Fig. 4.9.
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PHOTO
6458-76

Fig. 4.9. Expedient Bedsheet Hammock, Usetul to Avoid

Sever Shock Eflects in a Shel.L at Pigh Overpressure Rlanges.
The w is operating an expedient shelter-ventilating pump via
an expeditst pulley-equivalent, a greased forked stick suspended
on striugs.

The whole roof, the upper horizontal braces, and the upper ends of

the wall poles were all displaced about 4-1/4 in. to the west (away from

GZ) by the blast effects on the 5-ft-high mound of shielding earth over

the shelter. The sides of this mound sloped about 36 dugrees; its width

on top averaged about 10 ft. (If this dry mound had been subjected to

the blast effects of a megaton or larger nuclear weapon at the same 53-

psi overpressure range, the much greater impulse and longer-duration

drag effects might have caused the earth mound to be displaced far

enough to wreck the underlying pole shelter--especially since the long-

duration blast-winds would have scoured away most of the earth cover.

Even a mound of wet earth, which is much less vulnerable to long-duration

blast-wind scouring, might have been displaced far enough to cause

serious or disastrous structural damage.)

The maximum overpressure measured inside the shelter was 1.5 psi--

not enough to be harmful. Less than haif of this pressure increase was

due to the sudden reduction in the volume of the shelter room which wat

described above. The rest was caused by blast wind that blew through

cracks between the poles oaar the top of the verticai entryways. These
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cracks appeared &fter the initial blast wind had scoured away several

inches of the covering earth and torn away the polyethylene film that,

with the essential help of stuall-scale earth arching, had kept earth

from being forced beLween thp cracks by the peak overpressure.

There wag no damage. to any of the life-support equipment in this

shelter, except for quickly repairable damage to the expedient shelter-

ventilating pump (RAP)12 pictured in Fig. 4.6.

4.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

4.4.1 - A Small-Pole Shelter built in stable ground and equipped

with blast doors can give reliable protection against the blast effects

of small tactical weapons up to about the - ovrpressure range.

4.4.2 - A modification of this shelter with a continuous pole floor

under the wall poles should not fail as a possible result of a large

amount of pressurized and destabilized earth flowing up into it through

its floor when subjected to the long-duration overpressures and large

movements caused by a megaton explosion.

4.4.3 - In order to prevent the above modification from seriously

reducing the capability of the shelter frame to yield under blast loading

and thus promote protective earth arching, all parts of one of the

shelters to be tested should first be covered with readily crushable

material, such as small tree limbs. Then this material should be covered

with fabric or plastic before placing earth around and over thb protected

shelter.

4.4.4 - Small-Pole Shelters modified in these ways should be sub-

jected to the effects of blast simulating at least a lIW-T explosion

at the 25-psi and 50-psi overpressure ranges, when installed in a trench

dug in unstable earth, deep enough so that its blast doors are only about

a foot above the original ground level.
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5. UNMODIFIED RUSSIAN POLE-COVERED TRENCH SHELTERS AT 20 AND 6.7 PSI

5.1 Purpose

Two identical unmodified Russian Pole-Covered Trench Shelters were

tested at the 6.7-psi and 20-psi overpressure ranges, in order to make a

more accurate estimate of the blast protection afforded occupants of

this common type of Russian expedient shelter. This unshored "dugout"

is recommended for construction in stable earth.

5.2 Construction

The two unmodified Russian Pole-Covered Trench Shelters were of the

design detailed in the 1969 Soviet civil defense handbook13 except that

the entrance stairways were at right angles to their lengths, a modifi-

cation recommended in both the 1972 and the 1976 Russian shelter-buo-ding

manuals.14,15 Figure 5.1 shows most of the roof poles in position

before the shelter was covered with 4-mil polyethylene and earth mounded

30 in. deep. A total of 62 lodgepole pine poles, each 7 ft long. were

laid aide by side across the 31-ft-long trench

6406-76

Fig. 1.1. Poles Covering Russian Pole-Covered WTeach
Shelter at 20-pez Overpreesure ange. with Uncoupleted Stair-
way Opening Pocing Away from Ground Zero.

2-I
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(not including the right-angle entry stairway that is shown in the

foreground of Fig. 5.1). Figure 5.2 gives the details of this simple

fallout shelter.

5.3 Location and Test Results

A Soviet civil defense handbook states that within "the zone of

complete destruction" the overpressure exceeds 0.5 kg/cm
2 

( , 7 psi) and

that all residential and industrial buildings and all fallout shelters

will be destroyed. (This limitation obviously does not apply to the

Russian "hasty shelters" built of prefabricated concrete or steel com-

ponents. Typical Russian expedient fallout shelters are of light

construction and are not designed to withstand blast effects.) There-

fore, one unmodified Russian Pole-Covered Trench Shelter was built at

the forecast 7-pa1 overpressure range (6.7 psi was measured). Because

cf !he almost rock-like caliche earth, an identical shelter was built at

the 20-psi range, to see if occupants might survive more severe blast

effects than those at the 7-psi range. Neither shelter had a blast

door.

In the shelter at 20 psi. two anthropomorphic dummies (supplied by

the Lovelace Foundation) were seated side by side just inside the inner

curtain (see Figs. 5.2 and 5.3). A movie camera was installed by Denver

Research Institute for the U.S. Army's Ballistic Research Laboratory.

This camera was farther inside the shelter, mounted on a concreted-ijn-

the-ground post. This camera took 400 frames per second; the four

photographs of Pig. 5.3 were taken in 1/100 second. The first photograph

shows only a slight movement of the innermost bl&nket-curtaln. The

second shows the earth walls beginning to crumble under the forces of a

ground shock wave, induced by the airwave slap overhead before the

airborne shock wave reached these walls or the duies. The third and

fourth photograph* show the Innermost blanket-curtaln being torn. revealing

the torn outermost curtain, that was darker colored, belng blown behind

and against it. The collapsing walls trapped the two dumaea before

u• m rams
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PHOTO 6632-76 (No. 1) PHOTO 6629-76 (No. 3)

r4r

PHOTO 6636-76 (No. 2) IHOTO 6634-76 (No. 4)

Fig. 5.3. Dummies Being Struck by Airbiast and Curtains
Traveling about 180 mph. Note the walls collapsing under ground-

shock stresses before the arrival of the airborne shock wave.
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the entering blast wind, which was shown by the four movie frames to

have a velocity of about 180 mph, could blow them over. (The blast wind

peaked at about 470 mph outside this shelter.)

Figure 5.4 shows the dummies trapped by the collapsing walls.

Because their strong steel joints did not permit these dummies to bend

forward, the collapsing walls did not bend them forward, knock them

down, and bury them, as would have been the fate of two men. Note the

unbroken roof poles.

PHOTO
0705-7 7

Fig. 5.4. Dummies at 20-psi Ralme after Ground Sbock
Collapsed the Earth Walls of Shelter. Their steel "bones" and
joints prevented them from being knocked down and buried.

The measured overpressure inside this shelter was 7 pei--high

enough to break some persons' eardrums. (If this shelter had been sub-

jected to the blast effects of a megaton wetpon at the 20-psi range, the

maximum overpressure inside the shelter would have been almost 20 psi.)

The entry was wrecked and much of its covering earth was blown

away, as illustrated by Fig. 5.5. The ventilation duct was broken off.
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PHOTO
6460-76

Fig. 5.5. Wrecked Entry of Russian Pole-Covered Trench
Shelter at 20 psi.

At the 6.7-psi range, an identical shelter suffered serious damage.

Chunks of hard caliche weighing up to about 400 lb were broken off the

very stable earth wdlls and would have injured shelter occupants. A

dummy seated on a fi:;ed bench next to the blanket-curtains was knocked

off the bench by the shock wave and the entering blast winds (see Fig.

5.6).

PHOTO
6462-76

Fig. 5.6. Dummy Knocked Off 3ench-in Russian Pole
Covered Trench Shelter at the 6.7-psi Overpressure Range.
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5.4 Conclusions

5.4.1 - In soils typical of mist inhabited areas, if a shelter of

thi3 design were subjected to the blast effects of a much larger explo-

sion at the ?-psi overpressure range, the Russian estimate of "total

destruction" would probably prove to be realistic. (The author believes

that "total destruction" in this sense msen the shelter would be so

badly damaged as to be uninhabitable--not that all occupants would be

promptly killed.)

5.4.2 - Earth arching in adequately thick earth cover over pole

roofs prevents the poles from being broken by overpressures far in

excess of the pressures such roofs could withatand if uncovered.

5.4.3 - Stresses due to ground shocks and earth waves would be the

predominant causes of failure of unshored trench shelters subjected to

the blast effects of large explosions.

6. LOG-COVERED TRENCH SHELTER AT 53 PSI

6.1 Purpose

We constructed an unshored trench shelter with its roof poles posi-

tioned in two lifferent ways and located at the predicted SO-pui over-

pressure range because:

a. We anticipated that the extremely stable, rock-like caliche

earth at the test site would result in unshored trench walls being so

strong that they would not collapse under the ground shock stresses

produced at the 50-psi range by mere I-KS blant effects.

b. We were confident that effective earth arching In the thick

earth would prevent the breaking of roof poles.

c. We were interested in comparing the effectiveness of the Russian

and the Chinese way of roofing a trench with ples or logs.

6.2 Construction

This shelter was built with half of its 12-ft-long room having its

roof poles positioned in the Russian msnner &c ground level (see Pigs.

5.1. 5.2, and 6.1). The other half of the room had Its roof poles positioned
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16
in a recommended Chinese manner (i.e., about 28 in. below ground
level). Figure 6.1 shows the vertical cross sections of these two
halves as modified from the original designs in order to permit a better

comparison between the merits of the two different ways of positioning

roof poles. (The room of the Russian half was made 16 In. less in

height than in the original Russian design, and the Chinese h&lf was

made 4 in. less in width than specified in the Chinese handbook. 16

PHOTO
DWG 77-10330

U . I j

Fig. 6.1. Comparison of Russian Way and Chinese Way of
Positioning Poles to Roof a Trench Shelter. Note that the Chinese
way requires about 35% less earth to be moved in order to make a
5-ft-thick covering--about the thickness specified in a Chlnese
handbook for shielding against initial nuclear radiation.

As shown in Fig. 6.1, the Chinese half wa' built with its roof

poles resting on earth shelves 28 in. below ground level, cut into the

hard caliche. All roof poles (logs) were ponderosa Fine. The poles

averaged about 5 in. in diameter, not including their bark. All were

cut 7 ft long. Earth was mounded about 5 ft above ground level over

this whole shelter. This resulted in about 4-1/2 ft of earth covering

the roof logs of the Russian half and about 6 ft covering the roof logs

of the Chinese half. Blast-wind scouring removed a foot of this mounded

earth.
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The vertical parts of the two entries to the shelter were of a

newly developed design with triangular cross sections. The expedient

blast doors were of a new triangular type. This design (see Figs. 6.2

and 6.3) was developed in order to: (a) use green poles cut from ordinary

trees to make a tight-closing expedient blast door that takes advantage

of the fact that three intersecting straight lines determine a plane,

(b) require only widely available hand tools and coon materials (e.g.,

auto tires, nails, and •noe wire or rope, in addition to poles), and (c)

make practical the use of L triangular vertical shelter entry, which has

a smaller cross-sectional area than does a rectangular vertical entry

big enough for the same sized person t, use, and shows promise of requir-

ing less materials to meet a given level of blast protection.

A PHOTO
~ 0700-77

Fig. 6.2. Expedient Trangular Blast Door Kade of Pine Poles.
The auto-tire flap valves over the l-1/2-in.-•ide spaces between
the poles were undamaged by the blast effects at the 53-psi over-
pressure range. Ground zero was to the left. Blast effects had
moved the three connected blast-protector logs, preventing the
door from being opened fully.
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PHOTO
6442-76

Fig. 6.3. View of the Same Triangular Blast Door, Looking
Toward Ground Zero. The hinge pole, originally 7-in. in diameter
after peeling, had been flattened on its top and back side. The
two other poles, 8-in.-diameter, had been flattened on their bot-
tom, top, and inner sides. All three poles were notched and nailed
together. Note the slots between the door-covering poles.

6.3 Test Results

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the triangular blast door on the south end

of the shelter, undamaged after the blast. Note that one of the 3

blast-protector logs (the log in the lower left corner of the photograph)

has been pushed by the blast up against the hinge-pole of the blast

door. The door was undamag6d. However. the movement of the earth mound

had broken the door-seat pole on which the man's foot is shown resting

in Fig. 6.3. Figure 6.4 shows the break more clearly.

both of the triangular blast doors were undamaged. The expedient

blast valves on the blast doors were closed by the blast, and about 752

opened after the blast, permitting adequate ventilation with an expedient

pump, a KAP. The overpressure inside the Chinese half was 1.5 psi, and

the overpressure directly under the north door was 3 psi. The results

of this test indicate that the use of expedient blast valves over the
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PHOTO
6443-76

Fig. 6.4. Broken Pole of Triangular Door-Seat. 'this pole
was broken by differential earth movements of the earth mounded
over the shelter. The man's hand rested on the unbroken hinge-
pde.

l-l/2-in.-wide cracks of this blast door is impractical. Most of the

flap valves opened before the strong blast afterwinds subsided. These

winds plus the natural desert winds blew so much dirt and sand through

the valves and into the shelter that a serious fallout entry problem

could exist after a nuclear blast. Figure 6.5 shows the blast door at

the north end of the shelter before it was opened after the blast. Much

earth and sand had been deposited on it by the subsiding blast winds.

PHOTO
6441-76

Fig. 6.5. Poattest Condition of Expedient Triangular
Blast Door, Some flap valves had been jaind shut. and
much earth and sand ha4 been deposited.
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Although not one roof pole of any part of this shelter or any other

shelter was broken or cracked, the ground-shock effects collapsed the

walls of the Russian half of this shelter so badly (see Fig. 6.6) that

all occupants would have been killed. Demage to the Chinese half was

6445-76

Fig. 6.6. Postshot View of the Caved-In Caliche Walls of
the "Russian" Half of the Log-Covered Trench Shelter at 53 psi.

such less serious, although hundreds of pounds of caliche, som chunks

weiging up to 20 lbs, wire broken off the edges of the shelves supporting

the roof logs. The roof-deflecLion gauge in the Chinese half recorded a

maximum transient downward deflection of 1-1/2 in. and a permanent

deflection of 7/8 ir.

6.4 Conclusions and Recommendationa

6.4.1 - Under the longer-duration blast effects of a large nuclear

explosion. mounded entries extending several feet above original grade

level would probably be wrecked by the combined effects of blast-wind

scouring and dynamic drag.

6.4.2 - Blast doors should be positioned only about a foot above

ground level. and earth should be mounded with slopes of 10 degrees or

less. (Unfortunately, such deeper excavation, even in softer earth.

might make construction within 48 bre impractical for builders having

only hand tools.)
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6.4.3 - Triangular blast doors made of poles can readily be built

to withstand 50-psi blast effects, but should be made solid and as

nearly dust-tight as practical. Separate ventilation shafts with blast

valves should be provided, with the blast valves positioned about 2 ft

from the bottom of each shaft.

6.4.4 - Persons building expedient shelters to provide protection

against nuclear blast effects should build well-shored shelters with

blast doors whenever practical.

7. LOG-COVERED TRENCH SHELTER AT 31 PS$

.I Purpose

A near-counterpart of tht Log-Covered Trench Shelter that was

tested at 53 psi was tested at 31 psi, in order to deterainr. at what

overpressure range this type shelter, if built in extremely stable

earth, will survive. Also we wished to test a semiexpedient design of

steel alast door on a shelter vntrance at approximately 30 psi.

7.2 Coostruction

This she'ter was constructed the sam as the Log-Covered Trench

Shelter at 53 psi, except that protecting its single entry it had a

semiexpedient blast door made of about 65% of a 30-gal. steel oil drum.

Rubber-tire hingts and rubber-tire seals wade a snug closure between the

door and the upper part of the vertical entry. The upper 2 ft of the

iertical entry was made ot two thicknesser of 2-in. boards nailed together

(see Fig. 7.1).

7.3 Test Results

Although the bleat effecta loosened some of the bolts of the steel

blast door, tore the metal In several places. and produced other damage

indicating that it was on the verge of failure, it did not fall.
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I'"PHOTO
6493-76

Fig. 7.1. Semiexpedient Blast Door Made nf a 30-gal Steel
Drum, Badly Damaged at j. psl but Still Blast-Tight. Blast-wind
scouring had ruou.O up to 17 in. of the dry earth mounded around
this entrance 4nd hlovn away itL single blast-protector log.

Figure 7,2 •,•tures the intrlor of tho Chinese half of the shelter

after thi. juast had broken hundreds of pounds of caliche off the very

stable walls anJ ii'uert-d the roof but did not cause it to collapse. No

poles were cracked in any part of this sheiter. The walls of the Russian

half collapsed so badly that all occupants would have been buried.

PHOTO
6446-76

Fig. 7.2. Serious Wall Caving at 31 psi (Predicted 30 psi).
The beam deflection gauge on top of the post showed a 2-1/2 In.

lowering of che center roof log.
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7.4 Conclusion and Recommendations

7.4.1 - Even in extremely stable earth, an unshored trench shelter

at 31 psi would give inadequate blast protection against even a small

tactical nuclear weapon.

7.4.2 - The steel-drum blast door is not as blast resistant as pole

or plywocd blast doors that require materials much less difficult to

find and that require less skill, tools, and time to build.

8. DOOR-COVERED EARTH-ROLL SHELTERS AT 15 AND 5.8 PSI

8.1 Purpose

Two of these zboveground small fallout shelters,7 made of interior

hollow-core doors, bed sheets, and other materials available in tens of

millions of American homes, were tested at the 15- and 5.8-psi overpres-

sure ranges in order to determine if the shelters would afford better

blast protection than would typical homes.

8.2 Construction

Each shelter was built with its long axis on a radius from ground

zero. Figure 8.1 shows the interitt ,of the shelter at the 15-pai range

PIROTO
6497-76

Y13 OVIRM34M~~ Is P3!

Fig. 8.1. The bedeheet "Earth-Roll" Walls Were 36
Inch" Apart before Test.
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bef-re the explosion. The vertical stick touching a roofing door is a

roof-deflection gauge, with its upper end consisting of nothing but a

thin cylinder of household aluminum foil, an unsatisfactory device if

exposed to blast wind. Figure 8.2 gives details of the construction of

these shelters (see p. 33).

8.3 Test Results

Figure 8.3 is a posttest picture of the northward-facing entry of

the shelter at the 15-psai overpressure range. This photograph als4

shows part of the northward-facing side of this ah4ltar. The blast

winds scoured only about I In. of earth frt, the top of this xheltor,

apparently because Its long, flat top extmided in the same direc•t•-

that the blast winds blew. Note the pro•,I of the toughness of polyester-

cotton pillowcases used to waký- 100-lb sandbags. The sandbag in the

foreground wds blown, about I ýt by the approximately 370 mph blast wind

without b,-ng irken.

6483-76

Fig. 8.3. Northward-Facing Eatry (at Night Angle to
the Direction to Ground Zero) of Door-Covered Earth-Roll
Shelter at the 1$-psi Overpressure Range. This is a post-
test photograph.

To the suprise of moat observers, earth arching above the roof doors

prevented any of them from being broken in by the blast effects. The doors
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were not broken in, even though the lower 1/8-in.-plywood veneer of

three of the six doors was broken. Figure 8.4 pictures the interior J

the shelter at the 15-psi overpressure range after the blast effects
outside had caused the sandy soil inside the bedsheet "earth-rolls" to

"flow" inward rapidly. The width of the shelter was reduced from 36 in.

to a minimum of 14 in. No additional earth movements were observed

during the two weeks following this test. This unanticipated earth

within the "earth rolls" did not tear any of the pieces of bedsheet

cloth.

PHOTO

6484--76

Fig. 8.4. Interior of Door-Covered Earth-Roll Shelter
after 15-psi Blast Effects had Reduced Width of Shelter from
36 Inches to a Minimum of 14 Inches Near Its Center.

Pressure-time measurements on the adjacent DNA Gauge Line No. I

showed that only about 40 msec elapsed between the peak overpressure of

14.9 psi recorded at the same distance (820 ft) from ground zero, and

its reduction to 6 psi, the maximum overpressure recorded inside
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this shelter by the ORNL pressure gauge shown in the foreground of Fig.

8.4. The gauge that had been installed to measure the roof deflection

was blown away by the entering shockwave and blast wind. The reduction

in ceiling height appeared to be less than 1 in. in this part of the

shelter, but up to about 4 in. in other parts.

At the 5.8-psi overpressure range, the Door-Covered Earth-Roll

Shelter was still habitable for weeks after the test, Figure 8.5 shows

that at 5.8 psi the walls were not forced inward by the blast cffects.

The unbroken upper 1/8-in, veneer plies of the doors held as flexible

membranes, and eartr arching was set up in time to prevent this shelter's

roof from being collapsed either as a result of initial mechanized earth

loading or due to the 5.8-psi blast effects.

PHOTO
6485-76

Fig. 8.5. Posttest Interior of the Door-Covered Earth-
Roll Shelter at 5.8-psi Overpressure Range. The lower 1/8-in.
veneer of the doors had been badly broken by impact before the
test, due to a front-end loader having dumped tons of earth
onto this yielding roof.
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The peak overpressure measured inside this shelter was 3 psi, about

half the 5.8 psi measured outside on DNA's adjacent Gauge Line No. 1.

The blast winds, that peaked outside at about 175 mph, scoured away only

a fraction of an inch of the shielding earth.

8.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

8.4.1 - A Door-Covered Earth-Roll Shelter obviously is impractical

for use as a blast-protective shelter against blast effects considerably

less than those at the 15-psi overpressure range from even a very small

nuclear weapon.

8.4.2 - If this fallout shelter with a protection factor of at

least 200 had been built in a typical suburb and had been subjected to

the blast winds from a megaton weapon at the same 5.8-psi overpressure

range, it might have been damaged or destroyed by blast-hurled pic.es of

houses and/or trees.

8.4.3 - Notwithstanding the hazards tnherent in the use of this or

any other lightly constructed aboveground shelter in a blast area,

occupants of this simple shelter would have a decidedly better chance of

surviving than would people inside typical suburban homes, which would

be demolished by thw blast effects at 5.8 psi.

9. RIDGE-POLE SHELTERS AT 15 AND 5.6 PSI

9.1 Purpose

In wooded areas having the water table or rock too close to the

surface for belowground expedient shelters to be practical, untrained

families with few tools have been able to build Ridge-Pule Shelters in

less than 48 hours. No prior blast testing of this type sheltzr, that

has its side poles merely leaning against its ridge pole, had been

carried out anywhere (see Fig. 9.1).
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PHOTO
6405-76

Fig. 9.1. Almost Completed Frame of Ridge-Pole Shelter
at 15 psi. Only the outermost roof pole of the entry has
been placed on its wall poles.

9.2 ConsLruction

Two identical Ridge-Pole Shelters were built, each having the

dimensions shown in Fig. 9.2. One was tested at the measured 15-psi

overpressure range, and the other at the 5.8-psi overpressure range.

Each was positioned with its ridge pole perpendicular to a radius from

GZ, with one of its two crawl-in entries facing CZ and the other entry

facing in the opposite direction. Figure 9.1 shows the almost completed

pole frame, plus a temporary brace pole steadying the entrance. The

pole frame was next covered with small, leafy limbs (Fig. 9.3), which in

turn were covered with 4-mil polyethylene. Then a covering of dry.

sandy earth 2 ft thick was placed over the whole shelter, with earth-

filled potato bags retaining the earth over the entrances.

9.3 Test Reaults

9.3.1 - At 15 psi.--Contrary to our expectations that the blast

effects would collapse the main room, the main room was undamaged (see

Fig. 9.4). The ridge-pole was moved only one-half inch away from 2Z.

However, up to 9 in. of earth was scoured off the top of the shelter.
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PHOTO

6476-76

Fig. 9.3. Covering the Frame of a Ridge-Pole Shelter
with Salt Cedar Limbs.

PHOTO
6498-76

fig. 9.4. Po.•rt. 1terior of Ridge-Pole Shelter at
1$ psi. The main roon was undamaged; the ridge pole had been
moved only 3/4 in. away from GZ.

In three places the underlying plastic over the ridge was broken; as a

result, dry. sandy earth fell through the roof pole in these places.

producin.g holes several inches across, open to the sky,
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The seriousness of what would be the amount of blast-wind scouring

by a 1-MT explosion (which at a given overpressure range would produce

blast winds lasting 10 times as long as the 1-kiloton blast winds at

DICE THROW) is indicated by the removal of all shielding earth from the

GZ siede of a 1/10-scale model of this Ridge-Pole Shelter, also tested at

15 psi (see Fig. 9.5).

PHOTO
6392-76

Fig. 9.5. Posttest Exterior of 1/1O-Scale Ridge-
Pole Shelter at IS psi. Scouring by the blast winds had
removed practically all the earth, plastic and twigs on
the side facing GZ and over the two entries-indicative
of blast-wind scouring of earth cover over a full-ecale
shelter by a megaton explosion.

The most auprising damage Is shown by Figs. 9.6 and 9.7. Obviously.

the dry earth %lowed" way from the middle ot the shelter and toward the

two ends of the shelter. Apparently the presure* on the ends of the

shelter were decreased as compared to the pressures on the center, both

by the lack of seflected overpressuves at the ends and the lowering of

pressures at the ends caused by Sernouli effects where the velocities of

the blast winds we:e increased &a the winds passed around the ends of

the obstructing shelter.
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S~PHOTO

6478-76

Fig. 9.6. Collapsed Entrance Facing Away from GZ.
The blast winds had scoured away most of the covering
earth, and the earth had "flowed" away from the center
of the shelter, pushing the upper part of the entry in
a direction perpendicular to the radius from GZ.

PHOTO
6477-76

Fi$. 9.7. Poetblast View of the Entry of the
Ridge-Pole Shelter Facing GZ. at IS put. ,ote the
scattered potato-sack sandbags, that had been olaced
to retain the earth over the entry. Ea:th "flow"
had pushed all but the base of the entry away from the
middle of the shelter, leaving none of the entry walls
perpendicular.
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The three fireplace-size logs (see Fig. 9.7) in front of the entral:e

facing GZ, and also the two polee pictured resting on the side of the

shelter, had been carried by the blast winds from where they had been

stacked before the test at the 70-psi range, 315 ft from where they came

to rest. Note the identifying spot of paint on the end of the log on

the right.

The overpressure inside only reached 3 psi, due to the small size

of the semicollapsed entryways, the relatively large volume of the main

room, and the relatively short time (about 80 ms) that the overpressure

outside remained about 3 psi.

9.3.2 - AtS88si.--As anticipated, this Ridge-Pole Shelcer was

undamaged as regards its pole frame. Measurements shLWed Lhe ridge pole

to be umved. However, 6 to I' in. of dry, sandy earth was rewoved

from the ridge, partly dua to blast-wind scouring and partly due to

shock effects having broken 5 holes in the 4-mil polyethylene where the

thin plastic covered the rough ends of the wall poles.' Some dry. randy

earth had fallen through thes. holes, but no part of the roof was wholly

wicoveree.

The overpressurv mevared tnside was 2 psi.

9.4 (Von•t'.uviotwe, and ke, -w,-;:ait.Lons

9.4.) - vvz t, KhC usiunt of dry. shielding earth that would be

removed by th.i 41"t witnd that wo!,d be produced by the sizes of nuclear

wcmpons thaz settate ihs- LVaed • and also due to the damage that

ebovegrotwd ahelths; buWil. n ;--,iae4 at.tis would suffer from blast-

!.-x'led tr,.A*, the pr iarittclt~ of kigt-i'olse felters for protection

aga.a-st both tdast effects aso tallout In severely limited. (If the

eartn Is qe, huwevet, blast-v•n4 scouring by !-kiloton blast wind" at

the 14-pl overoreasu-a range rtewvea a negligible chickness of sandy

earth from a vh~4.ar with ,he -4.4 olope *ad ortencation of roof. I
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9.4.2 - Before covering this type shelter with thin plastic prepar-

story to covering with earth, the ends of its poles should be covered

with cloth, rugs, or other stronger material.

10. DOOR-COVERED TRENCH SHELTERS AT 31 AND 15 PSI

10.1 Purpose

Most separate American homes have enough interior doots to roof a

trench shelter for the occupants and thus provide them with much better

protection against fallout radiation and fire than do the great majority

of homes. In a prior DNA blast test, a Door-Covered Trench Shelter was

essentially undamaged at 5 psi. Therefore, we tested this simple fallout

shelter at the predicted 30- and 15-psi overpressure ranges. The test

at 30 psi was carried out to learn whether or not earth arching would

prevent the collapse of the hollow-core interior doors roofing a trench

dug in almost rock-like earth--not to estimate the ultimate survivability

of persons exposed to 30-psi blast effects in a very small open shelter.

10.2 Construction

The boor-Covered Trench Shelters at 31 and 15 psi were of identical

construction. as shown by Pig. 10.1. however, a rseater thickness of

earth was sounded over these shelters, about 2-1/2 ft. than shown in

this drawing. We had found that a hollow-core interior door can with-

stand being covered with earth many feet thick, since it yields under

loading and protective earth arching develops in earth mounded over it.

10.3 Test Results

M0.3.1 - The shelter at 31 pat was a total failure. Earth arching

over the door did not prevent it from being broken in at this high
overproasure. Figure 10.2 show the depreselon resultingi from this

collapsed shelter, photographed eight days after the blast. Note the

large aa.,unt of sand that had beoo blown into this depreasien during these
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PHOTO
0703-77

Fig. 10.2. Photo of Door-Covered Trench Shelter Taken
Eight Days After the Blast. The door% vere smashed in. Note
the sand accuulation in the right sdt, of the hole indicative
of the probability of dangerous aounts of fallout being blown into
entries used as ventilation openings in blast--evastated areas.

postblast eight days. In the desert outside the blast-devastated area.

the graee and desert shrubs prevented Any comeequential bliovtn of sand

and dust during these same eight days. Open entries serving as ventilation

openings had large amounts of sand blown into them, iidicating. a potential

fallout-entry problem in blast devastated areas.

10.3.2 - At 1I psi the roofing doors were cracked but not broken

in. (See Fig. 10.3.) However, much hard caliche was broken off the

walls. The overpressure measured was 5 pal, high enough to break some

occupants' eardrums.

10.4 Conclusion and Becomendatioms

10.4.1 - If subjected to the longer-duration overpressures and
greater amplitudes of ground ntlons caused by strategic weapons,
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PHOTO
6489-76

Fig. 10.3. Postblast Interior of Door-Covered Trench
Shelter at 15 psi. Large chunks of earth were knocked off
the walls. Between 16 and 24 days after the blast, the partly
broken doors broke completely.

Door-Covered Trench Shelters would afford obviously inadequate blast

protection at overpressure ranges considerably less than 15 psi.

10.4.2 - In blast-devastated areas, the problem of fallout par-

ticles being blown into shelters dependent for their air supply on

ground-level openirrs could be serious.

11. CHINESE "MAN" SHELTER AT 20 PSI

11.1 Purpose

In the first Chinese handbook
16 

on nuclear defense that came into

our hands, we saw the shelter illustrated by Fig. 11.1. Previously, we

had never seen or conceived a blast shelter of this design or one built

of such thin poles. If such thin poles could safely be used, it would
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reduce the labor of obtaining the poles for an expedient blast shelter--

one of the chief constraints on the practicality of such shelters.

Therefore, we decided to blast test this Chinese design.

PHOTO
77-12599

6 3-107 14

Fig. 11.1. Chinese "Men' Shelter Tested at 20 psi. This

shel~r is called "Man" Shelter in a Chinese civil defense hsnd-
book• because a cross section of its frame resembles the Chinese

character "A" for "men."

11.2 Construction

The main room was 10 ft long. It was made in a trench with two

shelves, a bench and a 1-ft-wide foot-trench dug into the herd caliche.

The sloping wall poles were first cut 6 ft 6 in. long, but later had to
be reduced about 6 in. in length because their lower ends could not have

been dug into the rock-like earth without breaking off large chunks of

the two shelves on which the wall poles restee. The two small poles,
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one below and one above where the wall poles crossed at the top of the

frame, were encircled tightly with a single strand of No. 9 wire between

each adjacent wall pole.

The 10-ft-long main room (see Figs. 11.2 and 11.3) plus a 5-ft-long

horizontal entryway required 28 poles on each side, averaging about 3

in. in diameter, including bark. The tops of these poles averaged About

2-1/2 in., excluding bark. The horizontal entryway was of the same

design as the main room, except that its entire floor was at the same

level as the shelves and the bottoms of the wall poles of the main room.

It led to the vertical south-end entry that, for lack of a Chinese

drawing, we designed and built using the triangular construction pictured

in Figs. 11.2 and 11.4. The poles of the vertical entry averaged a

little over 3 in. in diameter, including bark. Above the 30-in. x 30-

in. opening at the outer end of the horizontal entryway, the inside of

the vertical entry was an equilateral triangle 39 in. on a side--big

enough for a big man. (See Figs. 11.2 and 11.4.) The five uppermost

poles averaged 4 in. in diameter, and the top three were notched and

nailed together so as to make a plane on which the blast door could be

closed snugly.

PHOTO
6464-76

Fig. 11.2. Completed Frame of Chinese "Man" Shelter Tested
at 20 psi. In accord with the Chinese drawing, the poles of the
main room averaged only about 3 in. in diameter. The triangular
entries and triangular blast doors were of ORNL designs.
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PHOTO
0698-77

I/
Fig. 11.3. Undamaged Interior, Showing Earth Bench on

One Sidp and Roof-Deflection Gauge on Post.

The blast door was very similar to the triangular blast doors on

the Log-Covered Trench Shelters described in Section 6, except that

the three frame poles of the dooi were smaller in diameter, and the

door had six open slots and six flap valves, as shown in Figs. 11.5

and 11.6. To pj-vent the door and the uppermost p(.lus of the triangular

entry from being -ýulled up and blown away during t-e negative pressure

phase of an explosion, the uppermost poles were wired securely to poles

about 3 ft lower down the entry.

Fig. 11.7 shows the covering of the shelter frame, except for the

mounding of the shielding earth. Due to a construction error, the earth

was mounded 4 ft deep above the tops of the wall poles, rather than the

approxiimte 3 ft shown by the Chinese drawing.
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PHOTO
'' 2954-77

Fig. 11.4. The Lower Part of the Vertical Triangular
Entry is Pressed Horizontally Against Two Pairs of Vertical
Posts. Each pair is wired together. The two pairs are held
apart by two horizontal spacer poles toenailed in place to
frame the rectangular opening between the horizontal and
vertical parts of the entry. The pairs of vertical posts are
pressed against two horizontal poles (the uppermost is shown)
that 4n turn press against both the outermost two poles of the
horizontal part of the entry and the earth in two slots dug
in the sidewalls of the excavation.

PHOTO

6467-76

Fig. 11.S. Poattest Undamaged Triangular Blast Door,

Made of Three 5-in.-Diameter Peeled Poles Covered with Seven
4-in.-Diameter Peeled Poles. Between these covering poles
were six 2-in.-wide ventilation slots, protected by six flap
valves made of strips cut from worn tire treads.
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PHOTO
6469-76

Fig. 11.6. Undamaged Triangular Blast Door, Partly Open
and Viewed Looking Up the Side of the Triangular Entry to Which
the Door was Hinged.

PHOTO
b4bb-it6

Fig. 11.7. Covering the Limb-Covered Pole Frame with
Nedsheets. Salt cedar limbs had first been placed crosswise
over the lightly constructed pole fram.
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The other (north) entry was ruggedly constructed of b-in.-diameter

vertical poles, with interior triangular braces. Its blast door was

practically identical to the door on the ORNL-designed "Chinese" entry

to the south end of the shelter. A rectangular expedient shelter-

ventilating pump (a 20-in. x 24-in. KAP) was installed in a makeshift

frame placed in the horizontal crawlway leading to the north entry.

11.3 Test Results

Contrary to our predictions, this lightly constructed shelter,

tested closed, was undamaged by blast effects. The undamaged interior

is pictured in Figs. 11.3, 11.8 and 11.9.

PHOTO
0701-77

Fig. 11.B. Poottest View of Opening at bottom of Triangular
Vertical Entry, Undamaged by 20-pai Blast Effects.
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PHOTO
6470-76

Fig. 11.9. Postshot Condition of the Lightly Constructed
Triangular Vertical Entry. The hammer rests on a step-pole.
Earth arching prevented the yielding bedsheet outside from being
torn.

The triangular blast-protector logs around the doors, each 8 ft

long and 7 to 8 in. in diameter, were moved away from ground zero, so

that a log pressed against the blast door hinges of each door. See Fig.

II.S. Both doors, however, could be opened. The blast winds scoured

away about 8 to 10 .'n. of dry earth from around the six !gse.

The blast valves on both doors obviousl) closed properly: a pres-

sure rise of only I pso was recorded in the center of the shelter. The

subsequently open valves permitted enough sand and dust to fall into the

entries to have constituted a health hazard if heavy fallout had been on

the ground outside. The ventilating pump and its flimy frame were

damaged slightly, but required only about 10 minutes to repair before

postabot testing.

The undamaged shelter frame was moved only slightly. The top of

the roof was permanently depressed 1-5/8 in. and pushed 3/4 in. away

from GZ.
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11.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

11.4.1 - The Chinese "Man" Shelter, if built with the ORNL-deslgned

triangular vertical entry and expedient blast doors, is a good example

of the blast protection attainable by properly building a lightly con-

structed shelter that yields under blast loading so as to attain effec-

tive earth arching in an adequately thick earth covering.

11.4.2 - We lack information concerning the magnitude and duration

of the earth pressures produced by the blast on the wall poles--pressures

that tend to collapse this A-frame structure. Therefore, we are unable

even to hazard a prediction as to whether or not this closed shelter

would survive the blast effects of a megaton weapon at the same 20 psi

overpressure range, producing greater and much longer-lasting over-

pressures at depth, and ground waves of much greater amplitude.
11.4.3 - During a rapidly escalating crisis, in many wooded areas

the most difficult poles to supply in adequate numbers at shelter-

building sites would be the long. straight, stout poles required to

make rectangular entries of blast shelters. Therefore. triangular

blast entries made ot short, light poles and triangular expedient blast

doors shvuld be tested at higher overpressure and longer duration.

12. RUG-COVEUZO TRIUC1 SMIELUJS AT 15 AN4D S.9 PSI

12.1 Purpose

Tarp-Covered Trench Shelters had been undamaged by heavy static

and moving loads, including a 6-ton backhoe driven over the earth

t.
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covering a shelter of this type r ofed by a cotton tarp. Since a

cotton tarp is not as atrong as a piece of typical wall-to-wall car-

peting made largely of strong synthetic fibers, we anticipated this

shelter would withstand the blast at the 15 psi overpressure range, by

facilitating earth arching.

12.2 Construction

Fig. 12.1 shows the principal design elements of a Rug-Covered

Trench Shelter. The two models tested at DICK THROlW had rain-room

trenches 40 in. wide. 6 ft deep, and 11 ft long. The roofing rugs were

each 12 ft wide by 11 Ift long. These rugs had a double laminated Jute

backing over nylon--typical low-cost wall-to-wall carpeting. No diffi-

culties were experienced in covering the rugs with earth to a depth of

48 in. over the aid-line of the trench, nor in completing the 20-in.-

wide entrances at each end. See Figs. 12.2 and 12.1.

12.3 rest Results

12.3.1 - At IS psi. the rug was corn lengthwise on o(e side from

end to end, and the mass of overlying earth fell into the trench. This

complete failure is shown clearly by Fig. 12.4.

12.3.2 - At S pet. the rug was not torn. but the ground shock

loosened it from the earth holding one of its edges In a side trench.

As a result, the whole untorn rud and the mass of earth above it fell

into the trench, to within about It in. of the trench floor. At this

point, earth arching and the strength of the rug stopped the downward

fall.

Occupatst sitting in the trench would have beeo crushed.

12.4 Conclusions and Recommendationa

12.4.1 - A Rug-Covered Trench Shelter def initely should at be

built to areas likely to be subjncted to blast effects.

12.4.2 - A Rug-Covered (or Tarp-Covered) Treach Shelter should omly

be built fos fallout protection, in at area where the earth is very

stable, by persons lacking other matertals with which to roof aa expo-

disat trench shelter.

I.I
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"PHOTO
6490-76

/

Fig. 12.2. Tamping Earth over Edge of a Side-Trench of
Rug-Covered Trench Shelter at 15 pal.

'- V 6491-76

.6 1

Fig. 12.3. Dumping Earth on Side of b4 before Mounding
Earth 4-ft Deep &long Centerline. An earth-filled bedaheet
"roll" and a pillowesae "sandbag" retained earth at each entry.
pictured prior to coepletion.

____________________
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'PHoTo
6492-76

Fig. 12.4. Demolished Rug-Covered Trench Shelter at 15
psi. The edges of the rug were not pulled loose by blast
effects; it was torn lengthwise.

13. SCALE MODELS OF SHELTERS

13.1 Purpose and Construction

In order to save money and to compare the resistance to blast

effects of full-scale and reduced-acale shelters, the scale models

listed below were tested. All scale models were built of materials

as similar as practical to those of their full-scale counterparts, and

linear scaling of all dimensions was used in all cases.

13.2 Test Results

13.2.1 -On-alf-Scale Rt-Covered Trench She and

, _psi--Both were undamaged by the blast effects, whereas their full-

scale counterparts failed at the saw- overpreasure ranges. The canvas

used to -oof the one-half-scale models was approximately one-half am

strong as the wall-to-wall carpeting used to roof the full-scale shelters.

For the one-half-scale models, a fabric only one-fourth as strong should

have been used, since the weight of earth supported by a -f t-vide

I
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segment of the roofing fabric (measured along the edge of the trench) of

the one-half-scale model is one-fourth as great as the weight of earth

supported by a 1-ft-wide segment of the roofing fabric of the full-scale

shelter ( x 1/2 x 1/2 vs I x i x 1). But even if we had selected

roofing fabric only one-fourth as strong for the one-half-scale model,

scaling would not have been satisfactory because the strength of the

earth of the unsupported walls would have remained the same in both

models, whereas the full-scale model to be equally qtrong would require

earth having twice the resistance to shearing and tensile stresses.

13.2.2 - tnshored Earth Walls of Trench Shelters.--In all cases, at

the same overpressure ranges the unsupported earth walls of small-scale

trench shelters and of small-scale open trenches were less damaged by

blast effects than were the corresponding walls of large-ccale trench

shelters and of large-scale open trenches. This was due to the fact

that the volume of earth tending to be sheared off a trench wall by

gravity and ground-shock forces increases as the cube of the increase in

scale, whereas the area of the surface of the potential shearing-off of

this volume increases as the square of the Increase in scale. As a

result of this difference. it we double all linear dimonstons of a half-

scale trench, then in the case of the full-aecle earth wall a unit-area

of the surface of potential shearing is subjected to twice the unit

stresses to which a curresponding unit-Area of tlh half-scale earth wall

is subjected. Therefore. the full-scale trench wall falls first.

13.2.3 - M-lal-osl cinse"la" Shot t~j~L._2lI _k tThls

closed shelter (Fig. 13.1) was a o"-half-scale counterpart of tha

Mihnese "Ian" Shelter tested at 20 psi. excs*t that it had only oue

entry and had only one blast-protector log, which was 10 in. tn diameter

and secured by sc:tkAs.
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Fig. 13.1. One-Half-Scale Chinese A ("Man") Shelter
Tested at 31 psi with Its Triangular Blast Door Closed.
Before being covered with earth mounded as high as the blast
door, the whole shelter was covered with 4-mil polyethylene.

The blast tore loose the blast-protector log. The blast winds,

theoretically peaking at about 670 mph, hurled this log 180 ft, where it

struck the side of the Ridge-Pole Shelter. About 10 in. of dry earth

were scoured from around its entry. The earth shelves on which the

lower ends of its side-poles rested were cracked, but not broken off.

About 2 in. of powdery caliche earth accumulated on the floor. The

height of the shelter roof was reduced only 7/8 in.

13.2.4 - One-Tenth-Scale Chinese A ("Man") Shelter at 31 psi.--

This 1/10-scale model consisted only of a main room, closed at both ends

with "poles," with its top at ground level. The frame was undamaged,

but had been pushed into the sandy earth 2 in., reducing the ceiling

heiglt of the room from 4-1/4 in. to 2-1/4 in. (see Fig. 13.2). If a

full-scale shelter built in soft earth had its poles proportionally

pushed down into the earth by the 31-psi blast overpressure from a i-MT

explosion, with its duration of overpressure ten times as long as from
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PHOTO
6473-76
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Fig. 13.2. One-Tenth-Scale Room of Chinese "Man" Shelter
at 31 psi, photographed Posttest. The frame had remained
adequately covered, was undamaged, but had been push-d about
halfway into the ground.

a 1-kiloton explosion, the intact survival of the shelter frame would be

unimportant to occupants of this shelter.

13.2.5 - One-.lalf-Scale Log-Covered Trench Shelter at 53 psi.-This

closed shelter consisted solely of a two-level room and a horizontal

entry trench, counterparts of the adjacent full-scale Log-Covered Trench

Shelter. Both of these shelters were built to compare the effectiveness

of roofing a trench with poles laid on the surface of the ground as

illustrated in Russian civil defense handbooks, as compared to the

recommended Chinese procedure of placing the roofing poles on shelves

well below ground level. See Fig. 13.3.

The blast damage suffered by both parts of this closed shelter

indicated that occupants probably would have been injured, but was less

serious than the damage suffered by Its full-scale counterparts tested

at 53 and 31 psi. In the Russian half, the upper parts of the earth

walls were broken off, and the unbroken roof poles came to rest sloping,

with a reduction of 3-3/4 in, in mid-ceiling height. In the Chinese

half, the roof poles remained horizontal, although they were lowered 2-

1/4 in. in the center.
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PHOTO
6487-76

Fig. 13.3. Construction of 1/2-Scale Log-Covered Trench
Shelter at 53 psi. The Chinese way of placing roofing poles
below ground level is shown in front; the Russian way, to the
rear.

13.2.6 - One-Tenth-Scale Ridge-Pole Shelter at 15 psi.--Unlike its

adjacent full-scale counterpart, its entryways were undamaged. However,

as shown by Fig. 9.5 of Section 9, the earth covering the side of its

frame facing GZ and the tops of its entrywaya were completely uncovered.

13.2.7 - One-Tenth-Scale Small-Pole Shelters at 53. 106 and Approxi-

mately 180 psi.--The shelter at 53 psi was undamaged, as was its full-

scale counterpart at 53 psi. The shelter at 106 psi failed; one of its

two vertical entries was wrecked, and lethal overpressures apparently

entered through its smashed entry (see Figs. 13.4 and 13.5). Neither

of the 6-in.-deep earth covers of these 1/10-scale shelters was seriously

wind-scoured. By contrast, their full-scale counterpart at 53 psi,

shielded by an earth mound with slopes of 36%, lost over 8 to 12 in. of

cover due to blast-wind scouring. However, the shielding earth over

the 1/13-scale models was mounded with slopes of only about 10%, and the
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.- PHOTO
' 6456-76

Fig. 13.4. One-Tenth-Scale Small-Pole Shelter, Pre-
test at 106 psi. Earth was mounded over this shelter at
slopes of about 10' to minimize blast-wind scouring. Only
the plywood blast doors are visible.

~ PHOTO
6455-76

Fig. 13.5. One-Tenth-Scale Smsll-Pole Shelter, Poattest
at 106 psi, Shown after Being Carefully Uncovered.

wind velocities a few inches above the quite rough ground were not as

high as those striking the 5-ft-high wound over the full-scale shelter.
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At the approximately 180-psi overpressure range, a 1/10-scale model

of only the main room of a Small-Pole Shelter, tested closed and covered

with 6 in. of unmounded sandy soil, failed. The wall poles were pushed

down about one-third their heights, and the lower cross-bracing "ladder"

broke, with poles left sticking upward into the living space.

13.3 Conclusions

13.3.1 - The successful testing of a reduced-scale shelter does not

justify an assumption that its full-scale counterpart will survive as

well in the same blast environment, especially under the dynamic loadings

produced by large explosions.

13.3.2 - When the critical stresses in the test st'!uctures (including

stresses in earth banks subject to failure by shear) are induced by

gravity and/or the acceleration or deceleration of masses, these stresses

in the model are reduced by the scale factor.

14. BLAST-HURLED DEBRIS

14.1 Purpose

Blast tests have very rarely involved simulating the conditions of

urban, suburban, or wooded areas as regards the damage likely to be

caused by blast-hurled debris. Structures that could easily be damaged

by heavy projectiles have frequently survived shock waves and blast

winds because no materials to simulate houses and trees were placed

between them and GZ. See Ref. 3 for examples. Small expedient shelters,

especially aboveground types and shelters with small, steeply-sloped

earth coverings, could be damaged or destroyed by blast-hurled heavy

projectiles such as tree trunks or the parts of houses.
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Therefore, to get at least a feeling for the magnitude of this

neglected problem, we secured permission to expose to the blast some

fireplace-sized logs, left-over lumber, a 14-ft-high complete tree
"planted" securely in the hard caliche, and three 16-ft 2 x 4's also
"planted" securely. Most of the logs were stacked in a woodpile at the
approximately 70-psi range, with the logs pointing toward GZ. Six logs

averaging 8 in. in diameter were placed on top of the 5-ft-high mound of

earth over shelters at 53 psi. The logs and boards were marked with

paint of different colors, for posttest identification.

14.2 Test Results

The shock wave and blast winds hurled this debris farther than the

standar. blast wind velocities and theoretical calculations would lead

one to believe. Most of the fireplace-sized logs came to rest 240 to

360 ft from their starting positions and seven were airborne between 360

and 640 ft. The farthest airborne, a 5-in,-diameter, 18-in.-long stick,

came to rest 640 ft from the woodpile. Fourteen logs struck the 5-ft-

high mound over the Log-Covered Trench Shelter at 53 psi and were imbedded

in the soft earth, as pictured in Fig. 14.1. Of the 73 pieces of blast-

hurled debris that were found. 33 pieces were hurled between 240 and 360

ft and came to rest between approximately the 19- and 13-psi overpressure

ranges.

The 14-ft-high tamarisk (s*&t cedar) tree, cut and "planted" two

days before and still in full leaf. was broken off at the ground.

Apparently. it was broken into very small pieces, and the pieces carried

far away, since we were unable to find any part of this tree. The three

vertical 2 a 4's were each broken into two or more pieces, soam as short

as 2 ft long.

Two of the small logs were hurled end-on into the earth bank over

the shelters at S3 psi and punched into the bank. See Fig. 14.2. Most

of the logs apparently bounced upward on hitting this bank sloping toward
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." 2653-77
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Fig. 14.1. Some of the Fireplace-Sized Logs Hurled from a
Woodpile and Imbedded in the 5-ft-High Mound at 53 psi. Apparently,
the blast winds of the negative phase had unco'iered the two small
logs in the foreground and moved them toward (-Z.

PHOTO
6262-78

Fig. 14.2. Poottest Condition of the Side Facing GZ of the
5-ft-sigh Mound of Earth over Log-Covered Trench Shelter at 53 psi.
The log stickinc out of the sound had been hurled by the blast winds.
The canvas had I.een ,vered with about 4 In. of earth, in a marginally
successful attempt to reduce blaat-vind scouring.
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CZ at about 36' and were swept higher upward by the turbulent blast

winds. Some came to rest when they struck shelter mounds farther from

GZ. as is shown in Fig. 9.7 of Section 9.

14.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

14.3.1 - Blast-hurled debris would constitute a serious hazard to

most expedlent shelters built in areas of the types where most Americans

live or would evacuate into during a nuclear crisis, if these areas were

subjected to severe blast effects.

14.3.2 - For reasons explained in Section 17, "Iimitations of the

DICE THROW Tests," It is extremely difficult to estimate from this

evidence (based on a 1-kiloton air blast) the much greater hazards from

blast-hurled debris likely to result at the same overpressure ranges

from strategic .,uclear weapons.

15. EXPEDIENT WATER STORAGE

15.1 Purpose

For a shelter to be occupied for weeks in an area of severe fallout

hazards, adequate drinking water must be available close at hand. The

survivors in areas likely to be subjected to both blast effects and

heavy fallout should not depend on normal sources of driuking water or

on water stored in containers likely to leak as a result of blast

effects. Therefore, we conducted the first blast tests of simple.

inexpensive expedient mears for storing many gallons of water per

shelter occupant.

IS.2 Construction and Test Results

15.2.1 - Water Stored tn Plastic Baas Lining Cylindrical Pits ti

the Earth. ll--A anticipated, lined cylindrical pits proved to be the

most blast-resistant way to store water outside of blast shelters. See

Fig. l1.1. Ordinary 30-gel polyethylene trash bags were used for water-

proof liners. One bag was placed ansids of another, since a very small
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Pig. 15.1. Vertical Section of Cylindrical Water-Storage
Pit Lined with Waterproof Plastic lug, or Two Bags.

fraction of polyethylene bags chat are not made for water storage have

pinhole, leaks. tach cylindrical pit was dog so as to have a diameter

about 2 In. smaller than the diameter of its watorproof liner-bag, when

its liner-bag was inflated.

The best way to keep the upper edges of the pit-lining bag from

slipping into a pit is illustrated by lig. 15.2: Hake a circular wire

hoop the isat of the mouth of the bag., and tape it tinte che mouth. This

mechod was used in the water-storage pits at tho 20-psi and 6.7-psi

overpressure ranges. Ac the 51-psi range, the upper edges of doubled

bags were satisfactorily held in place merely by stickingt eis 4-in.

nails throughe the turned-urader edges of the bags and into the very firm

earth.

lefore the test, the lined pits, each approximately 2 ft deep.

ware filled almost full, and then roofed and covered as illustrated by
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S. PHOTO

6474-76

Fig. 15.2. Cylindrical Water-Storage Pit Lined with
Two Polyethylene Trash Bags. After exposure to blast effects
at 20 psi, this pit was undamaged and still full of water.

Fig. 15.1. Each lined pit contained about 20 gal of water. The earth

cover was sufficiently thick to result in very effective earth arching

under the blast loadings; both plywood pit-roof. were cracked but not

broken. None of the three storage pits developed leaks. Even at the

53-pai range, the blast effects resulted in no caving of the pit wall.

The storage pit at 53 psi, that after the blast was left partly

open to the dry desert winds, showed only 41 loss of water after 8 days.

At the 20-psi range, after 24 days durinr which the pit was left coa-

pletely open to the dry desert winds, it was about 701 full, and at

6.7 psi, the covered pit had only lost about 4% of its water after 24

days.

15.2.2 - Water Stored in One or Two Plastic Bais Used to Line a

Smaller Fabric Bag or an Ordinary Pillowcaae.--als method can be used

to transport and store quite large volumes of water.11 Two burlap

potato bags. each lined with two 20-gal polyethylene trash bags, were
each filled with about 10 gaI of water.

F

L
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One of these expedient containers was tested inside the Small-Pole

Shelter at the 53-psi overpressure range. Its mouth was tied shut with

a 1/4-in. cord, one end of which was then tied to a nail driven into a

wall pole of the shelter, about a foot above the top of the water bag.

This cord kept the mouths of the burlap bag and its double lining bags

above the level of the water inside.

This water storage was unaffected by the quite severe ground shock

inside the closed shelter.

Inside the open Russian Pole-Covered Trench Shelter at 20 psi, an

identical water storage container was undamaged by the shock wave and

blast winds thac entered through the open stairway.

15.2.3 - Water Stored in Plastic-Lined Trenches.--Figure 15.3 is a

postshut photo showing a lined water-storage trench at 6.7 psi. This

. " ...- . "" PHOTO
6451-76

Fig. 15.3. Postshot View of Plastic-Lined Water-
Storage Pit at the 6.7-psi Overpressure Range.

trench was dug 8 ft long. 27 in. wide, and 30 in. deep, and had been

lined with a 10-ft-vide sheet of 4-all polyethylene, with its edges

secured in small, earth-filled ditches. About 200 gal had filled It to

within about 6 in. of full. The pit had then been covered with the

pictured 3/4-1n. plywood sheets. Iarth had next been mounded about
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30 in. deep over the plywood, incorporating a waterproof "buried roo "

to keep out fallout-contaminated rain water. The resulting cross-

sectional profile was similar to that shown in Fig. 15.1.

Ground shock resulted in some earth caving off the edges of the

long sides of the trench, but no puncturing of the plastic lining resulted.

Eight days after the blast, this side-wall caving had increased, but the

trough still held a calculated 190 gal of water.

At the 20-psi range. e similar lined water-storage pit was badly

dasaged by side-wall caving, although earth-arching saved its roof.

Before it could be examined after the blast, almost all of its approxi-

mately 200 gal of water had leaked out.

15.3 Conclusiona

15.3.1 - If blast is expected in a shelter area, plastic-lined

cylindrical pits, filled almost full and protected from blast and

contamination &a illustrated in Fig. 15.1. would usually be the most

practical method of expedlent water storage.

15.3.2 - Inside blast shelters, aufficieot water for several days

shoul, be stored in fabric bags lined with Iorger plastic bags.

lb. f.Y)IEMfT "NTULATIOtt Of AIJ$ST SMi.TUS

16.1 ?Urpose

Expedient shelters that afford good protection aglaist both blast

and fallout have smlI entries, *Aually vertical. Such entries result

to inadequate natural ventilation when a wind is net blowing. In hot

weather, especially if It ti humid, even with a breeae outside, a fully-

occupied shelter can become dangerously or lethally hot and humid.

furthermore, we recognited the fact that air-intake and air-exhasat

opeaing* at ground level, if used for air oupply in a blat-devastated

area contaminated with heavy fallout, slight have dangerous amounts of

fallout blowe Into ibm. Sea Fig. 10.1 in Section 10.
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The problem of pumping sufficient air through expedient blast

valves of the types described earlier in this report needed investi-

gation.

16.2 Observations. Construction and Test Results

Intermittently during the three weeks following the main event, we

observed the amount of sand and dust that was added to the amount that

casm through the poorly-positioned blast valves in blast doors. Although

in an area of very heavy fallout the amount that entered through these

valves could prove serious, such more fell into the open entries of the

shelters not partially protected by blast doors and the blast-protector

logs around them.

The Small-Pole Shelter at S3 psi, which had solid plywood doors

that had to be left partly open to secure adequate ventilation, pro-

sented a special problem. In an attempt to keep sand particles out. we

built An Improvised one-foot-high "wall" of $ticks covered with polyeth-

ylene around the vertical entry, inside the ble3t-protector logs. and

over the whole entry we erected an expedient tent, These measures

reduced by about 601 the amount of sand subsequently blown into he

shelter. However. if the area had been covered with heavy fallout, it

would have bees clearly Impractical to work outside to inatall this

"wall" and tent, even if all parts of the "wall" and tent had been

carefully made to lit the opening before the blast, and stored inside

the shelter for poetatteck use.

reatblaat ventilation teats, using eyredient UPs and baking air

velocity meassurments with a Mastinga afemmasctr. yielded the followtig

trasultaz

(a) In the Lol-Covered Trench Shelter at $3 pal. ustng a 20-ti.-

wide a Wi-in.-high LAP (see Fig. 16.1). 412 cubic teet per minute (Wei)

sere pumped tMough the s&elter wham its blast doors were stems 1 1 ct

were puSpee through the shelter with Its two b1ast doors closed, with

the air flawing threuhS the blat velves. In each case a dedoatibo was
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Fig. lb.l. Expedient Shelter-Ventllatir.g Pump (a 20-in. x
36-in. KAT) in an entry of the Log-Covered Trench Shelter at 53
psi. Tested preblast. it pumped 177 cf through the valve* of
the two closed blast doors and 412 cf with the doors open. This
entry was demolished by blast effects.

made for the small measured volume of air that moved chrough the shelter

during times when the wind was blowing outside. Each door had blaet

valves wtth openings totaling about 80 sq. in. in cross-sectional are.

(b) In the Chinese "Hn" Shelter at 20 pat, using a Wi-in.-wide x

Z.4-in.-high KP (see Fig. 16.2). with the two triangular blast doors

open. 350 cim were pumapd through the shelter with the blast doors

open; 240 ei were pumpe through the blast valv-a wtth the blast doors

f- closed. Xach door had valves with openings totaling ntout 115 sq. i.

A gusty wind outside made these nasurements less reltable. probably o

the high side.
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Fig. 16.2. Expedient KAP (20 in. x 24 in.) Tested in the

Chinese "Man" Shelter at 20 psi, After the Blast.

(P) In the Small-Pole Shelter at 53 psi, using a 29-in.-wide x 36-

in.-high KAP when there was no wind outside, 861 cfm were pumped through

the shelter while the two solid blast doors were each open about 1 ft,

providing two openings each about 5 sq. ft in cross-sectional area. The

fallout-protective "walls" and expedient tent were around and over the

air-intake entry during this test. (A similar test conducted before the

blast, but with the doors completely open, resulted in a measured airflow

of 876 cfm.) See. Fig. 4.6.

16.3 Conclusions and Recommeudatiuns

16.3.1 - Blast valves in blast doors are Impractical. If valves of

the type tested are mounted in separate vertical ventilation shafts, as

was done in the ORNL tests in DNA's MIXED COMPANY main event (see Ref.

1), the entry of fallout particles appears likely to be reduced
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below dangerous levels. Ways to build expedient ventilation shafts that

do not require heavy lumber should be developed and tested.

16.3.2 - Except in extremely hot and humid weather, an air supply

of about 10 cfm per shelter occupant is enough to maintain tolerable

conditions during continuous occupancy for several days. Therefore,

even a RAP as small as 20 in. x 24 in. would usually prove adequate for

a 15-man shelter protected by blast valves having total openings as

large as those of the blast valves tested in DICE THROW (around 100 sq.

in.) but installed in separate air-intake and air-exhaust ventilation

shafts.

16.3.3 - Simple, expedient equipment to enable shelter occupants to

raise ventilation air-intake and air-exhaust openings above ground level

after the blast, and at the same time to quickly seal off the rest of

the entries, should be developed and te~ted.

16.3.4 - For use in prefabricated blast shelters or in blast shelters

that may be built in normal times or during slowly worsening crises,

ventilation pipes that are installed with their upper ends safely below

the earth until after the blast, and that can be raised by a Jack above

ground level after the blast, should be developed and blast tested.

(Since DICE THROW, we have designed and built a prototype of such an

extendable ventilation pipe, and also a manually operated, homemade

suction pump capable of pumping around 60 cfm through a 3- or 4-in.

pipe.)

17. LIMITATIONS OF THESE DICE THROW TESTS

Caution should be used in extrapolating from the results of these

DICE THROW tests to estimate the survivability of expedient shelters--

especially those built in typical urban, suburban or wooded areas--if

subjected to the blast effects of a large nuclear weapon, for the follow-

ing reasons:

I
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a. This blast was small, with airblast effects roughly equivalent

to a 1-kiloton nuclear explosion. At locations receiving the same peak

overpressures from a multimegaton surface burst, much more severe blast

effects would result, because:

(I) The duration of the overpressures and the dynamic

overpressures would be much longer (20 times as long from an

8-MT explosion),3 and the energy transmitted to structures on

and below the surface could be many times greater. At the same

maximum overpressure ranges, the resulting destructive effects

from an 8-MT explosion on deeply buried parts of shelters and

the unshored earth walls of shelters would be greater. Also

the earth-flow phenomena observed (to a relatively mitior extent

in some of these DICE THROW tests) would certainly increase in

some areas.

(2) The damages due to ground shock would be more extensive

due to the greater amplitude of the ground wave and (in the case

of an 8-MT burst) to the 20-fold greater distances from ground zero

to a given overpressure range. These greater distances usually

would permit the ground shock to arrive at the ranges of interest

up to hundreds of ma in advance of the air shock wave;

this difference between arrival times would cause the shelter roof

supports to be accelerated upward before any downward forces

from the airborne shock wave could cause downward movement of

the earth covering a shelter. The vertical amplitude of such

initial ground-shock (ground-wave) effects can be several inches,

and the inertial mass response of the earth covering a shelter

roof would thus cause the roof members to be bowed downward, tn

an extent not observable in high-explosive tests of similar

shelters at similar overpressure ranges.

(3) Earth scouring of above-grade mounds by the blast winds

(that from an 8-NT explosion would blow for about 20 times as long

as from this "1-kiloton" DICE THROW shot) could be much greater

V
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depending on the contour of the mound. Especially if the shielding

earth were dry, such long-duration blast winds could blow away

much of the shielding earth mounded above ground level over a

shelter, possibly reducing its usefulness as a fallout shelter.

(4) Blast-hurled heavy projectiles--including the trunks

of large trees and parts of houses and other structures--can be

accelerated by a 1-kiloton explosion to velocities only a small

fraction of those to which the same objects, if at the same over-

pressure range, would be propelled by a multimegaton explosion.

Persons estimating blast damage should remember that an object's

kinetic energy varies as the squaie of its velocity. Furthermore,

a hurled object 10 times as large as a small object having the

same velocity, density, and relative proportions, and impacting in

the same relative position on a fixed object, delivers 10 times

the amount of energy per square inch of impact area. Therefore,

the impact damage to be expected from large objects accelerated

by a multimegaton blast cannot be accurately estimated from the

results of experiments like those at DICE THROW nor from the

damage caused by blast-displaced heavy objects at Hiroshima and

Nagasaki.

b. Blast tests of scale models of shelters can give misleading

results regarding the survivability of full-scale shelters subjected to

the same blast effects. In the DICE THROW teats, all of the reduced-

scale models of shelters withstood blast effects better than the corre-

sponding full-scale shelters. For example, the half-scale Rug-Covered

Trench Shelters tested at the 15- and 5.8-pai range both were undamaged,

whereas the full-scale models both failed at the saw overpressure

ranges.

c. The earth was extrmely stable in the DICE THROW teat area. At

almost all of the OLML DICE THRO shelter sites, at depths of only a few

inches ths sandy desert soil changes to very stable caliche. At the 53-

and 31-pai ranges, the hardness of this soil largely composed of send

graina cemented together with gypsum approached that of a very soft
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limestone rock. Thus if shelters were built in typical habitated

areas--that have much less stable soils--an'i were subjected to blast

effects similar in magnitude to those at DICE THROW, the collapse of the

unshored walls of trench shelters, the pressures exerted on deeply

buried parts of shelters, -nd the earth-flow effects would all have been

more pronounced and damaging.

18. PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMBENDATIONS

18.1

Expedient shelters of the types tested--especially if the ones with

shored walls are equipped with blast doors--would afford better protection

against the blast and fire effects of nuclear weapons and much better

fallout protection than do all but a small fraction of existing buildings.

18.2

Ground-shock effects--not overpressure effecta--would cause the

failure of most expedient shelters with sufficient uarth covering to

assure effective earth arching. (In order to assore effective earth

arching, the earth covering should be at leaot one-half as thick as the

free span of the shelter roof. Also the rwf and/or the whole structure

must yield when loaded--thus causing the resultant earth arching around

the structure to bear most of the load.)

18.3

Even in very stable ground, unshored trench shelters would be

unsafe if subjected to the blast effects of large nuclear explosions at

overpressure ranges of more than about 7 psi.

18.4

When roof cover is adequate to assure earth arching, flexible poleas

considerably smaller in diametar than those used to root the OgNL unshlred

shelters should prove adequately strong.

i- [
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18.5

Shelters likely tc, be subjected to blast effects should be built,

whenever practical, with their roofs far enough below ground so that

the tops of their entrances are no more than a foot above ground level.

This positioning would preetly reduce blast damage and the removal of

shielding earth by blast winds.

18.6

Expedient blast doors--especially doore made of poles and of

triangular design--can be readily built strong enough to withstand as

severe blast effects as the str,3ngest expedient shelters tested to date.

1.8.7

Since the ground shock and earth flow effects from large nuclear

weapons were not well simulated by the DICE THROW blast, expedient shel-

ters and their life-support equipment should be tested under conditions

producing much more severe blast effects on below-ground structures.

The Air Force Weapona Laboratory's 125-kiloton Dynamic Air ilant
Simulation (DABS) test planned for April 1978 should provide a real-

istic blast envirooment.

18.8

"gams for assurisg adequate asd safe ventilation-ocoolng of shelters

after they have been subjected to severe blast effects is the most

neglected essential component of shelter design. Simple air-intake and

air-exhaust openings, that shelter occupants could raise above ground

level after the blast and that would enable them to pump sufficient air

through their shelter while excluding dangerous amuts of fallout.

should be developed and blast tested.
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ABSTRACT

In a continuing effort to improve the survivability of
aircraft to nuclear overpressure effects, the Naval Werpons
Evaluation Facility (NWEF) fielded three parked A-4C aircraft
in the Defense Agency (DNA) sponsored DICE THROW high-
explosive event. This test shot, simulating a 4.2 fJ (I KT)
nuclear surface burst, was detonated 6 October 1976. The
primary objectives of the NWEF experiment were to provide
overpressure response data on parked aircraft structures and
compare this test data with analytic predictions. These
objectives were met through tape recorded pressure load and
structural response data on a variety of structural elements.

Complete verification of the predictive techniques is
necessarily a statistical problem; however, within the scope
of this present effort, the specified accuracy of the analytic
"procedures have been verified.

This report points out some significant problems in the
areas of computer modeling of a true-to-life structure and
in the use of classical reflected blast loading for complex
non-idealized shapes.

The three increasingly sophisticated analytic methods
from the DNA-2048 Ilandbook, accordingly. give more accurate
predictions; however, each is more time consuming and costly
to implement. One method is not recommended over another
because the analyst must make the trade-off of accuracy
versus cost.

The test is assessed as an excellent means for observing
various modes of structural response to overpressure.
Considerable data has been compiled on (1) pressure loading,
(2) structural response of panels, loji eaons and fr'ames, (3)
rigid body motion and tiedown restraining forces and (4)
synergistic effects of overpressure and gust. This data Is
available ,with DNA approval, for more detailed correlations
and predictions of aircraft vulnerability.
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INTRODUCTION

The determination of aerospace structural response and
vulnerability to nuclear blast effects under sure-safe and
sure-kill criteria are the subjects of numerous analytic
methods which have been developed for that purpose.

More recently, considerable effort has been spent on
experimental studies which involved structural elements
subjected to blast effects (Ref. 1). These studies, con-
ducted on structural elements which were fabricated and
tested under rigidly controlled conditions, provided useful
results for correlating experimental and analytic data.
This offered a measure of success in efforts to verify the
validity of the analytic methods. The level of success
varied, of course, with the accuracy of structural modeling,
the blast representation, and the general sophistication of
the analytic methods employed.

Despite these efforts, the pertinent questions which
remain largely unanswered are:

1. flow accurately does an idealized test structure
represent a "true-to-life" airframe of an aerospace vehicle?

2. How does the response of a structural element
incorporated within the aircraft structure compare to the
response of an isolated, representative structural element
when both are subjected to the same blast environment? -
i.e., can an entire structure be modeled by a few represen-
tative elements?

3. Do current analytic techniques for airblast
vulnerability accurately predict structural damage?

The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) sponsored DICE THROW

program, which culminated in the detonation of a 564-metric-
ton ammonlum-nitrate-and-fuel-oil (ANFO) charge (4.2 TJ or
I KT nuclear blast equivalent) on 6 October 1976, offered a
unique opportunity for an experimental study of a complete
aircraft structural response to a blast environment. Within
the framework of that program, under DNA contract the Naval
Weapons Evaluation Facility (NWEF) fielded three A-4C air-
craft with the primary objective to obtain experimental data
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of the structural response to overpressure for correlation
with the analytic data derived from computer methods pre-
sented in the DNA-2048H-1 handbook (Ref. 2).

The description of the test program and the pertinent
analyses and subsequent correlation of the experimental and
analytic data are the subjects of this report.
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OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the DICE THROW Project No. 118
study was to experimentally verify the overpressure analysis
techniques contained in the "Handbook for Analysis of Nuclear
Weapon Effects on Aircraft," DNA-2048H-l (Ref. 2). Subordi-
nated to this broadly defined overall objective, several
intermediate objectives were formulated as follows:

1. To collect experimental data from a suitably
instrumented A-4C aircraft subjected to a blast environment
generated by the detonation of the ANFO charge which closely
simulated a 4.Z-TJ (I XT) nuclear detonation.

2. To conduct appropriate analyses of the aircraft
structural response to overpressure using the three analytic
methods described in the handbook.

3. To correlate of the experimental and analytic data
in order to determine the degree of agreement between the
predicted and the actual response of the aircraft structure
to overpressure, i.e., the actual verification procedures.

In keeping with the scope of these methods, the instru-
mentation system for the experimental data collection was
designed to provide pressure, strain, and deflection data
which could be directly correlated with the analytic data.

An experimental pro ram of this magnitude presented
unique opportunities, and two secondary objectives were
postulated:

1. To determine the actual aircraft motion during the
positive phase of the blast.

2. To assess the resulting impulse absorbed by the
aircraft.

These secondary objectives were realized through
analyses of the motion picture records in conjunction with
the data obtained from the calibrated load cells incorporated
in the aircraft tiedown system.



In aidition to these clearly defined objectives, the
test was sien as a means of obtaining specimens for future
studies on the effects of changes in the aerolynamic char-
acteristic of the aircraft structure. It was envisioned
that the aircraft components which sustained damage approach-
ing a catastrophic failure, for example, extensive buckling
of a skin ptnel, could be used in a test designed to deter-
mine the aerodynamic drag increase related to the sustained
permanent deformation.

An extension of the data correlation objective to the
relevant data which were obtained from past nuclear tests
was also included among the objectives. It promised to
provide an informative compariso.n survey of the available
experimental data.
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TEST LAYOUT

The definition of the test layout, i.e., positioning
the aircraft with respect to ground zero (GZ), presented a
singular problem arising from the lack of reliable data on
the actual vulnerability of aircraft structures to over-
pressure. This was compounded by the fact that, in line
with the objectives of this project, the desired structuralresponse called for an overpressure level sufficient to
produce permanent damage to the structural elements selected
for instrumentation. Even more severe local damage, short
of catastrophic failure, was considered necessary to provide
adequate means for assessing the drag increase resulting
from changes in the aerodynamic characteristics of the
structure as a whole.

Earlier participation by NWEF in the PRE-DICE THROW 11
Event. described in Appendices A and B, consisted of a test
on an instrumented F-4 wing trailing edge flap and was
envisioned as the means for

1. An initial endeavor to correlate analytic and
experimental overpressure induced structural response.

2. Shakedown and d,.iugging of test instrumentation.

The NWEF test was only partly successful, even though
it produced satisfactory experimental data. However. inasmuch
as it failed to verify the presence of high strain levels
predicted by the analysis, the problem of selecting locations
for the aircraft for the nain event remained unresolved. A
certain amount of intuitive judgement based on related test
programs had to be applieu to arrive at suitable placeaenti
for aircraft within the blast field.

The final decision was predicated on information avai.J
able from an experimental program conducted at the Naval
Surface Weapon Center, White Oak Laboratory (NSWC/WOL),
Maryland, which Involved flat panels subjected to blast in .
shock tube (Ref. 3). Also considered was the widely acceptednotion that, accordi-g to the sure-safe criterion, skin
panels should be retrded as the structural elements more
vulnerable to the overpressure effects than the substructure
elemeutl such as stringers, longerons, or frames. With that
in mind. 41.4 and 62.1 kPa (6.0 and 9.0 psi) were selectedas the free-field overpressure levels which should producethe desired severity of damage in the fielded aircraft.

J



The general view of the aircraft emplacement is presented
in Fig. 1. GZ marks the location where the 564-metric-ton
ANFO explosive charge was assembled. The charge formed a
cylinder of 4.27-m (14.0 ft) radius with a semispherical
dome and a total combined height of 10.94 m (35.9 ft) and
was designed to simulate the blast field from a 4,2-TJ (I KT)
nuclear ground burst.

The fielded aircraft were oriented side-on to the
oncoming shock front. Two were placed 375 m (1230 ft) and
one at 311 m (1020 ft) from GZ. These locations corresponded
to the estimated ranges for free-field peak overpressures of
41.4 and 62.1 kPa (6 and 9 psi), respectively (Ref. 4).
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AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

The A-4C aircraft (Fig. 2) assigned for the DICE THROW
project were bureau numbers (BUNO) 149558, 145062, and
145074. These aicraft, each with approximately 4000 in-
scrvice flying hours and designated for retirement from the
Navy inventory, were flown to NWEF. Upon their arrival,
engines, pilot seats, and all avionics components were
rewoved in compliance with the salvage requirements. A
general inspection of the airframes was subsequently per-
formed and aircraft BUNO 149558 was selected for the test
instrumentation.

After the instrumentation was installed, the aircraft
were transported by truck to the White Sands Missile Range
(WSMR) test site and placed on 4.9 x 6.7 a (16 x 22 ft) pads
(Fig. 3).

It was intended that aircraft BUNO 149$58 and 14S062,
both 375 m (1230 ft) from the GZ, would demonstrate repeat-
ability of damage for similar structures under practically
identical blast environment. It was expected that the third
aircraft BUNO 145074, 311 a (1020 ft) from the GZ, would
sustain considerably more damage, bordering on catastrophic
failure.

The desired test configuration for the aircraft was
achieved through a series of operations which included:

1. Pressurizing the landing gear struts with nitrogen
gas to simulate the parked aircraft attitude.

2. Setting and locking all flying control surfaces in

a neutral position.

3. Filling internal fuel tanks with water.

4. Installing tiedown system.

An external fuel tank filled with 1136 liters
(300 gallons) of water was installed at the centerline store
station of aircraft BUNO 140074, i.e.. the aircraft closest
to the GZ. This extra mass was added to observe the effect
of blast on external stores.
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A temporary tiedown was initially applied to all aircraft
as a precaution against excessive winds. However, on the
eve of the test, a special tiedown system was installed
(Figs. 4 and 5) on two aircraft to provide biased restraint
against aircraft motion during the positive blast phase.
The third aircraft (BUNO 145062) was not tied down during
the blast in order to simulate a launch-ready condition and
to allow comparison of rigid body motions of this aircraft
with those of the secured aircraft.
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TEST INSTRUMENTATION

The overall scope of this test program called for
diversified instrumentation to provide adequate data to
determine two kinds of the structural response to blast,
i.e., local response and rigid body response. Consequently,
the instrumentation selected may be divided into two cate-
gories according to the kind of response to be monitored.

For the local structural response to overpressure,
strain and deflection gages were used. Pressure gages were
required to monitor transient behavior of the external
pressure loading in the vicinity of the structural elements
under consideration. Stress coat was also used to augment
strain gage data and provide qualitative rather than quanti-
tative information on strain patterns developed in skin
panels following the shock intercept.

In the case of the structural response to fust, where
time related history of the entire aircraft motion had to be
obtained, strategically located motion picture cameras were
used to •ecord the aircraft rigid body motion. Also call-
brated load cells were installed within the tiedown system
to measure the tiedown restraint forces.

In all cases of the electronic related instrumentation,
i.e.. strain, deflection, and pressure gages, the data was
collected on FM magnetic tape recorders located In the
instrumentation trailer using 1524 a (S000 ft) of instrument
cable. Three cables of SO twisted wire pairs with overall
shield were required because telemetry of data to the trailer
was prohibited as a policy of the DICE THROW test director.

Individual items of the instrumentation system, the
selection of the structural elements to b- instrumented. and
the instrumentation layout are described in separate sub-
sections which follow.

INSTRUMENTATION DESCRIPTION

STRAIN GAGES

Micro-Measurement strain gages type 'LA-13-250UW-O20
were used to obtain strdn data. These ;ges, with 120-
ohm nominal resistance, are classed as general purpose
Atrain gages suitable for static And dyt.asic stress analysis
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and are capable of reliable operation within the temperature
range of -75 to 250"C, over a range of ±50,000 microstrains.
The self-temperature-compensation characteristics of these
gages assured strain reading within ±5 percent accuracy for
0 to 100"C temperature range.

A typical strain gage circuit used a conventional
Wheatstone bridge arrangement with the active gage repre-
senting one arm of the bridge. The remaining three arms
were made up of wire-wound resistors specially selected for
low temperature drift. Only the Wheatstone bridge was
located in the aircraft; all other elements of the strain
gage system were installed in the instrumentation trailer.

The gage excitation w~s furnished by a 10 ±.05 V power
supply. The gage signal, amplified by a fixed gain dc
amplifier, was recorded on a magnetic tape recorder.

This system responded with a 6-kHz frequency bandwidth
and its overall accuracy was assessed at ±5 percent.

PRESSURE GAGES

Kulite pressure gages type XTH-1-190-105 were selected
to obtain pressure data. This gage, specified for 0 to
ISa-kva (0 to 20 psi) pressure range with an operating
temperature range from -20 to *AO*C, provided pressure data
with the accuracy rated at ±5 percent.

A special excitation system was furnished by a 24-V
battery regulated down to 20.1 V. The signal from the
pressure gage was fed to a unity gain buffer *Aplifier
ocated at the aircraft. This buffer amplifier was used to

increase the frequency response capability. From the buffer
amplifier, the signal was transmitted tfý the instrumentation
trailer via the SO pair cable. It was then amplified again
through a dc amplif er and recorded on the magnetic tape.

This system assured overall pressure measurement
accuracy to ±iO percent.

DEFLECTION GAGES

Kaman Sciences Corporation deflection gages types KD-
2300-6C and -GC were used as deflection sensors. The char.
acteristic outputs of these gages, rated at 1 percent
accuracy, were 2 mV per 0.02S4-mm (0.001 in.) deflection for

16



-6C gage and 4 mV per 0.02S4-ma deflection for -8C gage.
Each gage consisted of a transducer and an oscillator pack-
age which had the operating temperature range limits of 0
to 75SC. These elements plus a ±12 V battery power source
were located in the aircraft. The processed output signal
was then transmitted to the instrumentation trailer where it
was amplified prior to being recorded on magnetic tape.

The overall accuracy of this system was approximately
±4 percent.

STRESS COAT

As an instrumentation technique, stress coat can be
successfully applied as an indicator of complex strain
patterns developed in specimens under test. It is particu-
larly useful in cases of structural components of intricate
configuration for which reliable analytic methods are not
available.

Stress coat, which can be easily applied to the speci-
men surface, cracks under load. These cracks form a pattern
which can be correlated with the strains induced in the

tested part. analogous to strain contours. Because of its
high sensitivity to temperature changes, stress coat is best
sui ted for tests conducted under strictly controlled environ-
mental conditions.

For this test, stress coat was regarded strictly as a
secondary instrumentation medium to augment dynamic strain

ge data
. 

Low temperature stress coat (Ref. S) was selected
ecause of low teooeratures predicted for the test site at

night.

NOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

Three 16mm Milliken model DISS motion picture camerat
were furnished to record aircraft rigid body motions follow-
ing the shock wave intercept. Two cameras which had ZSmm
lenses were set at F-stop i. and the third camera, with
13mm lens, was set at F-stop 4. The cameras were loaded
with Kodak color film type 6.13 ASA 160. and the film speed
was set at 400 frames per second.

17
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LOAD CELLS

The exploded view of the loid cell is presented in
Fig. 6 which shows the assembly. The cylindrical tube
serves as a housing for an aluminum honeycomb tube core
element which is used as the energy measuring structure.
With tension load applied through the end fittings, the core
element is subjected to a compression load. When this load
exceeds a predetermined value, crushing of the core takes
place and motion results. The energy absorbed in this
process can be determined from the known characteristics of
the core and the amount of deformation stroke produced
during crushing.

SELECTION OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

With the strain and deflection gages assigned as the
primary instrumentation to generate the experimental data, a
selection of structural elements was undertaken. From the
standpoint of the experimental data quality, the criteria
which governed the selection of structural elements included:

1. Structural response preferably into the plastic
range.

2. Low probability of catastrophic failure.

3. Applicability to computer modeling.

A broad spectrum of structural skin panels was initially
contemplated to study effects of such parameters as panel
size and aspect rat'o, thickness and curvature, boundary
conditions, and i.kin 4ste-ial. However, practical conside-
rations which linlteo the choice were dictated by:

1. DevIrabIlty for simple geometry, i.e., square or
rectangular shape

Z. Ease of modeling.

3. Easy access to panels.

4. keeping panel skin thickness within a relatively
narrow band to ensure post-yield response but preclude
rupture.

S. Instrumentation and re.:ording system costs.
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The structural elements selected for instrumentation
included eight skin panels, two longerons, and one fuselage
frame. The panels, all macs from 7075-T6 aluminum alloy
were approximately rectangular. The panel locations on the
airframe are shown in Fig. 7 and panel geometry data are
summarized in Table 1. Panels 1 through 7 represented
clamped-edge boundary conditions and an access door, panel
8, represented simply supported edge boundary conditions.

The longerons which formed the top and bottom bounda-
ries of panel S together with the frame of fuselage station
277 completed the set of structural elements selected for
instrumentation.

The longerons represented "L"-shape beams of uniform
cross section supported at each end by adjacent fuselage
frames.

The "C"-shape frame at fuselage station 277 was selected
for its relatively simple cross section, basically a web
with a flange on either side, forming a curved beam. Admit-
tedly, this was a beam with cross section varying along its
span, but it represented a continuous arch, symmetric about
the vertical reference plane and supported by the lower
longeron at either end.

INSTRUMENTATION LAYOUT

STRAIN GAGES

The strain gage instrumentation comprising 58 recording
channels covered eight skin panels, two longerons, and one
fuselage frame (Figs. 8 through 16). For skin panels, the
gages were installed at principal locations such as the
panel center, gages I through 4 (Fig. 8), or mid-points of
panel edges, gages 27 or 47 (Fig. 11). For these locations,
analytic data could be readily obtained from computer cod.i
solutions.

Clusters of strain gages were installed staggered-
fashion at uA-d-panel locations close to the longer edge,
gages S through 9 (Fig. 8). This arrangement was intended
to provide strain gradient data in the area of the expected
maximum strain variation.

20
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Sets of several strain gages, such as gages 15, 16, and
17 (Fig. 9) installed along the panel longer edge, were
designed to provide data on strain behavior between the mid-
point and the corner. The strain for a panel with clamped-
edge boundary condition was expected to vary between a
maximum for the panel at the edge mid-point and zero at the
corner.

The gage locations for number 4 and S longerons are
shown in Fig. 12. Gages 55, 57, and S8 were installed on
longeron webs at mid-span between fuselage frame stations
291.3 and 206.3. Gages 56 and 59 were bonded on the fuse-
lag e akin outer surface opposite longeron flaanes where the
skin and the flange were assumed to act as an integral unit.

Strain gages 48 through SS were installed in pairs at
three sections along the span of the fuselage frame station
277.312 (Fig. 16). With the exception of gage 53 which was
bonded to the skin outer surface, all gages were installed
on the frame flanges.

DEFLECTION GAGES

The displacement measuring system consisted of three
deflection gages. A pair of these gages was installed on
panel S. one to measure the deflection at the center, the
other to measure deflection of the supporting substructure.
The third gage was installed to measure the central deflec-
tion of paneO 7.

All deflection gages were mounted in specially designed
braci.ets which were rigidly attached to the substructure
members forming panel boundaries. A typical configuration
of the deflection gage assembly is ihown in Fig, 17.

PRESSURE GAGES

A estes of ten pressure gagS s was provided to monitos
overpressure in the areas of instrumented skin panels
(FIg. 7). Gages I through 4 were installed on the vertical
stabilizer and monitored the area of panels 1, 2, 3. and I
to record the pressure variation Iin the lateral and vertical
directions. Three gages, numbers 4, S. and 6. were assigned
to the fuselage area of panels 4 and $. The curved profile
of the fuselage at that location was expected to produce
significant pressure variations in the reflected pressure

because of its dependence on the incident angle of the shock
W ve.
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Significant pressure gradient was also expected in the
area of panels 6 and 7 where proximity of the wing root and
fuselage intersection was likely to cause a local rise in
the reflected pressure. Pressure gages 8 and 9 were located
to record that pressure gradient.

Finally, gage 10 was installed inside the airframe,
approximately in the middle of the fuselage, to monitor
overpressure inside the structure during the diffraction

STRESS COAT

The weather forecast for the day of the test predicted
the temperature drop to 5C at the test site. Consequently,
sýtress coat TL-500-50 (Ref. 5) was selected to minimize the
hazard of crazing at low temperature because of thermal
contraction. The stress coat was applied on the day pre-
ceding the test to allow the necessary curing time. This
application was restricted to skin panels on aircraft BUNO
145062 and 145074 which corresponded to the strain gage
instrumentation panels of aircraft BUNO 14955S. Hopefully,
this would allow comparison with the real-time strain gage
results.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

A typical camera layout given in Fig. 1 shows the
camera station at 30.5 m (100 ft) from the aircraft CG with
the line of sight at 20-degree angle to the aircraft longi-
tudinal axis. Each camera was mounted on a 0.3-m (12 in.)
diameter pole, 2.5 m (8.2 ft) above thL ground. This approxi-
mated the height of the aircraft CG above the ground. The
poles were anchored with four cables to minimize the camera
motion during the shock front intercept.

The cameras equipped with 25-mm lenses were positioned
to record the motion of the aircraft BUNO 149588 and 145074
and the 13-mm lens camera was used for aircraft BUNO 145062.

Scale reference was supplied by a pair of marker
stakes at each aircraft. One stake was installed directly
below the aft end of the engine exhaust shroud and the other
was laterally displaced by approximately 1.52 m (60.0 in.)
to the port side.

The measured distances between each set of marker
stakes are listed below:

34
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AIRCRAFT IDENT. BUNO DISTANCE

149588 1.59 m (62.75 in.)

145062 1.S3 m (60.3 in.)

145074 1.53 m (60.2 4.n.)

LOAD CELLS

The load cells were installed as extension links within
the tiedown system. The tiedown setup for aircraft WJNO
149558 and 14S074 (Figs. 4 and 5) consisted of six c;,ains
attached between the aircraft and buried anchors.

This tiedown pattern was devised as the restraint to
the anticipated trAnslatory and rotational motions of the
aircraft as well as the means of measuring the impulse sus-
tained by the structure over the blast positIve-phase
duration.

A tether system furnished for aircraft WI'NO 145062 con-
aisted of several lengths of tiedown chain arranged in such
a manner as to permit approximately I m (19.7 ft) of free
lateral displacement before the restraint would become
effective. In view of rather conflicting predictions for
aircraft rigid body behavior under blast effects, this setup
was dosigned to check the conservativeness of predictions
for overturnina.
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TEST RESULTS

GENERAL

This section of the report is devoted to a detailed
description of dalage anid a presentation of selected experi-
mental data obtained from the instrumentation installed in
aircraft SUNO 149558, which was exposed to 41.4-kPa (6 psi)
peak free-field overpressure. A complete presentation of
the experimental data is included in Volume I1 of NWEF
Report 1145 (Ref. 6).

As mentioned previously, two aircraft were located
375 a (1230 ft) from the GZ. At this range, the peak free-
field overpressure was approximately 41.4 kPa (6 psi). The
third air~raft, located 311 m (1020 ft) from the GZ experi-
*nced approximately 62.l-kPa (9 psi) peak free-field over-
pressure. Accordingly, the degree of dtmage caused by the
blast was expected to differ significantly in those two
cases. An inspection following the test revealed relatively
light damage sustained by the aircraft farther away from the
GZ whereas the aircraft closer to the GZ ruptured in a
catastrophic failure (Uig. 18). This leads to an Immediate
and rather significaIt observation that within very narrow
limits of the distance from the CZ, approximately 61 m
(200 ft) in this case, the damage sustained by the aircraft
varied from slight to catastrophic.

DAMAGE DESCRIPTION

AIRCRAFT NUNO 149558

The posttest inspection of the exterior of this air-
craft, which experienced 41.4-kPa (6 psi) peak free-field
ovarpressure, revealed widely scattered local damage on the
starboard side (I.e.. the side exposed to blast), ranging
from buckling of the skin panels to rupture of the skin
(Fij. 19). failure of the landing gear doors, and loss of
the rudder (Fig. 20). Details of skin buckling are illus-
trated in Figs. 21 and 22 which show the engine inlet at
fuselage STA 175 and 'he fuselage re ion aft of STA 400.
respectively, where tie skin material was 0.81-me (0.032 in.)
thick. Figure 23 show% the fuselage in the region aft of
Sta 306 where extensive rivet failures were observed.

More severe damese was sustained in the vicinity of the
forward and aft fuselage joint, STA 262. Just aft of that
station (Fig. 24). a akin rupture initiated at fuselage
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STA 277, approximately 220 am (8.5 in.) above the wing
surface, and proceeded diagonally towards the wing and then
along the lower longeron for about 355 an (14 in.). From
this area of panel rupture, a severe skin buckle radiated
upwards crossing several panel boundaries. Also shown in
Fig. 24, forward of STA 262, is the failure of a non-structu-
ral panel dhich ruptured at its lower boundary and was
forced inward under the overpressure loading.

Regarding the landing gear door damage, it can be
generally stated that the pretest arrangement of fasteniag
these doors by means of cables and struts to compensate for
the deactivated hydraulic system failed completely. In
addition, failures of the door structure were incurred as
exemplified by the rupture of the nose landing gear retrac-
tion fitting and the failure of the main landing gear port-
side door hinge.

Slight buckles were observed on the port side (i.e.,
side not exposed to the blast) on the engine inlet duct and
mid-fuselage STA 300.

Moderate damage of substructure was noted on the
starboard side of the aircraft at the mid-fuselage region
between Stations 236 and 342. The damage included sheared
fasteners at the joint of such major components as a former
and the lower longeron (Fig. 2S), buckles and cracks in the
stiffener or former flanges (Fig. 26), and a complete fail-
ure of a former cross section (Fig. 27). Significantly,
fastener hoWes were invariably present at the crack or
rupture locations which implies that considerable strength
degradation Lisociated with the presence of a fastener hole
may lead to premature failure of the substructure element.

AIRCRAFT SUNO 145062

This aircraft, also subjected to 41.4-kPa (6 psi) peak
free-field overpressute, sustained, in genera!, an Identicil
type of damage as the first aircraft. However, a distinct
evidence of greater severity of the damage was apparent.
This is illustrated in Fig. 28, where the buckes of the aft
fuselage region form a much more clearly defined pattern, in
Fig. 23 which shows more extensive skin rupture in the
fuselage frame Ste 217 area, and in Fig. 30 which shows
flange falure in the frame itself. Similarly, Fig. 31
shows fuselage STA 320 area with the skirt ruptured whereas
only fastenr.r failures were observed for the other aircraft.
Also, more severe landing gear door failures were observed.
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AIRCRAFT BUNO 14S074

The devastating effects of the blast were clearly
demonstrated (Fig. 18) for this aircraft which suffered
catastrophic failure under 62.1-kPa (9 psi) peak free-field
overpresge. The aft fuselage section between Stations 262
and 342 was virtually demolished, presumably under overpres-
sure loads. The rupture of lower longerons, which constitute
the primary structural members in the axial direction,
resulted in the empennage section breaking away from the
rest of the airframe.

The catastrophic nature of the damage was also apparent
from complete disintegration of the canopy (Fig. 32) as well
as freo the extensive skin rupture and extreme severity of
buckling patterns in the engine inlet duct structure (Fig. 33).

The failures of the primary substructure members are
illustrated ii Figs. 34 through 36. The appearance of
ruptured cross sections suggests tensile failures for the
starboord upper (Fig, 34) and lower (Fig. 35) longeron
members. The port lower longeron (Fig. 36) exhibits a
compressive failure characteristic.

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

Considering the blast characteristics at the two
principal aircraft locations shown in Table 2, it is not
surprising that the extent of damage sustained by the air-
craft differed significantly in each case. However, based
on the pretest predictions, it was assumed that the aircraft
exposed to 41.4-kPa (6 psi) overpressure night sustain
local, permanent-set type damage of the weakest panels or
substructure elements, but no alures in the form of panel
skin tupture or fracture uf an entire former cross section
were anticipated (Figs. 24 and 27). Similarly, for the
aircraft exposed to 62.l-kPa (9 psi) overpressure, even
though a possibility of failure was not ecompletely ruled
out, it was presumed that the damage, however extensive.
would not precipitate the catastrophic failure which actually
occurred (Fig. I1).
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TABLE 2. Predicted Free-Field Airblast Parameters.

DISTrAN OVERPRESM OVcEPRI•ESM HOZ. DY1. IIRIZ. DY4.

GZt Didda v•pa kPa-as kPa kPa-ms

311 62.1 4588 13.8 799

i37S 42.4 3792 6.8 4SS

The fact that structural failures did occur can be
partially attributed to the strength degradation of theaircraft structure, resulting from extensive in-service use,

as we.l as to the synergistic effect of the overpressurp andgust interaction. These were not considered in the structu-

ral integrity assessment by analytic methods.

The overall damage sustained by the two aircraftlocated 37S a (1020 ft) fro* the GZ can be divided into

three categories:

1. Loss of the rudder.

r . Buckling of the skin panels.

1 . i ro h ung of iure f tiu. v 2 l0) are ta itd tssociati d
skin panel rupture.

The sidoe-on Inrcept oef the aircraft by the bleat

rpresented the most severe orientation for the vertical
sectllioer including the rudder. The rudder structural
integrity w0 .not subjec we located.t Chalytcpredrition.
Therefore, comments re gtrding the e ar f tb i rudder result-
Ing from wingt failur Fig. a t ) are limited to stating thatthe loads associated with 41.4-kPa (6 psi) free-field peak
overpressure exceeded the king* strength at some point and
resulted In failure.

The occurrence of Eodorato skin buckling we rlrl
restricted to the online inlet (Fig. 21) and th wuelage
section af f STA 414 (Fig. 22) where antels with thinnest
akin. 0.81 on (0.032 in.). were located Characteristically.
these panels were susceptible to early buckling because thry
were long with an aspect ratio approaching 6.0. This type
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of damage was associated with only a minor substructure
deformation as suggested by the appearance of the engine
inlet area, where several rivet failures were also observed.

The severity of the buckling pattern in the aft fuse-
lage area differed noticeably for the two aircraft locattd
17S m L1230 ft) from the GZ. The more severe buckling in
the c.be of aircraft BUNO 145062 (Fig. 28). as comparvd to
aircraft EUNO 14595S8. can be explained by potentially
different strength characteristics of the individual air-
craft. However, it is possible that a slight variation in
the blast intensity had occurred locally ard was sufficient
to produce discernible difference in the damage level of
those two aircraft. Also, variations in the tiedewn arrange-
stent for the two aircraft might have affected the gust
response and produced differences in the aft area buckling
patterns.

The most severe damage was obtained in the mid-fuselage
area between bulkheads STA 262 and 306 JFig. 19), immediately
above the wing-fuselage intersection. The skin rupture in
panel 6 (Fig. 13) was associated with failures of numerous
substructure elements. Ignoring for a moment the substruc-
ture failures, it is difficult to explain the skin rupture
on the basis of the panel geometry relative to other panels
within the airframe. Admittedly, the ru ured panel skin
(Fig. 24) was only O.8. as (0.032 In.) thick, but its
length, 200 an (7.87 in.). was considerably less than the
363-mm (14.28 in.) long panel 5 of identlal skin thickness
where no signs of damage were found.

It may be suggested that, at this lozation. where the

wing and fuselage met. the local shock reflection produced
higher overpressure, but that alone could not account for
the skin rupture. A such more plausible explanation of the
skin rupture In this area Is that it occurred in cunjunction
with the substructure failure. The structural distortion
produce( by the former failure at STA Z91 (Fig, 27) and the
fastener failures at the oint of STA 277 former to the
lower Ionseron (Fit. 2S) had a compounding effect which led
to the skfn rupture.

This category of damage was also more severe in aircraft
BNNO 140062 (Fig. 29) as compared to 8UNO 14958 (Fig. 24).
The former shows the skin rupture extending upwards towards
the top of the fuselage, while the latter failuse is con-
tained within the lower fuselage area. A similar situation
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prevailed in the aft fuselage region of STA 319 and 328
where the fastener failure and slight damage of the subs
structure for aircraft BUNO 149558 (Fig. 23) were contrasted
with a more extensive damage including the skin rupture for
aircraft BUNO 145062 (Fig. 31). The explanation given
earlier for the panel buckling patterns is considered
equally applicable in this case.

The assessment of the catastrophic failure of aircraft
BUNO 145074 can best be made in the context of the blast
parameter data (Table 2) and the nature of damag" sustained
by the aircraft located farther away from the GZ. A com-
parison of the blast parameters shows 50 to 100 percent
higher intensity in overpressure and dynamic pressure,
respectively, for the 311-m (1020 ft) location over the
375-m (1230 ft) location from the GZ.

The failure sequence as reconstructed fromi the post-
test examination of the aircraft was as follows. The
failure initiated in the vicinity of STA 277 was produced by
the overpressure loads just as in thu case of the aircraft
located 375 m (1270 ft) from the GZ. Naturally, with the
50 percent higher overprtssure, this failure resulted in the
skin rupture extending possibly from the lower longeron to
the top of the fuselage. This was accompanicd by extensive
substructure failure over the entire fuselage segment between
bulkheads STA 262 and 343 which was crushed into the fuselage
body. The main skeletal members of the fuselage, the longo-
rons, appeared to have remained intact to this point, but
the progressive loss of skin strength was sufficient to
complete the rupturing process of the entire fuselage cross
section under the subsequent gust loads. This is substan-
tiated by a tension fracture appearance of the starboard
longerons, i.e., those towards tho GZ (Figs. 14 and 3S), and
a compression fracture of the portside lower longeron (Fig.

•). It is interesting to note that the initial failure of
the upper lorgeron occurred at STA 277 (Fig. 33) which
coincides with the most severe substructure damage to the
aircraft located 375 m (1230 ft) from the GZ. Both lower
longerons (failure at STA 343) contained an apparent weak-
ness it, the form of cutout holes.

INSTRUMENTATION DATA

The experimental data in their entirety are compiled in
Volume II of NWEF Report 1145 (Ref. 6). This includes the
data obtained from NWEF Projects impiemented in both PRE-
DICE THROW II and DICE THROW Events.
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However, for the purpose of correlation, pertinent
experimental data are presented graphically in this volume
in conjunction with the analytically predicted data for
overpressure, strain, and deflection. In addition, selected
strain gage data plots are included to illustrate relevant
subject material covered in the discussions. References to
these experimental d~ta are made within the text as applicable.
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ANALYSIS

ANALYTIC PROCEDURES

The analytic treatment of the aircraft structural
response to overpressure provided in this report is based
on three overpressure analysis methods formulated in the
"Handbook for Analysis of Nuclear Weapon Effects on Aircraft"
(Ref. 2). The complexities of the structural modeling and
the nuclear blast representation vary with each method.
Presumably, the accuracy of the analytic predictions vary
accordingly.

METHOD 1

The least complex technique, Method 1, is based on two
major assumptions:

1. Overpressure damage to an aircraft is the same for
all aircraft of a given generic type.

2. The preblast atmosphere is homoge•,eous, having
characteristics associated with aircraft altitude.

The method employs predetermined, critical sure-safe
or sure-kill overpressure levels depending on the type of
aircraft under consideration. Then, given the weapon
yield, this method can be readily used to determine critical
ranges and obtain plots of sure-safe and/or sure-kill
envelopes.

For A-4C aircraft, which is classed in the fighter or
fighter-bomber category, the method prescribes the following
critical pressures:

1. 17.24 kPa (2.5 psi) for sure-safe condition

2. 137.9 kPa (20.0 psi) for sure-kill condition

Sure-safe and sure-kill envelopes were constructed
based on the scenario data:

Aircraft altitude HZ - 1.2 km (4000 ft)
Ground altitude HG - 1.2 km (4000 ft)

Equivalent yield W * 4.2 TJ (1 KT)
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A step-by-step procedure was applied using furnished
graphical and tabular data which included special provisions
to account for the ground reflection effects.

METHOD 2

Method 2 is based on the premise that an aircrAft
subjected to an overpressure loading can experience structu-
ral damage in several ways. Skin panels may yield or rupture,
while longerous, stringers and frames may fail by compressive
yielding or local buckling. Since the fuselage is generally
the most susceptible to these types of damage, it is explic-
itly considered for overpressure effects according to the
analytic procedure defined by Method 2.

The method is governed by the following assumptions:

1. The skin panel is thin, fltt, and rectangular with
edges restrained against rotations and deflections, i.e.,
clamped.

2. The stringer or longeron supports one-half the
pressure load acting on adjacent panels.

3. The ends of a stringer or Ion eron are fully
restrained against deflection and rotation.

4. The frane is circular and has constant cross-
section dimensions.

S. The frame supports one-half the pressure load
acting on the fuselage between the frame preceding and the
frame following the one being considered.

6. The pressure loading is transferred to the frame
by the skin and stringers and local buckling of flanges or
webs occurs before an overall instability of the frame
develops.

7. Initial stresses due to preblast flight loads are
negligible.

8. The preblast atmosphere is homogeneous, having
characteristics associated with the aircraft altitude.
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Regardless of the structural element under consideration,
the analytic procedure consists of two basic phases. In the
first phase, the static critical overpressure to produce the
onset of damage is determined based on the material yield
stress allowables. For the skin panels, the allowable
stress corresponds to the tensile yield of the material.
For the stringers, longerons and frames, the allowables are
defined in terms of the elastic buckling (crippling) stress
or the compressive yield stress, whichever is less.

In the second phase, a dynamic factor is computed based
on the natural frequency of the structural element under
consideration as well as on the time duration of the reflected
blast wave and the reflection factor. The resultant critical
overpressure value is then obtained as the critical static
overpressure divided by the dynamiL factor.

The sure-safe condition is defined according to the
minimum critical overpressure computed for the weakest
panel, stringer, longeron, or frame. The sure-kill condi-
ti.n is based on the criticl overpre'sure determined for
the strongest longeron with the cross-section characteristics
and spacing corresponding to a fuselage station near the
forward end of the tall cone.

The analysis of A-4C aircraft in accordance with
Method 2 was accomplished using the OVPR2 code, which is
structured to follow the Iterative computational procedure
developed for this method (Ref. 2). The required input data
for OVPRZ ,olutlons were thosvu to nisure a basis for corre-
lation between the analytic and the experimental data. The
structural elements modeled corespond to those Inatrumonted
in the DICE THROW experiment. Skin panels 1, S. and 6. in
Figs. 8, 12, and 13, respectively, were represented in this
manner to conform to the input format for an OVPRZ solution.
Panel 1 was entered as the side panel, panel S as the top
panel, and panel 6 as the bottom panel; see Table 3.

The analytic representation of the longeron element for
the sure-safe condition was based on longeron S configu-
ration. Fig. 12. As shown in Table 4, the critical over-
pressure is a function of the anglo of incidence. This
angle was assessed at 32 degrees at the longeron S location.

ollowing the Method 2 criteria, the analysis for the
sure-kill condition was based on the section characteristics
of the lower longeron, i.e.. the strongest longeron. at
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fuselage station 387, Fig. 37. OVPR2 input data for the
lower longeron together with the analytic results are pre-
sented in Table S.

The frame analysis restricted, as in the case of skin
panels, to the sure-safe condition was based on the fuselage
frame station data presented in Table 6 which also includes
the analytic results.

METHOD 3

By far the most sophisticated of the three methods,
Method 3, offers detailed and diversified modeliig of air-
craft structural elements. It also includes a comprehensive
blast representation based on a state-of-the-art airblast
model and permits completely arbitrary selection of the
scenarios defining the spatial relation of the aircraft with
respect to the detonation point. In its latest version,
Method 3 contains a special provision for a point by point
representation of the blast characteristics on the local
level (i.e., pertaining directly to the structural element
analyzed) which can be advantageously applied to simulate
actual experimental data.

NOVA-2 (Nuclear Overpressure Vulnerability Analysis,
Version 2), Ref. 7. the computer program for Method 3,
provides a technique for predicting the elastic and elastic-
plastic response of aircraft structural elements to tran-
sient pressure loads associatqd with the blast wave from a
nuclear explosion.

The program consists of three distinct routines, NOVA.
DEPROB (Dynamic Elastic Plastic Response of Seams), and
DEPROP (Dynamic Elastic Plastic Iesponse of Panels), written
in FORTRAN IV language.

The NOVA routine is the master routine which controls
the logic of the overall program, It contains the sub-
routines for (1) predicting the aerodynamic flight loads and
the blast pressure loads that are a pplied to the lifting
surfaces and fuselage during subsonic and supersonic flight
and (2) determining the slant range at which a structural
element incurs damage which has been specified on a probabi-
listic basis.

The DEPROB routine provides the response of aircraft
structure such as stringers, longerons, frames, ribs, and
conical or cylindrical radomes which can be represented by
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an annular cross section. The method of analysis used in
this routine applies to beams which can be modeled in one
dimension by a series of discrete masses interconnected by
weightless springs. It features the ability to analyze
elements with variable cross section, both simply supported
and free edge conditions, an improved elastic-plastic stress-
strain model, and the inclusion of rib buckling as a failure
mechanism.

The DEPROP routine provides the response of aircraft
skin panels, canopies, and radomes that can be approximated
by a cylindrical panel. The linear elastic option applies
to single and multilayered panels of isotropic o7 ortho-
tropic material; and the elastic-plastic option applies to
single-layered panels of isotropic material. DEPROP includes
(1) symmetric or nonsymmetric combinations of clamped or
simply supported edge constraints, (2) a much improved
elastic-plastic stress-strain model, and (3) improved overall
accuracy.

Method 3 offers individual treatment for a variety of
structural elements through specified input data which call
for detailed modeling of an individual element under conside-
ration and the surrounding structure. This enables the
determination of the local owerpressure conditions in con-
Junction with the blast model incorporated within the program.

When local overpressure data are ava'Iable, e.g.,
experimental data, the program computes transient response
of that individual element based on the supplied overpressure
data.

A special provision of the program allows s panel
response solution through a beam representation. This
solution yields results of acceptable accuracy amd offers a
considerable saving in the computer time which may be one-
tenth of that required for a corresponding regular panel
solution.

The A-4C aircraft analysis using MOVA-Z code was
directed towards:

1. Obtaining the maximum amount of data for direct
correlation with the experimental test data.

2. Providing adequate comparisons between the
various analytic solutiop modes.
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Note that the distinction is made here between a
solution based on the analytic blast model and a salution
using arbitrary (may be experimental) local overpressuredata.

The scope of the analysis is presented in Table 7 where
DEPROP and DEPROB denote, respectively, the panel and bean
solutions based on the analytic blast models. KADBOP and
KADBOB denote the panel and beam solutions, respectively,
using arbitrary overpressure data inputs.

Bean r-presentation of a panel using t'e analytic
overpressure model is denoted by KADROB-A.

RESULTS CORRELATION

This past of the report is devoted to the presentation
of the analytic results and their correlation with the
experimental data obtained from the test conduicted on the
A.4C aircraft.

The analytic results obtained for each method are pre-
sented in separate paragraphs which include comprehensive
discussions. For each case, the discussion describes the
area and the degree of correlation between the analytic and
experimental data.

METHOD I

The sure-safe and sure-kill envelopes constructed
according to the procedure foi Method I are presented in
Figs. 38 and 39, respectively. For a ground detonation and
a parked aircraft, correspondin; to the DICE THROW event
configuration, the sure-safe ano sure-kill ranges shown on
these figures are 693 a (227S ft) and 210 a (6 0 It),respectively.

Only a generalized and largely qualitative correlation
between these results and the experifental data Is possible
since Method I is limited in scope to the determination or
the critica4 range values according to the specified sure-
safe and sure-kill criteria. These range values which are
based on predetermined allowable peak overpressures do not
offer a suitable basis for correlation bith the experimental
data obtained for different overpressure conditions. However
restrictive this situation, revealing observations ctm be
made in assessing va!idity of this method,
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TABLE 7. Chart of the NOVA-2 Solution Runs.

Structurall Panel Re resentation Beam kepresentation
Element DEPROP/ KADBOP DEPROB KADBOB KADBOB-A'

Panel I X X X X

Panel 4 X X X

Panel 5 x x

Panel 8 X

Longeron 5 - X X

Frame 277 - X

*KADBOB-A denotes the solution of a panel represented as

a beam subjected to the analytic overpressure entered as
a point by point input.
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The assessment of damage sustained by the instrumented
A-4C aircraft located at 375 a (1230 ft) from the GZ suggested
that the sure-safe condition was exceeded at 41.4-kPa (6 psi)
peak overpressure. This was indicated by localized damage
particularly in the fuselage STA 277 region, Fig. 25. where
the failure of the frame to lower longeron joint led to
panel skin rupture.

The experimental results show that this joint was the
critical structural element. Unfortunately, no strain
records were obtained for that area because this was not
previously predicted to be the weak element.

However, the localized nature of the failure implies
that the loading was not grossly in excess of yield; other-
wise, more widespread failure would have resulted. This, in
turn, leads to the final observation that, for A-4C aircraft,
the vulnerability prediction according to Method 1 for sure-
safe condition is decidedly conservative.

The consideration of the sure-kill condition presents a
directly opposite picture. Here, the analytic value of
210 n (690 ft) for the critical range corresponding to
137.9-kPa (20 psi) peak overpressure is well in excess of
62.1-kPa (9 psi) peak overpressure which was sufficient to
roduce the catastrophic failure of the aircraft located
11 (1020 ft) from the GZ, This immediately suggests that

the analysis is severely unconservative.

There is no accurate way to predict from the available
experimental data the lowest overpressure level which would
have produced a catastrophic failure. Assuming that 62.1 kPa
(9 psi) represented a minimum overpressure value for a
catastrophic failure to occur, this is equivalent to at
least 120 percent error in the critical overpressure postu-
lated by the analysis.

In the final assessment, the test has demonstrated that
Method 1 applied to the aircraft in the fighter and fighter-
bomber classes, as represented by A-4C aircraft, tends to be
conservative in predicting the critical range for sure-safe
condition, but unconservative in predictinj the critical
range for sure-kill condition. However, the extent of
consezvatism and unconservatism fall within the error limits
specifted in the method formulation.
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The plots of the analytic solutions presented in Figs.
3s and 39 appear rather cruue. The multiple ground range
values obtained for a given height of burst are not realis-
tic and tend to be confusing.

For an analyst familiar with Method 1, the analysis
requires an estimated 20 minutes of engineering time to
perform and less than one second computer time to execute on
a large computer. The method provides a means for rapid
determination of the vulnerability envelopes and can be
satisfactorily used where a solution error factor of two is
acceptable.

NLTIIOD 2

Skin Panels

The analytic data obtained for three panels are pre-
sented in Table 8 and are applicable to the sure-safe con-
dition only. They represent three sets, each consisting of
ten critical overpressure values related to the angle of
incidence, theta, which is defined as the angle subtended
between the panel surface and the direction of shock pro-
pagation.

For panel 1, the critical overpressure of 27.? kPa
(3.94 psi) was indicated at 90-degree angle of incidence
which corresponded to the actual panel orientation during
the test.

With incidence angles of approximately 30 and 90 degrees
for panels S and 6, respectively, the corresponding critical
overpressure values of 46.9 kPa (6.8 psi) and 31.2 kPa
(4.52 psi) were obtained.

The selection of panels 1, 5, and 6 for the skin panel
representation in the analysis was made to provide the best
possible correlation between the analytic and experimental
data. These panels were suitably instrumented with strain
gages and produced satisfactory strain data during the test,

However, the overall survey of the strain data indi-
cated that the actual panel response falls somewhere between
the idealized simply suplported and clamped edge boundary
conditions. This was particularly apparent for panels 1, 2,
and 4. For these panels, strains of comparable magnitudes
were obtained at the panel center and at aid-points along
the longer edge.
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TABLE 8. Peak Experimental Strain Data Summary
for Panels I through 8.

Panel Center Panel Longer Edge
Inside Surface Outside Surface

Panel No. M4icrostrains Gage No. Microstrainsl Gage No.

1 3400 1 2600
2880 10

2 2200 Is [S! 2190 17 i

3 3900 19

4 5000 24 6000 27

S - - 8000 318800 32

6 3200 34 7600 35
7 4600 37 ]

t 3_00 40 2400 41

NOTE: (a) Strain gage locations are shown in Figs. 8
through 15.

(b) Peak strains are tensile in every case.
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It appeafi, therefore, that the assumption of clamped
edge boundary conditions for the panels does not necessarily
hold true in the actual true-to-life aircraft structure.
The less than rigid quality of the panel boundary substruc-
ture compris'ng panel boundaries and the structural deterio-
ration of the entire aircraft structure through the years of
service should be considered among the factors likely to
contribute to the departure from the idealized panel behavior.

The appare:it inconsistency between the experimental
data and the behavior of idealized panels with clamped edge
boundary conditions can also be attributed to the fact that
the ext;ct locations of panel boundaries could not be deter-
mined. The location of the panel boundary depends on the
configuration of substructure and its rigidity. Where the
substructure is less than rigid, the effective boundary
location also depends on the deformation which is a function
of the loading. Consequently, the strain gages installed in
the vicinity of the panel edge, where steep strain gradients
prevailed, produced data which could be easily misinterpreted.

There are two alternatives. On one hand, there is a
;ossibility that a skin panel, which constitutes an element
of a larger structural component, does not necessarily
respond according to idealized, clamped edge boundary con-
ditions. On the other hand, the experimental data obtained
from even slightly misplaced strain gages can easily lead to
erroneous observations.

At this stage, no sufficient evidence is available to
ascertain which of thesc possibilities should play the
dominant role in the experimental data interpretation. This
situation severely complicates any attempt to verify Method 2
on the basis of the experimental data.

Powever, closer examination of the strain gage data
summarized in Table 8, in conjunction with Figs. 8 through
15. further implied that the actual panel response was
somewhere in between the clamped edge and simply supported
boundary conditions. Steep strain gradients in the vicinity
of the panel edge did exist, but strains of comparable
magnitude might have also been present at the center of the
pnel. The typical response for a panel with ,lamped edge

oundary condition was not entirely evident in the expert-
mental data for panels 5 and 6. The thinner skin of panel
S, as compared to panel 1, naturally developed higher strains
(gages 31 and 32 Ls compared to gages 9 and 10). These high
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strains might have been accompanied by comparably high
strains at the panel center in a patterni similar to that of
panels 1, 2, and 4. The local failure of panel 6 substruc-
ture no doubt affected the skin strains to the extent that
the panel response cannot be represented by the clamped edge
condition.

From the foregoing arguments emerges a postulate that
the experimental data reflected with a fair degree of
accuracy the actual strains developed in---Sin panels during
the test. Based on that postulate, qualifying statements
regarding Method 2 can now be made.

The sure-safe condition for MIethod 2 implies impending
yield of material. For the biaxial stress field this can be
defined by

Fy E c

where F (63000 psi) is the yield stress,
Ey (10.4 x 10 psi) denotes the Modulus of Elasticity,

and v (0.33) in the Poisson's Ratio.

Then, the corresponding yield strain, c , in the
direction normal to the panel longer edge isyapproximately
5400 microstrains.

The yield condition for panel 1 indicated by the
analysis was at 27.2-kPa (3.94 psi) peak overpressure.
However, the experimental data showed no yield even at
41.4-kPa (6 psi) peak overpressure. In fact, only 60 per-
cent of yield was reached.

A directly opposite picture is presented in the case of
panel S, for which the yield condition was obtained analyti-
cally as 46.9-kPa (6.8 psi) peak overpressure. According to
the experimental data, at 41.4-kPa (6 psi) peak overpressure,
the yield condition was already exceeded by 48 percent of
the yield strain value.

Considerable discrepancies between the analytic and
experimental data are in evidence for the panel structural
elements. Within these discrepancies, the analytic values
of critical peak overpressure may be higher or lower than
the corresponding experimental data by an appreciable margin.
However, since the degree of accuracy of the experimental
data could not be adequately determined, there is insuffi-
cient evidence to verify or deny the validity of Method 2.
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In any case, the observed discrepancies appear to fall
within the error factor of 1.6 specified by the method !oF
the-vuln-e-raFlit-y ranges-ete-rmined in the sure-safe condi-
tion analysis.

Method 2 is distinctly superior to Method 1 as it
provides for a selection and analysis of weakest structural
elements which are individually modeled in some detail. The
analytic solutions using OVPR2 code are readily obtained in
less than 10 seconds of computer time on a large computer.

Longerons

For the sure-safe condition, the analysis modeled
longeron S. The analytic results are presented in Table 4.
Shock incidence at that location was 32 degrees and the
critical peak overpressure was assessed at 65.6 kPa (9.51 psi).

For the sure-kill condition, the lower longeron was
used in the analysis and the resulting critical peak over-
pressure values are summarized in Table S. For the actual
lower longeron location, the shock incidence angle was
approximately 90 degrees and the critical peak overpressure
was 50.3 kPa (7.3 psi).

The most striking result of the longeron analysis is
that a higher critical peak overpressure was indicated for
the sure-safe condition than for the sure-kill condition.
This apparently irrational result was not altogether unex-
pected when on, -onsiders the modeling process for longeron
elements prescribea Ly the method.

The weakest longerons selected for the sure-safe conui-
tion analysis were closely spaced. Consequently, the effec-
tive pressure loads sustained by an individual longeron were
relatively small and a large critical peak overpressule
value was predicted by the analysis. For the sure-kill
condition, the strongest longerons were modeled; however,
they were spaced far apart. This was equivalent to a dis-
proportionately higher pressure load being sustained by this
longeron and pr-duced a lower critical peak overpressure
value.

It appears, therefore, that very careful consideration,
based primarily on the arualytic experience, must be exercised
in the selection of longaron elements to assure compatible
analytic results.
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In the case of A-4 aircraft, the selection of longeron
elements for modeling was difficult. The fuselage structure
was made up of closely spaced frames and ring-like, stiffener
members. Typical stringers were absent and the longitudinal
structural members were limited to two types of longerons
represented in the analysis.

Adequate strain gage instrumentation of the longerons
was not available for the test because of limited recording
channels, and other sources of relevant experimental data
were totally absent. However, some insight into the overall
structural integrity was gained from the extent of damage
sustained by the aircraft exposed to different overpressure
levels. At 41.4-kPa (6 psi) free-field peak overpressure,
no damage of long-rons was evident. At 62.1-kPa (9 psi)
overpressure, the catastrophic failure of the fuselage,
initiated in the vicinity of the frame STA 277, progressed
through the weak longerons and led to a rupture of the
strong longerons and the entire section of the fuselage.

For the specified test conditions, the longeron vulner-
ability between no damage and catastrorhic failure are
equivalent to a 64 m (210 ft) change in the range from the
GZ, i.e., from 375 m (1230 ft) to 311 m (1020 ft).

The critical free-field peak overpressures predicted
according to Method 2 are equivalent to the ranges between
305 m (1000 ft) and 335 m (1100 ft) from the GZ. This is
well within the 1.6 error factor value specified for this
method. Therefore, the analytic results obtained for longe-
rons are reasonable.

Fuselage Frame

The frmae analysis data based on fuselage frame STA 271
are presented in Table 6, and the indicated minimum critical
peak overpressure value was 21.9 kPa (3.18 psi). According
to the free-field overpressure data collected during the
test, this pressure level was recorded approximately (10 m
(2000 ft) from the GZ.

Considering that a damage of fuselage frume STA 277 was
sustained by both aircraft fielded 375 m (1230 ft) from the
GZ, the analytic prediction may be assessed outright as at
least reasonable. It almost falls within the 1.6 error
factor value specified for the method. However, noting the
extent of damage, it is immediately suggested that yielding
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of the material had to begin at substantially lower load
level. This can be readily deduced by examining Fig. 25
which shows failure of the joint between frame STA 277 and
the lower longeron in the instrumented aircraft BUNO 149588.
There, sheared fasteners and the displacement of the attach-
ing angle from its normal location are clearly visible. The
displacements of that magnitude were associated with con-
siderable plastic deformation preceded, of course, by yield-
ing. In the second aircraft BUNO 145062, failure of frame
STA 277 was more severe and more extensive. Besides the
joint failure, the frame flanges buckled and ruptured higher
up the span, approximately 0.61 m (2 ft) above the lower
longeron joint, Fig. 30. It was interesting to note that
the flange failure occurred at a cutout hole in the frame
web, which was present in aircraft BUNO 145062 but absent in
aircraft BUNO 149588.

With this demonstration that the frame yielded at an
overpressure level distinctly below 41.4 kPa (6 psi) and
therefore closer to the predicted value of 21.9 kPa (3.18 psi),
experimental verification of Method 2 for the frame element
analysis is satisfactorily accomplished.

METHOD 3

Results of the analysis, coverini all options available
in NOVA 2, are presented in a series of plots for strain
data versus time, with zero-time corresponding to the instant
of blast intercept. W'herever applicable, plots of pertinent
experimental data are also included, superimposed on the
analytic data.

Five skin panels, one longeron and one frame represent
the three types of structural elements analy:ed using the
NOVA 2 code. Lach element is covered in separate paragraphs
which follow.

Skin Panels

The overriding objective of this study uas to implement
a correlation between the experimental and analytic data.
Thus, considerable effort %as initially made to provideý a
representation of various panel configuration parameters in
order to assess their effect on panel re.spolnse to blast.
However, as mentioned earlier, restrictions imposed by
practical considerations reduced the parametric aspect of
this study to:



1. ~Flat and curved panels.

2. Clamped and simply supported edge boundary
conditions.

3. Panels of different width.

A comparison between a flat and a curved panel was
provided by panels 1 and S respectively. Panels 1 and 8
represented the clamped and simply supported edge boundary
conditions, respectively. Panels 4 and S illustrated the
effect of the width parameter variation on the panel
response. Panel 6, which was also covered analytically,
should be considered separately. Its slightly trapezoidal
rather than rectangular shape renders it unsuitable for a
direct correlation with other panels.

The data plots for these five panels are presented in
three sets. Figures 40 through 49 represent strain and
deflection data obtained from the solutions based on the
analytic blast model.

The panel solutions based on the experimental over-
pressure data (KADBOP solutions) are illustrated by Figs. 50
through 54. The corresponding data for beam representation
of panels (KADBOB solutions) are given in Figs. 55 through
67.

The analytic blast model and the experimental over-
pressure data are correlated in Figs. 68 through 72 for
each panel analyzed.

The panel response observed during the test has been
described in general terms in the assessment of Method 2..
Additional and more detailed observations will follow as
more pertinently applicable to the assessment of Method 3.

Several comments concerning the overpressure charac-
teristics related to structural elements in general seem
appropriate at this point. Examination of the pressure
gage records revealed considerable variation of overpressure
across structural elements, such as skin panels, during the

.... blast diffraction phase. (See pressure gage data in Volume
[I. of NWEF Report 1145, Ref. 6.) The time of shock arrival
was found generally to vary from point to point on the panel
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surface. This was dependent on the panel shape and its
orientation to the direction of blast propagation.

As mentioned earlier, the panel response did not con-
form either to the classic clamped edge or simply supported
Sedge boundary conditions. Rather, an intermediate response
was generally evident from the experimental data which is
summarized in Table 8. This gives peak strains recorded at
the center of the panels and along the longer edge near the
panel boundary.

At the center of panel 1, for instance, the strain was
3400 microstrains, as compared to 2880 microstrains at the
panel boundary. This implied a response more characteristic
for panels with simply supported rather than clamped edge
boundary conditions. A similar response could be observed
for all panels located in the vertical stabili:er area. In
contrast, the response of paneis located on the fuselage
appeared to approach more closely that of clamped edge
boundary conditions. There. strains along the longer side
near the boundary are higher than at the centey of the
panel.

A comparison of the peak strain values suggests that,
generally, the response of the panels located in the verti-
cal stabilizer area resemble more closely that of panels
with simply supported edge boundary condition. The fuselage
panels, however, approximate more closely responses for the
clamped edge boundary conditions. This behavior appears to
he related to the rigidity of the substructure at the panel
boundaries. The substructure of the vertical stabilizer was
more flexible than the fuselage substructure.

The survey of the strain gage data for the strain
gradients developed near the panel boundary along the
longer edges provided further evidence that the response of
the panels during the test was between those responses
typically expected for panels with simply supported boundary
conditions and those with clamped edge ones.

For panel 1, a strain gradient of only 59 microstrains/
mm (1500 microstrains/in.) was indicated from the records of
strain gages 5 and 9, Figs. 73 and 74. Much higher strain
gradients were developed in panels 4 and 5. These were
640 and 970 microstrairs/mm (16,200 and 24,700 microstrains/
in.) respectively, as obtained from the data of strain
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gages 27 and 28 for panel 4 and gages 31 and 43 for panel 5
(Figs. 75 through 78).*

An interesting pattern in tensile strain histories was
observed for the flat and curved panels. At the center of
flat panels, a maximum strain level was generally reached
during the first oscillation. This was followed by the
strain attenuation during subsequent cycles. At the panel
edge, this was contrasted by several cycles of increasing
strain amplitudes with the peak value reached, generally, on
the third cycle. This initial amplification trend is
followed by strain attenuation. Illustrations of these
strain historics are presented in Figs. 79 and 74 for the
center and the edge of panel I, respectively. For the
curved panels, the peak strain vilues both at the center and
at the edge of the panel ivariaLly occurred on the first
oscillation, Figs. 80 and 75.

The study of the effect of t1-e width parameter on panel
response was limited to a comparison of strain data for
panels 4 and S. These panels, located side by side on the
fuselage had a curvature of approximately 782 m (30.8 in.)
radius. Both had idenzical dimensiins except the width
which was 73 and 87 mm (2.8b und 3.A2 in.), respectively,
for panels 4 and S. Both panels responded in a similar
manner and, as expected, the peak strain in panel 5, the
wider panel, was substantially higher (8000 microstrains)
than in the narrower panel 4 (6000 microstrains), as shown
in Table 8.

In accordance with the fairly high natural frequency of
the instrumented panels, their maximum response usually
occurred within one millisecond after the blast intercept.
A departure from this behavior was reflected in the strain
historics obtained for some fuselage panels. It consisted
of both high and low frequency oscillations. The high
frequency oscillation reached peak strain during the first
cycle following the blast intercept, but, typically, an even
higher peak was registered at a later time in conjunction
with the low frequency oscillation. This mode of response
was most clearly apparent from the record of gage 22,
on panel 4, Fig. 81, and shows the overall maximum response

*NOTE: Typically, a strain gage covers a finite area and
its record represents average strain over that area.
The data are, therefore, approximate values of the
actual strain gradients that were induced during
the test.
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at approximately 9-10 ms after the blast intercept. Th
pattern occurred for the majority of gages installed on hc
fuselage, and it is attributed to the synergistic effects
of overpressure and gust. It was found to manifest itself
as early as 7 ms after the blast intercept, which approxi-
mately corresponds to the fuselage natural frequency deter
mined in the ground vibration tests conducted hy the
manufacturer, Ref. 8.

The gust effect may, as in the case of gage 23, Fil
become increasingly prcnounced so as to reach the maximi
tensile strain value after the high frequency response h
virtually died out. There, the gradual build up of tens
strains peaked between 70 to 80 ms after the shock arri-

The correlation of the experimental data and the ana' ic
predictions obtained from the NOVA 2 solutions was appro4 d
with the understanding that the idealized modeling of pan
elements can, at best, represent a reasonable approximzti
of the aircraft structure response. Certain limitations
the NOVA 2 modeli;.g are generully recognized and this test
offeced a unique opportunity to put these limitations in
proper perspective.

The panel boundary coniition representation in NOVA 2
forces a choice between either the simply supported or
clamped edge boundary conditions. This immediately suggests
a potential source of error. Similarly, the lack of pro-
visions for adequate modeling of a structural element in
conjunction with the adjoining structure constitutes a
departure from the true-to-life structure reFresentation.

The NOVA 2 code was designed to predict the structural
response restricted to the overpressure effects. Therefore,
in the situations %here the synergistic effects of o-er-
pressuee and gust ate present, the guat effe-t3 have to be
assessed separately and suitably combined with the overpres-
sure effect predictions.

The NOVA Z assumptions of a single instant for the time
of shock arrival and of the overpressure uniform across
the entire panel surface (overpreasure changing with time,
of course) are found to be inconsistent with the actual
evnnts. Furthermore, the overpressure historics obtained
during the test differed significantly from the analytic

blast model incorporated within the NOVA 2 program, This
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is illustrated in Figs. 68 through 72 which show super-
imposed overpressure versus time plots for the analytic
and experimental data. All these factors are bound to
affect the accuracy of the analytic predictions.

Nevertheless, for all these limitations, NOVA 2
offers the panel response predictions which compare quite
favorably with the experimental data. In some cases, these
predictions may be remarkably accurate. In other cases,
appropriate interpretation must be applied to the analytic
data in order to define the sources of discrepancies and
assess the significance of the analytic solution in relation
to the true-to-life structural response.

These cases are graphically illustrated in the analytic
and experimental strain data plots for panels 1, 4, 5, 6,
and 8 presented in Figs. 40 through 67 and in Table 9 which
summarizes the peak values.

For the center of Panel 1, the maximum strain values
obtained from the NOVA 2 DEPROP, KADBOP, and KADBOB solutions
varied between 3500 and 4100 microstrains and were comparable
with the experimental strain value of 3400 microinches.
However, the analytic strain histories, shown in Fig. 40,
differ significantly from the experimental strain historics
inasmuch as the dominant membrane strains indicated by the
analysis contrast the test data which showed very significant
bending strains.

Even greater discrepancies can be observed for the
strains near the longer side boundary of the panel. The
analytic strains of 10,100 and 11,100 microstrains were
obtained from the NOVA 2 DEPROP and KADBOP solutions,
respectively. The higher strains obtained from the KADBOP
solution illustrate the effect of the more severe experi-
mental overpressure as compared to the analytic blast used
in the DEPROP solution, Fig. 68. These strain levels,
which signify considerable yielding of the panel skin
material, appear to be much greater than the corresponding
experimental strains which peaked at 2880 microstrains, well
within the elastic range. This discrepancy between the
analytic and experimental values is further accutuated by
the KADBOB solutions which use a beam representation of
panels in the analysis. This representation was advertised
as an acceptable approximation which offers considerable
saving in the computer time without significant sacrifice
of the solution accuracy. The colossal strain values of
45,600 and 70,900 microstrains obtained from the KADBOB-A
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and KADBOB solutions, repectively, (Figs. 56 and S7, and
Table 9) clearly indicate that for strain levels beyond the
elastic limit, the beam representation of panels produces
increasingly unrealistic results. This was consistently
demonstrated in the KADBOB solutions for panels 5 and 6,
Figs. 62 and 64, respectively, with the corresponding strain
maxima of 51,600 and 27,200 microstrains. As expected, for
the larger of the two panels, panel 5, farther excursion
into the plastic range was predicted.

The selection of panel 8 was based on the premise that
this panel was most likely to demonstrate a typical response
for the simply supported edges boundary condition. This
access door panel was characterized by skin discontinuities
at all edges. This was largely verified by the experimental
data, Table 9, which indicated 3800 microstrains maximum at
the center of the panel and lower strain, 2400 microstrains,
near the panel edge.

Two analytic solutions were obtained for this panel.
For one solution, the panel was modeled as simply supported,
and for the other solution as clamped-edge boundary condi-
tions. The resulting analytic strain data and the corres-
ponding experimental strain data plots are presented in
Figs. 65 through 67. The experimental strains obtained for
the inside surface at the center of the panel corresponded
rather closely to the analytic strains for the simply sup-
ported edge model, Fig. 65. A disparity can be observed
between the outside surface strains for the experimental
and analytic data. This mode of behavior, mentioned earlier
in the discussion of panel 1, implied that, in the analysis,
panels are treated as membranes rather than plates. The
experimental data indicated the panel response more closely
resembles that of a plate. It should be noted that the
membrane behavior is related to the panel width-to-thickness
ratio and to the load level. Thus, thin panels tend to
respond as membrances and, at higher load levels approaching
the yield point and beyond, the membrane action becomes
increasingly dominant.

The clamped-edge solution for panel 8, Figs. 66 and
67, showed considerably greater discrepancy between the
analytic ana experimental data, particularly near the panel
edge. The analytic strain value at that location, 7900
microstrains, implied a response ;in the plastic range
whereas the experimental strain maximum of 2400 microstrains
clearly denoted a response within the elastic range.
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Overall, Method 3 does an acceptable job of approxi-
mating complex real-world panel structures. However, con-
siderable judgement is required on the part of the analyst.
The engineering time required to obtain a first-case solution
is approximately 40 man-hours and the computer time may
exceed 2 hours on a large-scale computer (CDC-6600 was used
in this analysis).

Longerons

Because of recording channel limitations allowed for
longerons 4 and 5, the instrumentation was clearly inade-
quate for a comprehensive definition of the longeron
response during the overpressure phase of the blast. This
inadequacy was further compounded by erratic behavior of
the deflection gages and the crucial strain gages Nos. 56
and 59, (Fig. 12) which were located on the outside surface
of the skin directly opposite the longeron flanges. Strain
gages 55, 57, and 58 (Fig. IZ), located on the longeron
legs, were too close to the neutral axis to provide data
relevant for correlation with the analytic data. The
longeron leg which terminated in a bulb-type flange was
unsuitable for strain gage installation.

The only strain gage which appeared to provide
reasonable data was gage 59. Unfortunately, the tensile
strain indicated by this gage could not be readily accepted
as valid for the location where compressivt strain was
ex|pected, based on the load configuration and structure
geometry.

A plausible, though possibly conjectural, explanation
for the tensile strains actually developed at the gage S9
location is postulated as the overall response of the
fuselage curved panel sector bounded fore and aft by two rigid
bulkheads at Stations 262 and 306, respectively, and, top to
tottom, by longeron 6 and the lower longeron. In the vicinity
of STA 306. at the outside surface location, this large fuse-
lage sector might well be subjected to the initlally tensile
stresses as indi ted by strain gage 59. This line of reason-
ing leads to an ,s:•atu that a structural member which
constitutes one element of a multl-eletent integral structure
should be modeled in conjunction with the entire structure
to enhance adequate correlation between the experimental
and analytic data.
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The longeron S analysis was accomplished using DEPROB
and kADBOB solutions. The former was based on the analytic
blast model and, for the latter, the experimental over-
pressure data of the closest pressure gage was used as the
input. In both solutions, the longeron was assumed clamped
at either end.

From the DEPROB solution (Fig. 83) the overall maximum
compressive strain of 4800 microstrains was obtained at the
longeron inner flange at the support point and the corres-
pond ing outside flange strain was 2200 microstrains in
tension. At the longeron mid-span (Fig. 84), lower strains
of 2700 and 1200 microstrain- were indicated for the inner
and outer flanges, respective'iy.

Slightly lower strains were consistently obtained from
the KADBOB solution (Figs. 85 and 86), because the experimen-
tal overpressure profile less severe than the analytic blast
model. Fig. 70.

The strain gage 59 data plot uas included in Figs. 84
and 86 for reference only. 1he lack of adequate experimental
data precluded a correlation with the analytic predictions.
However, the available experimental and analytic data support
the observation that only moderate strains -ere developed in
the longerons during the overlressure phase of the blast.

Fuselage Frame

The fuselage frame STA 277, Fig. 87, is a complex,
partial ring structure which consists of several composite
elements with discontinuities along the perimeter. Presence
of elastic supports such as longerons and cantllever seg-
ments increases the complexity and makes the structural
modeling for the NOVA 2 solution difficult and requires a
series of approximations. In additiun, the overpaessure
representation which in the case of a frame analysis, was
required to account for pressure variation around the fraoe
at any given time during the diffraction phase, involved
approximations inherent in the NOVA : blast model. Each
approsimation carried with it a potential source of error
which was bound to affect the solution accuracy.

The frame analysis was restricted to a DEPROB solution.
The LUDBOb solution which, at present, lacks the capability
for a multi-point representation of pressure variation
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NOTE: Diwasions Lioted in TAILI 10.

FIGUU 81. Fuselage Fr&Ae MA 277, Configu•ation.
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around the frame, was not attempted. (The code designers at
Kaman AviDyne are currently working at improving NOVA 2 code
to include that capability.)

The predicted strain data, together with relevant
experimental data, are presented in Figs. 88 through 91.
For the frame support at the lower longeron location, i.e.,
section RR in Fig. 87, high strains in excess of 14,000
microstrains were predicted, Fig. 88. It is difficult to
assess the validity of this prediction because a realistic
representation of this frame-to-lower longeron joint poses
an intricate modeling problem. In view of the failure at
this joint during the test, Fig. 25, close correlation
between the analytic prediction and the test results is
quite remarkable and may be a coincidence.

For the plane of geometric symmetry at section AA, Fig.
87, moderate strains, below 2800 microstrains, were pre-
dicted. A low peak strain (650 microstrains) was obtained
experimentally by gage 48, Fi4. 89. •todelin- of the section
AA was also complicated, particularly by a discontinuity in
the main element of the frame Pnd by the presence of an
intersection with the vertical stabilizer structure.
Representation of that configuration required a great deal
of judgement which apparently produced fair correspondence
between the predicted and experimental data.

For the curved segment of the frame, bounded by sections
Wi and W8, Fig. 87, the maximum predicted strains approached
4500 mlcrostrains at the frame inner flange. The correspond-
ing experimental strain maxima were SS00 microstrains for
section fill, Fig. 90, and 2000 microstrains for section MM,
Fig. 91. Since all these strains were compressive, a
possibility of buckling failure could not be ruled out. In
fact, an inner flange buckling in that region occurred in
the free-standing a& craft BUNO 145062, ri0. 30. Dat fled
examination of the failure area revealed a lightening hole
in the frame web of BUNO 14506Z at that location, In the
instrumented aircraft, BUNO 149558, the lightening hole was
absent. It appears that this segment of the frame was
critical and a relatively small strength reduction in this
area precipitated a failure.

Considering the approximation procedures involved in
modeling the frame structure, the remarkably close correla-
tion between the predicted data and test results is regarded
as highly satisfactory.
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AIRCRAFT RIGID BODY MOTIONS

All three aircraft had motion picture cameras located
as shown in Fig. 1. The film record obtained for the free-
standing aircraft BUNO 145062 was of poor quality and inade-
quate for analysis.

Mapping of rigid body motions during the positive and
aegative phases of the blast was, therefore, limited to BUNO
149SS8 and 145074. Since only one camera was installed for
each aircraft, the rigid body motions which could be deter-
mined with a reasonable degree of confidence were restricted
to:

1. Lateral translation.

2. Roll.

3, Yaw.

The analysis of the film records, Ref. 9, extended to
the point in time when the field of vision became obscured
by the cloud of dust raised by the blast. For aircraft BUNO
149558 and 145074, this corresponded to, respectively, 0.8
and 0.55 s after the shock front arrival.

Results of this analysis are presented in Figs. 9.
through 97. Because of the tiedown restraints (primarily
against the translation away from 6:), Fig. 4. the aircraft
motions during the positive blast phase were relatively
small (translation) to virtually nonexistent (roll). Site-
able motions occurred during the negative blast phase. RUNO
149588 experienced, approximately, 0.9 m (2.9 ft) maximum
translatory motion of the aircraft CG. Fig. 92 towards the
GZ. The corresponding rotational motions in roll and yaw
peaked at 6 and 18 degrees, respectively, Figs. 93 and 94.

Generally smaller motions were obtained for BUNO 145074
with 0.5 m (1.6 ft). 4.5 degrees, and 16 degrees indicated
for the translation, roll and yaw, reapectively, ligs. 95
through 97. The s.aller motions for this aircraft which was
exposed to 62.1 kPa (9 psi) overpressure as compared to RUNO
149S58 which experienced 41.4 kPa (6 psi) overpressure can
be explained by the (act that, following the catastrophic
fuselage failure, Fig. 18, the aircraft area exposed to the
effect of the negative drag phase was greatly reduced.
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In absence of the quantitative data for the free-
standing aircraft, BUNO 145062, qualitative obse:vations
will have to suffice. This aircraft did not exhibit any
tendency to overturn during the positive drag phase but the
tire skid marks provided valid evidence that translatory and
yaw motions did take place. the sequence of events was
difficult to reconstruct from the postblast location of the
aircraft which showed:

1. The main landing gear wheels were found displaced
approximately 30 cm (12 in.) downstream (away from the GZ).
Tire marks extending 30 cm (12 in.) fcrward were alsoobserved.

2. The nose landing gear wheel uas found displaced
38 cm (15 in.) upstream (towards the G:) uith no indication
of forward or aft motion.

As mtntioned earlier. the tiedown system used for the
two secured aircraft provided an effective restraint against
aircraft motions during the positive blast phase. The
extent of that vffect.veness is illustrated by the data on
energy absorbed immediately following the shotk intercept by
the load cells incorporated in the tiedo,n system. Table 11.

As an initial attempt at defining aircraft rigid body
motion during blast phase, this test provided basic data for
follow-on studies in the verification of overturning
predictions.

NUCLEAR ILSE DAIA COMRILATION

A review of old nuclesr test data reveals that project
3.1 in OFERATIOS S.APIPER in the spring of 1952 involved
extensive testing of parked aircraft. hst films and photo-
graphic records were reviewed to check cc'rrelatin $with the
recent DICE THROW results. Numerous aircraft were exposed
to combined blost and thermal effects at different intessi-
ties and from different orientations. The aircraft of
interest were the t-47. the XF-90 and the F-86,

The damage tu these aircraft eAposed tv in-,reavlg

pressure leve s was observed as follows:

Onset of damage pressure - sllSMt buckling of control
surfaces, access doors blown off, and occasional panel
ruptured.
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TABLE 11. Energy Absorption by the Tiedown Load Cells
Following Blast Intercept.

Air- Loadcraft Cell FORCE STROKE ENERGY ABSORBED

No. No. kN lb'f m ft kU ft-lbf

1 46.7 10,500 .0190 .063 0.896 661

2 46.7 10,500 .0016 .001 0.0149 11

3 46.3 10,400 .0538 .177 2.496 1841

4 46.7 10,500 .0635 .208 2.967 2188
0
z S 47.8 10,750 .0286 .094 1.367 1008

6 49.8 11,200 0 0 0 0

1 47.8 10,750 .0079 .026 0.377 278

2 47.8 10,750 .0064 .021 0.317 234

3 46.3 10,400 .1286 .422 5.951 4389

4 45.1 10,150 .1492 .430 6.737 4969

0z 5 46.7 10,500 .0778 .255 3.635 2681

S6 45.1 10,150 .0540 .177 2.436 1797

NOTE: Details of the tiedown system geometry are available
at ".•EF AT Department.
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Intermediate pressure - moderate buckling of control
:,rfaces and fuselage panels between substructure supports,
broken canopies (on F-47 only). Damage appears wuch like
that occurring on the two A-4C aircraft subjected to 6 psi
in the DICE THROW test.

Severe damage pressure - large rigid body motions
causing major substructure damage, vertical stabilizers
broken, canopies broken, XF-90 and F-47 fuselages broken
completely at aft section joint - - damage similar to A-4C
damage at 9 psi location in DICE THROW.

Admittedly, thermal radiation effects played a big part
in the total picture of damage; i.e., many aircraft had
scorched pai!:t, wrinkled skins and extensive damage to the
very vulnerl !e *.ontrol surfaces. However, the damage
described a',oce was, for the most part, attributed to blast
effects. A conscious efWort was made, in the present assess-
ment, to consider only blast induced damage; nevertheless,
some synergistic effects are necessarily present.

Overall, this data correlated well with the results on
the A-4Cs in DICE THROW. The presence of skin panel dishing-
in or buckling was similar and tail cone buckling was quite
similar. Both sats of test data confirp, that the weak point
in the fuselage is at the aft section or tail joint. low-
ever, even thouoh the SNAPPER data shows bent rudders, they
were not t rn o f the tails as was uniformly the case in
DICE THROh. The rudder hinges must be extremely weak on the
A-4C aircraft.
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CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions, presented below, are based on the
experimental and analytic data for the Navy A-4C aircraft.
It should be noted that the structural response to over-
pressure is directly related to the aircraft design charac-
teristics. An extension of these conclusions to aircraft of
difference class, configuration, etc. can only be made with
proper regard to the design and configuration similarities.

The conclusions are listed grouped into four separate
categories:

1. General - Test Data

2. Method I - Assessment

3. Method 2 - Assessment

4. Method 3 - Assessment

GENERAL - TEST DATA

1. The response of panels in the actual aircraft structure
does not conform to the classic, clamped edge boundary con-
dition. An intermediate response between the simply sup-
ported and clamped edge boundary conditions is implied by
the test data. The analytic representetion (NOVA 2) allows
only one or the other.

2. Location of the panel boundary could not be determined
precisely because it depended on substructure configuration
and rigidity. With a finite rigidity of the true-to-life
substructure, the effective panel boundary location was a
function of load intensity. None of the analytic methods
allows for boundary flexibility.

3. Because of the physical size of strain gages, their
strain averaging characteristic makes the determination of
maximum strain subject to significant errors in the regions
of steep strain gradients.
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4. Rigidity of panel boundaries is shown to be a dominant
factor in panel response characteristic. This was evidenced
by the response of panels 1 and 8 whose behavior approached
that of panels with a simply supported edge boundary condi-
tion. This is contrasted with the behavior of panels 4, 5,
and 6 which behaved more like panels with a clamped edge
boundary condition. The former panels were located on
vertical stabilizer characterized by more flexible substruc-
ture. The latter were located on the fuselage with more
rigid substiucture.

S. The likely effect of finite rigidity of the substructure
at panel boundaries is that, at lower stress levels, the
panel response resembles more closely the response for a
clamped edge boundary condition. At higher stress levels,
the panel response tends to approach the response for simply
supported edge boundary condition.

6. Only narrow limits separate slight damage from catas-
trophic failure of the aircraft structure exposed to the
blast test conditions. In terms of the range for the parked
and tied down aircraft, this amounts to approximately 60 m
(200 ft).

7. Local substructure failure may lead to a premature skip
panel failure.

8. Holes in the substructure members act as fracture
initiation points and are likely causes of premature failure.

9. Substantial pressure variations across structural
elements such as skin panels are experienced during the
blast diffraction phase.

10. Time of shock arrival for panel elements varies from
point to point and is dependent on the panel shape and its
orientation with respect to blast.

11. The strain history for flat panels varies across the
panel area. Strains at the center of the panel peak to a
maximum value during the first oscillation which Is followed
by xttenuation of strain amplitudes during subsequent cycles.
At the panel edge, several cycles with increasing amplitudes
precede the attenuation trend.
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12. The strain history for curved panels is more uniform
across the panel area. Maximum response during the first
oscillation, followed by an attenuation, is generally observed
at the center as well as at the edge of the panel.

13. Strain histories for fuselage locations were characteri:ed
by initial high frequency oscillations, followed by low
frequency oscillations, which resulted in an even higher,
delayed, secondary peak.

14. For gages on panels 4 and S (curved panels located at
approximately mid-fuselage), the maximum strain values are
indicated at approximately 10 ms after the shock intercept.
This implies a synergistic effect of overpressure and gust
and constitutes a convincing evidence that these two effects
can not be divorced from one another in considering the
overall vulnerability of aircraft structure to blast.

15. The maximum response of panels to overpressure alone
was generally observed to occur within I ms after the blastintercept.

16. The synergistic effects of overpressure and gust first
appear approximately 7 ms after the shock intercept. Ihis
corresponds approximately to the fuselage natural frequency,
demonstrated in ground vibration tests conducted by the
manufacturer.

17. Gust effects kere observed to become increasingly more
prominent and reached their maximum at 70 to 80 ms after the
shbcrk intercept. For strain gsges installed on the fuselage
in the direction parallel to aircraft axis, the overall
maximum response was obtained at that time.

18. The strain gage data survey for the strain gradients
developed in the vicinity of the panel boundary along the
longer edge further reinforce the conclusion that the actual
panel response falls between the clamped and simply supported
edge boundary conditions. For the simply supported edge
boundary condition, a low strain gradient is expected with
membrane strains dominating. For the clamped edge boundary
condition, a very high strain gradient is predicted with
bending strains dominating. The experimental data also show
high strain gradients and significant bending strains in the
vicinity of the panel boundary. However, the diffefences
between strains a& panel center and at the :dge are not as
great as expected Cor the theoretical clamped edge boundary
condition.
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METHOD 1 - ASSESSMENT

1. Critical overpressure calculated at 17.2 kPa (2.5 psi)
for the sure-safe condition according to Method 1 is slightly
conservative for fighter and fighter-bomber class a~rcraft
represented by the A-4C.

2. Critical overpressure calculated at 137.9 kPa (20 psi)
for the sure-kilh condition according to Method 1 grossly
exceeds the limit of the attack-class aircraft survivability.
An A-4C sustained catastrophic failure at a 62.1 kPa (9 psi)
peak free-field overpressure.

3. Vulnerability envelopes constructed according to
Method 1 appear rather crude. The multiple ground range
values obtained for a given height of burst are unrealistic
and tend to be confusing.

4. Method 1 provides means for rapid determination of the
vulnerability envelopes and can be satisfactorily used where
the range error factor of two is acceptable.

S. The engineering time required to obtain a solution
according to Method I is assessed at 20 minutes.

METHOD 2 - ASSESSMENT

I. The panel analyses according to Method 2 yield results
which may differ significantly from the experimental data.
However, the discrepancies are found to be within the error
limits specified for this method.

2. The results of frame analysis according to Method 2
were found to be compatible with the test results.

3. The longeron analysis according to Method 2 for sure-
safe and sure-kill conditions may lead to contradictory
results, i.e., indicated critical overpressure value cvlcu-
lated for the sure-safe condition may be higher than the
overpressure value for the sure-kill condition.

4. Considerable familiarity with aircraft structural
response to blast and experience in structural modeling are
required to ensure rational results from the analysis using
Method 2.
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S. The aircraft vulnerability data obtained according to
Method 2 are well within the 1.6 error factor limits speci-
fied in terms of the equivalent critical range values.

6. Method 2 is distinctly superior to Method 1. Selection
of weakest structural elements for analysis and their model-
ing in some detail assures results of greater accuracy.

7. Analytic solutions based on Method 2 can be obtained in
less than ten seconds of computer time using OVPRZ code.
The engineering time required to obtain a solution is assessed
at five hours for the first case and appruximately two hours
for each subsequent case for the same aircraft.

METHOD 3 - ASSESSMENT

1. The NOVA 2 computer code represents by far the most
sophisticated analytic tool of the three methods considered.

2. NOVA 2 offers a capability for modeling structural
elements in considerable detail. This ensures a high degree
of accuracy for predicting the overpressure response of an
idealized, isolated structural element.

3. There are no provisions in NOVA 2 for adequate modeling
of structural elements in conjunction with the adjacent
structure. This tends to reduce the accuracy of NOVA 2
predictions.

4. NOVA 2 is limited to the analysis of overpressure
effects on aircraft structure. Consideration of synergistic
effects of overpressure and gust are beyond its scope.

S. The assumption in NOVA 2 that a given time of the shock
arrival applies to the entire area of the element analyzed
holds true only in specific cases. A finite time i. required
for the shock to sweep across the structure in the majority
of situations. This introduces some error to the analytic
solution.

6. Complex shock reflection patterns are evident from the
experimental data but are not duplicated in the analytic
(NOVA 2) blest representation.

7. For the structural elements of considerable size.
particularly the curved elements such as fuselage frames,
NOVA 2 contains no provisions to adequately model the
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overpressure distribution during the diffraction phase. The
assumption of constant pressure across the element analyzed
by NOVA 2 does not necessarily represent the actual condi-
tion and constitutes a source of error in the analytic
prediction. In actuality, pressure gradients do exist
across the structure.

8. By providing data for idealized structural elements
analyzed under selected boundary condition, NOVA 2 is
capable of approximating the response of a true-to-life
structural element.

9. Weighing all the evidence, boundary condition modeling
is most critical for panel response prediction.

10. Panel 8 modeling with the simply supported edge boundary
condition provided results closely comparable with the
experimental data--at the panel center 3180 versus 3800
microstrains and at the edge 2300 versus 2400 microstrains
were indicated for the analytic (NOVA 2) and experimental
values, respectively.

11. Panel 8 modeling with the clamped edge boundary con-
dition representation (NOVA 2) predicted considerable
yieldin4 of the material at the panel boundary. This was
not verified by the experimental data where the correspond-
ing strains were well within the elastic limit.

12. Lack of adequate correlation between the analytic
(NOVA 2) and experimental data is evidenced by predominantly
membrane strains indicated at panel center in the analysis
while the experimental data show bending strains as dominant.

13. In some cases, strain values obtained from the NOVA 2
(KADBOB) solution are extremely sensitive to the relation-
ship between the numerical integration time step, DELTIN and
the segment length parameters. For short segment lengths,
small DELTIN values are required. If DELTIN value is insuf-
ficiently small, unrealistically high strain values are
obtained. This was apparent in panel 8 analysis for the
simply supported edge condition, but was not indicated in
the solutions for panels I and S with the clamped edge
boundary condition representation.
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14. Analytic predictions based on beam representation of
panels (NOVA 2 - KADBOB) give increasingly poor predictions
of peak strain for increasing excursions in the plastic
range. For conditions beyond the material yield, KADEOB
solutions indicate colossal strains at the panel boundary,
completely unrelated to the experimental data. For panel I,
the analytic strains were 45 times higher than the corres-
ponding experimental strains. This trend is not indicated
by the panel, NOVA 2 - DEPROP, representation.

1i. Applicability of beam representation for panels is not
clearly specified in the Method 3 (NOVA 2) handbook, and its
accuracy is not defined as related to the stress range. It
appears that the stress level is the factor governing the
solution accuracy.

16. Taking a holistic view, NOVA 2 does an acceptable job
of approximating true-to-life structural response. However,
this requires considerable engineering time and expert
judgement on the part of the analyst. The engineering time
required to obtain a solution is assessed at 40 man-hours
for the first case, and the required computer time may
exceed two hours on the CDC 6600 computer system.

17. This experimental study, exclusively devoted to the
primary airframe structural response to overpressure loads,
was not concerned with the nonstructural damage. Loss of
rudders, damage to landing gear doors, and rupture of access
doors in the engine area were all sustained during the test.
this damage was in itself serious because of potential
flight impairment and/or fire hazard and should be con-
sidered in the overall assessment of aircraft vulnerability/
survivability.

18. A brief review of the nuclear test data obtained during
OPERATION SNAPPER in 19S2 indicated that for the attack
class aircraft, the damage at corresponding overpressure
levela 3as comparable to that sustalned by A-4C aircraft
during the nonnuclear DICE THROW event.
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APPENDIX A

LOADING AND RESPONSE PREDICTIONS FOR TESTING AN F-4
TRAILING EDGE FLAP IN PRE-DICE THROW II EVENT

Abstracted from report prepared by John M. Calligeros
and William N. Lee of Kaman AviDyne, Burlington, Massachusetts

01803 under DNA Contact No. DNAO01-75-CO000
August 1975

OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this technical memorandum is to provide
pretest support to the Naval Weapons Evaluation Facility
(NWEF) for testing a F-4 trailing edge flap in the PRE-DICE
THROW II project. This support includes the following
items:

1. Calculation of the flap panel response and the
likelihood of rib buckling to blast using the latest revision
of the NOVA code.

2. Review of the strain gage and pressure gage instru-
mentation scheme formulated at NWEF and making recommendations
for setting instrumentation gains.

3. Definition of the test data-reduction requirements.

DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE

The flap assembly is illustrated in Figs. A-1 through
A-3. Figure A-3 also show- strain gage locations. The
structural items of Interest in this analysis are a typical
skin panel 1.02 mm (0.040 in.) thick, measuring 49 x 133.2a
(19.S x S.ZS in.) between rivet lines, as shown in Fig. A-3.
and a rib (Fig. A-1 ). A detail of the rib, taken from
McDonnell-Douglas drawing 32-18009. is shown in Fig. A-4.
As indicated in Fig. A-Z, the extremities of the panel are
represented by fastener lands 1.60 an (0.063 in.) thick and
19.1 mm (0.75 in.) wide. The pertinent dimensional and
material characteristics of these two structural items are
summarized as follows:
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The 1.mlth Is In millhieterswith 1achas in parenthesis.

FIGURE A-!. Tr4aling Edge Flip.
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FIGURE A-.'. Trailing Edge Flap Upper and Lower Torque
lox Skin ULagram.
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Skin Panel

length = 495 mm (19.5 in.) between rivets

width 133 mm (5.25 in.) between rivets

thickness = 1.02 mm (0.040 in.)

fastener lands thickness = 1.60 mm (0.063 in.)

fastener lands width - 19.1 mm (0.75 in.)

material 707S-T6 Aluminum

E (Young's modulus of elasticity) - 71.0 GPa
(10.3 x 106 psi)

fty (tensile yield stress) - 476 MPa
(69,000 psi)

v (Poisson's ratio) - 0.33

G (shear modulus) - 26.9 GPa (3.9 x 106 psi)

p (density) - 2.77 Mg/M3 (0.10 lb/in.3)

Rib

thickness - 0.81 mm (0.032 in.)

r1 - radius of 1st lightening hole
-29.2 mm (1.15 in.)

r, - radius of 2nd lightening hole
o21.3 mm (0.84 in.)

S- distance between lightening hole centers
-88.6 mm (3.49 in.)

d - rib depth between lightening holes
-93.7 mm (3.69 in.)

material 7178-T6 Aluminum

E - 71.0 GPa (10.3 x 106 psi)

fty 503 NlPa (73,000 psi)

* 2.77 tlg/m
3 

(0.10 lb/in.3)
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The dimensions rl, r 2, t, and d were scaled from the rib

blueprint.

LOADING

The flap is subjected to a shock wave impinging side-on
to the skin surface. The shock wave results from a ground
explosion of 109 Mg (120 tons) of ANFO at White Sands Missile
Range testing grounds at 1220 m (4000 ft) elevation. The
flap is located approximately 305 m (1000 ft) from the burst
center, and the resulting free-field incident overpressure,
Pso, is 25.5 kPa (3.7 psi). The pressure loading normal to
the panel surface is calculated with the standard method
given in Ref.10 and the pressure-time profile is shown in
Fig. A-5. The peak reflected overpressure, apr, is calcu-
lated to be 57.2 kPa (8.29 psi) and the diffraction time,
tc, is 2.06 ms. Since the peak structural panel responses
occur in less than 1.0 ms, the drag loading is of no conse-
quence in the panel response and the imposed loading could
be taken as a step function if desired. The linear decay
shown in Fig. A-5 was used in the NOVA program for the panel
response calculations.

The rib experiences loading on its upper and lower
surfaces due to the enveloping shock front (the upper surface
of the rib faces GZ). For the upper rib surface, the over-

pressure loading, au, is

Ap

AltiLude - ]220 m

57.2 kPa

27.6 kPa

0t - 2.06 250
t (asee)

FIGURE A-S. Pressure Loading Normal to Panel Surface.
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Peo - 25.5 kPa Incident CO - 335 m/sec

Pa. - 87.6 kPa Ambient

F;." 1 Pe
Apr 

2
p P so . 57.2 kPa

rPt SOL + Poo I

3_.F 3h - 2.06 msec where

Co• 1
6
(Po/po )2 + 

7 0
(ps/Po) + 49

C .- 2 0 so) + 47 36 msCref .4. 6 (pao/Po) +7 360I/eec

h - 495/2 - 247.5 mm

[ AP(t)Jl + Ai(t c) OLtLt c

. - ps(t) + cu q(t) ttc

where
" ~ ~Au(t) -ps(tc) + Cu G(t)

and

C0 is the drag coefficient

q Is the dynamic pressure

For the lower rib surface, the overpressure loading. Af Is
p

p 4(td 0.t-

6ý(t€) -pstc) + C0t q(tt) ttc
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where

P(L ) - p (t ) + C q~t)

For the present application with the NOVA code, the averageof the upper and lower pressure loadings was a pplied equallyto the upper and lower surfaces of the rib. Thus, for eachsurface, the applied (compressive) pressure loading on therib was taken to be

1+± . IrI " - A(tý)] Ij - bpý(c) t/rC 64(2 2 r C
'A t

2 p (t) + 0.3q(t) t'tC

where, for ps0  25.S kPa (3.7 psi) (see Fig. A-S),

OPr 57.2 kPa (8.29 psi)

tc 2.06 ms

t- 250 Ms

and
/ t

p) l.-0 0

q~)-qo I - !t a

rF5/14 (pso/P) Fl

q0D *p lO
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""( -0.40
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Figure A-6 presents a p'ot of the pressure loading assumed

for each surface of the rib.

STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

Two structural response subroutines in the NOVA code
may be used for obtaining the nonlinear blast response of
the flap skin panel (Ref. 7). One subroutine is DEPROP,
which treats the parel as a plate structure and is based on
a modal solution. The otWer is DEPROB, which is a beam
solution and uses a lumped-mass representation. If the
aspect ratio of the panel is sufficiently high, as it is in
the present case, the beam solution will give results which
are comparable to the panel solution at a considerable
saving in computer time. In addition, the beam solution
(DEPROB) is expected tc calculate the edge strain more
accurately than the panel solution (DEPROP). The beam
solution uses a unit strip of the panel of length equal to
the panel width to represent the panel response.

Ap

(P: V.6 kPa

25.5 kPa

0 t- 2.06

t (me¢)

FIGURE A-6. Pressure Loading Assumed for Upper

and Lower Rib Surfaces.
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Both codes are exercised for the present problem,
DEPROB for three loading conditions and DEPROP for one
loading condition (i.e., the 25.5-kPa (3.7 psi) incident
overpressure case). Clamped boundary conditions are used in
both codes. The fastener lands introduce an urcertainty
regarding the panel dimensions to be used in the codes.
Because of this, it was decided to run two casos, one in
which the rivet line dimensions are employed and the other
in which the rivet line dimensions are reduced by the lands
width of 19.1 mm (0.75 in.), in anticipation that the correct
model would fall in between.

Figure A-7 summarizes the maximum edge strain and the
strain at the panel center as a function of reflected over-
pressure, APr. The maximum edge strain occurs in the outer
parel sutrface and the maximum center strain occurs in the
inner panel surface. It is seen that at APr equal to

57.2 kPa (8.29 psi) (which corresponds to the 2S.S-kPa
(3.7 psi) incident level), the maximum edge strain is very
close to the yield strain whereas the maximui. center strain
is considerably lowex than yield strain. At the higher
pressure levels in Fig. A-7, which extend to 300 percent of
Apr equal to S7.2-kPa (8.29 psi), the edge strain exceeds 10

percent whereas the center panel strain remains below yield
strain. The beam results shown in Fig. A-8 are based on an
elastic-plastic solution using 10 masses for a half-beam
length, which is allowed by symmetry. The single panel
result shown in the figure is based on an elastic solution
using a 7 x 7 modal formulation, of which 25 modal combina-tions are selected.

Some typical strain histories are shown in Figs. A-9 to
A-10, in which comparisons are made between the beam and
panel solutions for p of 25.5 kPa (3.7 psi). The two
solutions are in very

5 2
lose agreement with respect to peak

values and the shape of the response curves. The peak
strains and deflections, incidentally, occur at about
0.5 - 0.6 ws, well within the blast diffraction phase.

The rib response is obtained with the beam code DEPROB
by selecting a unit strip of the web between the first two
lightening h _le% The length of the beam strip is 93.7 mm
(3.69 in.) and its thickness is 0.81 mm (0.032 in.). Sliding,
clamped boundary conditions, characterized by zero slope and
only axial motion at the edge, are used. In DEPROB, a
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{-cos (-x- }variation: is assumed for the shape of the

initial imperfection, where 6 is the peak amplitude of the
imperfection. Two values of 6 are investigated, as 6 of
0.254 mm (0.01 in.) and 0.508 mm (0.02 in.). The beam strip
is subjected to compressive end loads based on the pressure
loading discussed earlier, the panel width, and the dimen-
sions relating to the lightening hole radii and the spacing
between lightening holes. Thus, for the pressure loading
shown in Fig. A-7, for example, the pressure curve is mul-
tiplied by

133.4 310. 19mm (12.22in.)S-r-r

to obtain the compressive end loads acting on the strip.

Figuro A-1I presents the maximum edge strain and cnter
strains of the rib as a function of the reflected overprus-
sure. At the reflected overpressure corresponding to the
z5.5 kPa (3.7 psi) incident shock, the rib strains are
considerably lower than the yield strain. Yield is not
experienced until the reflected overpressure is increased by
60 percent (for 6 - 0.501 mm (0.02 in.)). It may also be
noted that the maxi-aum edge strain and center strain at the
outer surface are fairly close for both imperfection values.
The peak rib strains occurred between I and 2 ms for the
Z5.S kPa (3.7 psi) shock and between 3 and 4 ms for the
higher pressure levels. As expected, these times are con-
siderably higher than those f~r the peak skin panel strains.

In summary, the results of Figs. A-? and A-11 indicate
that at incident ovcrpressure of 25.S kPa (3.7 psi), the
skin panel will experience strains comparable to the yield
strain along its long edge. Strains rill be luwcr than
yield at other points on the panel, even at reflected over-
pressures considerably greater than the reflected over-
pressure corresponding to an incident shock of 25.S kPa (3.7
psi). The rib, on the other hand, will experience strains
considerably below yield at the 2S.S kPa (3.7 psi) level,
and therefore will not buckle at this load level. At
pressure levels approximately 60 percent higher, a possibi-
lity of rib buckling exists. The predicted straiW data are
summarized in Table A.I.
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TABLE A-i. Instrumentation Plan.

Gage Panel Gage Surface Orientation £eax

Number Nkdberr Location On Centerline Microstrains

1 1 C OUT X -13

2 1 C IN X -85

3 1 C OUT Y -715

4 1 C IN Y 1950

5 1 LS urT Y 6500

6 1 LS IN Y -4200

7 1 SS our x 1709

8 1 SS IN X -2248

9 2 C our y -715

10 2 LS OUT Y 6500

11 - RIB 1000

12 - RIB 1000

Location: Center (C), Long Side (LS), or Shortside (SS)

Surface: Outside (OUT) or Inside (IN)

Orientation: Parallel to Long Side (X) or to Short Side (Y)
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APPENDIX B

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF F-4 TRAILING EDGE FLAP
IN PRE-DICE THROW II EVENT

TEST OBJECTIVE

The NWEF test, conducted as one project in the PRE-DICE
THROW II Event, involved an instrumented F-4 wing trailing
edge flap.

The test objective was to obtain preliminary informa-
tion on structural response to blast. The data from this
test was used in planning the configuration and the instru-
mentation requirements for the A-4C aircraft test specimenswhich were subsequently exposed to blast during the main
DICE THROW Event.

TEST SPECIMEN

An F-4 trailing edge flap, shown in Fig. B-i, repre-
sents a structural panel with relatively rigid boundary
members. The aft section was made of honeycomb structure
and the forward section consisted of top and bottom skins
riveted to a substructure made up of a series of light ribs.
The skins, made of 7075 Aluminum alloy were chem-milled to
1.02 mm (0.4 in.) basic thickness with 1.6 mm (0.063 in.)
thick lands.

TEST INSTRUMENTATION

The basic instrumentation consisted of pressure gages
and strain gages. For the purpose of correlating analysis
and equipment, Panel No. 1 and Panel No. 2 (Fig. B-1),
measuring 495 x 133 mm 019.5 x 5.25 in.) between rivet
lines, were the areas selected for the instrumentation.

Strain gages were installed on the upper skin outside
and inside surface as well as on the web of the rib which
made up the outboard boundary of Panel No. 1. Detailed
disposion of the instrumentation is shown in Fjgs. B-2 and
B-3 for the outer and inner skin surfaces, respectively.
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TEST SETUP

The flap panel was mounted vertically on two poles
located at a distance of 305 m (1000 ft) from the GZ. See
Fig. B-4. Approximately 25.S-kPa (3.7 psi) overpressure was
expected at that location. To minimize edge effects which
produce local pressure variation, plywood panels extended
the flap boundaries in the vicinity of the instrumented
areas.

TEST RESULTS

The pressure data obtained from pressure gage No. 1,
Fig. B-S, indicated peak overpressure of 57.2 kPa (8.3 psi).
The Ballistic Research Laboratory data taken on the master
gage line showed a free-field overpressure of approximately
27.6 kPa (4 psi) at the 305 m (1000 ft) radial distance.
This yields a reflection factor of 2.1.

The strain gage maximum response data during the first
cycle immediately following the blast intercept are sum-
marized in Table B-1. Generally higher strain values of up
to 2100 microstrains were obtained at the panel center
inside surface as compared to 1680 microstrains maximum
indicated for the midpoint of outside surface of the panel
longer side. Since the highest strains for a clamped panel
were expected at the midpoint of the boundary of the panel
longer side, this might suggest that the effective fixity of
the panel boundaries was less than rigid. However, it must
be noted that, because of the rivet line and substructure
support the exact location of the panel boundary is debat-
able. Consequently, the area along the panel edges where
strain gages were installed may only be defined as the
vicinity of the panel boundary. Existence of a steep strain
gradient at these locations implied some measure of fixity
even though the actual strain level at the effective panel
boundary remained undetermined.

The presence of steep strain gradients in the vicinity
of the panel boundary was convincingly demonstrated by the
strain record of gages 7, 8 and 9 as one set and gages 10,
11 and 12 as the second set. These sets of gages indicated
strain gradients in excess of 300 microstrains per millimeter.

An interesting observation is implied in the comparison
of the strain data obtained from the gages installed along
the longer side edges of panels 1 and Z, Panel I was bounded
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TABLE B-1. Experimental Strain Data,
First Cycle Response.

GAGE LOCATION DATA GAGE MAX STRAIN TIME AFTER
NO. MICROSTRAINS SHOCK APR.

ms
REGION PANEL NO. SURFACE

CENTER 1 OUTER 2 -1160 0.68

CENTER 2 OUTER 13 -1180 0.63

CENTER 1 INNER 3 2060 0.68

CENTER 1 INNER 14 2100 0.68

MID LONG

SIDE 1 OUTER 1 1280 0.63

"I OUTER 4 1300 0.59

"2 OUTER 7 1680 0.73

"2 OUTER 8 1220 0.68

"2 OUTER 9 1150 0.68

MID LONG

SIDE 1 INNER S -500 0.63

"2 INNER 10 -570 0.73

"2 INNER 11 -400 0.68

"2 INNER 12 -4o1 0.68

RIB I INNER 16 -400 1.19

RIB 1 OUTER 15 2720 1.19
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by a rib of single thickness. There, a strain of 1300
microstrains was obtained. The flanges and the web of the
panel 2 boundary rib were twice as thick as the panel 1 rib
elements and the corresponding strain exceeded 1900 micro-
strains. This appears to indicate greater degree of fixity
associated with stiffer substructure member at the panel
boundary.

The maximum response data presented in Table B-2 in
correlation with the first cycle data of Table B-1 show
generally higher strain values obtained during subsequent
oscillations. This implies a definite relationship between
the responses of the individual elemental panels and the
flap as a whole. It appears that the maximum response
occurred when the elemental panel and the flap bending
oscillations were momentarily in phase.

Along the lines of this reasoning, one might anticipate
that the differences between the maximum and the first cycle
responses should also be dependent on the panel location
with respect to the flap boundary. Thus, greater differences
in the strain values are expected for panel 2 than panel 1,
since the former was farther away from the flap boundary
than the latter. This, in fact, was the case as illustrated
by the strain data of gages 2 and 13. For the gage 2 located
on panel 1 the indicated strain uifference was 640 micro-
strains and for gage 13 on panel 2 that difference was 780
microstrains. This situation is consistely apparent from
the panel I data (gages 1 and 4) on one hand and the panel 2
data (gages 7, 8 and 9) on the other hand. There, the
strain differences averaging to 35 microstrains for panel 1
were contrasted with the average difference of 270 micro-
strains for panel 2. This behavior pattern focuses on the
interdependence of the response of a structural element
comprising a part of a larger assembly.

The strain data of gages installed on the panel ! rib
(see Fig. B-6) indicates a maximum strain of 2720 microstrains
for gage 15 which was located on the outer face of the
rib. The corresponding strain on the rib inner face,
obtained from gage 16 was -400 microstrains. These data
show the presence of considerable spanwise bending, as
illustrated by the differences in the instantaneous strain
values. The graph also shows the trace of the direct strain
profile. The response cycle of just over 2-ms duration is
indicated with the direct strain initially compressive
changing to tensile with a maximum value of 2720 microstrains
at approximately 1.19 is after shock arrival,
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TABLE B-2. Experimental Strain Data,
Maximu Response.

GAGE LOCATION DATA GAGE MAX STRAIN TIME AFTER
NO. MICROSTRAINS SHOCK ARR.

REGION PANEL NO. SURFACE

CEaTER 1 OUiTER 2 -1800 3.5

CumTER 2 OUTER 13 -1960 4.0

CENTER 1 INNER 3 2150 3.5

CENTER 1 INNER 14 2220 3.6

MID LONG
SIDE 1 OUTER 1 1350 1.8

"1 OUTER 4 1300 0.59

"2 ClUTER 7 1940 2.9

"2 OUITER 8 1500 4.5

"2 OUIER 9 1420 4.5

MID LONG

SIDE I IMNER S -1050 2.2

"2 INER 10 -1730 4.5

"2 IU.R 11 -1900 4.3

"2 IN"R 12 -1330 4.3

RIB 1 INNER 16 .400 1.19

RIB I WIER iS 2720 1.19
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DATA CORRELATION

The analytic prediction of the panel response to blast
was pruvided by Kaman AviDyne of Burlington, RA. (See
Apperhdix A.) The data was obtained from a NOVA 2 code
solution.

As shown in Table B-3 a reasonable agreement exists
between the analytic and the experimental data. At the
center of the panel inside surface, the analytic strain of
1950 microstrains is only slightly smaller than the corres-
Fonding experimental strain of 2100 microstrains. The
discrepancy between the strain data for the outside surface
(-715 for the analysis was opposed to -1180 and -1160 micro-
strains for the experiment) may be attributed to somewhat
higher membrane stresses predicted in the analysis, whereas
a higher degree of bending was indicated by the experimental
data (gages 2 and 3).

Considerable discrepancy exists between the analytic
and experimental strains at the midpoint of the panel
longer edges. The analysis predicts strain level approach-
ing yield condition (6500 microstrains) whereas the experi-
mental strains were less than 1700 microstrains.

As already mentioned, the panel boundary could not be
precisely defined. Nevertheless, the high strain gradient
indicated for this region tends to support the analytic
prediction of high strain level, possibly approaching yield
at the panel boundary.

A significant difference between the predicted and the
actual strain data is also indicated for the rib response:
1000 as opposed to 2720 mlcrostrains, respectively. However,
closer examination of the experimental data shows consider-
able bending of the rib web, which was not predicted in the
analysis. Themaximum direct strain obtained for the rib was
esse:sed at 1380 mlcrostrains, which was reasonably close to
the predicted value.

A survey of the strain gage data presented in Table
8-1 to determine the time after the shock arrival for maximum
response durirg the first cycle indicated a range of 0.59 to
0.7 as for the panels, This compares very favorably with
the analytic prediction of 0.5 to 0.6 as. Close correlation
between the experiaental and analytic data for the maximum
first-cycle response time was also indicated for the rib
with 1.19 as and 1.0 to Z.0 ms obtained from the test and
analysis, respectively.
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TABLE B-3. Strain Data Correlation.

LOCATION STRAINS
MICROSTRAINS

Elemnt Surface Analysis Test Gage No. Ref

PCnel INSIDE 1950 2100 142060 3

Center oLrSllE - 715 -1180 13
-1160 2

Panel No. 1 INSIDE -4200 -So0 5

Mid Long Side ClfTli'SID 6500 1300 44.1280 1

Panel No. 2 INSIDE -4200 -5,0 10

Rid Long Side OUTSIDE 6500 1680 7

Rib INSI18 1000 -400 1U

Mb Center WITS11* 1000 [2720 15
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It should be noted that, for the analysis, each instru-
mented panel was assumed as a separate structure. In actual
fact, however, these panels constituted elements of the
multi-panel flap structure. The consequence of this limita-
tion in the analytic modeling is reflected in the overall
maximum response data presented in Table B-2 which shows
consistently higher strain values than the corresponding
data of Table B-1. These strain maxiila reached, on the
average, at 3 ms after the shock arrival imply a resultant,
composite response of the elemental panels and the entire
flap structure.

In the overall assessment, this test was considered
extremely valuable. It generated some valid data on struc-
ture response to blast and furnished information required to
specify disposition of the A-4C aircraft specimens within
the blast field for the DICE THROW event. The correlation
of the experimental and analytic data provided an initial
insight regarding the effects of structural modeling and
accuracy of the analytic solutions. The discrepancies
between the analytic and experimental data could be attributed
either to the sensitivity of the analytic solution to given
parameters or to the inherent differences between a "true-
to-life" structure and its idealized representation in the
analysis.
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BLAST DISPLACEMENT IN FIELD FORTIFICATIONS

FOREWORD

This report presents information on blast-displacement
effects on personnel inside field fortifications. This
project was supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency under
Contract DNA 001-75-C-0237. The DNA project officer was COL
E. T. Still (USAF, VC), Armed Forces Radiobiology Research
Institute, Bethesda, Md. A portion of the funding was pro-
vided by the Defence Research Establishment, Ottawa, Canada.
Dr. G. A. Grant was the Canadian Project Officer.

The outstanding support rendered to this project by
the test group staff of the DNA Field Command is acknow-
ledged. The authors also wish to acknowledge A. Trujillo,
W. Hicks, and K. Saunders for technical assistance during
the test phase and B. Martinez and T. Minagawa for report
preparation.

INTRODUCTION

Objectives

The objectives of this project were (1) to determine
the displacement-time histories of dummies inside 3- x 6-ft
fighting bunkers and inside a 14- x 14-ft underground per-
sonnel shelter and (2) to use these data to confirm a method
for predicting whole-body translation of pcroonnel in open
structures.-

Background

Airblast-displacement effects on personnel inside
field fortifications have received little attention. Be-
cause of the lack of information in this area, blast-casualty
criteria have been based solely on damage to the structure,
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and safety and risk criteria have been linked to damago to
the fortification or to direct-overpressure effects (Ref-
erence 1). Results from a previous field test (Reference
2) have suggested that impact injury associated with whole-
body displacement induced by the entering jet flow can occur
at overpressures well below those required for injury from
direct-overpressure effects or structural collapse.

Laboratory studies of jet phenomena in scale models
of field fortifications in a shock tube have resulted in
the development of a method for predicting whole-body trans-
lation of personnel in open structures. It was desirable
to confirmn this method using full. vca,- structure on the
Dice-Throw field test.

PROCEDURES

Layout

Three 3- x 6-ft fighting bunkers and one 14- x 14-ft
underground personnel shelter were located on the test site.
Two of the fighting bunkers were face-on to the charge, one
each at the 680- and 820-ft ground ranges, and one bunker
was side-on at 820-ft (Figure 1). The predicted peak over-
pressures at these ranges were 25 and 15 psi, respectively.
The personnel shelter was located at the 740-ft range at a
predicted overpressure level of 20 psi.

Fighting Bunkers

The geometry and dimensions of the bunkers are given
in Figure 2 along with the locations of the dummies, pres-
sure gages, and camera. These bunkers were a modification
of the fighting bunker with overhead cover described in
Reference 3. They were constructed of 1/8-inch sheet steel
welded inside a frame of 2-inch angle iron. The bunkers
were placed in excavations and covered with earth and sand-
bags. An asphalt pad extended 70 ft toward ground zero in
order to reduce the amount of dust carried by the blast
wave.

The volume of the bunker was 140 ft 3 and the areas
of the firing port and rear entrance were 4.5 and 5.4 ft 2 ,
respectively. Two dummies were placed in each bunker; the

one nearer to the camera was kneeling on the firing step and
the other was standing on the floor. The heads of the

-2-
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kneeling and standing dummies were 29 and 12 inches, respect-
ively, from the rear wall. The dummies wore green fatigues,
whice helmets, and G.I. boots. In Figure 3, the dummies can
be seen through the firing port of one bunker. The other
two bunkers can be seen in the background.

Personnel Shelter

The geometry and dimensions of the personnel shelter
appear in Figure 4. This 14- x 14- x 6.5-ft shelter was
identical to the one on the Mixed Company Event (Reference
2) except that the roof was made of steel instead of the
18-inch-diameter pine logs that were used before. An 18-
inch I-beam served as the main roof support, and 7-inch
I-beams on 2-ft centers spanned between the girder and the
side walls. The walls, ceiling, and floor of the shelter
were made of 1/8-inch steel plate that was spot welded to
the frame. The surface entrance was a 2- x 4-ft opening
that was flush with the ground on the upstream side of the
shelter. An 8.5-ft-deep vertical shaft and a 6-ft-long
tunnel led from the surface entrance to the chamber. The
ratio of the chamber volume to the entrance area was 160
ft.

The locations of the dummies, pressure gages, and
camera in the personnel shelter are shown in Figure 4.
In order to provide photographic reference points, the
floor was painted a black and white checkerboard pattern
of 1-ft squares and the wall opposite the camera was cov-
ered with checkerboard wallpaper. Golden BearO was applibd
to the ground surface around and upstream of the entrance
in order to reduce the amount of dust carried into the
shelter by the blast wave.

Figure 5 is a preshot view of the three dummies
which were standing and facing the front wall inside the
personnel shelter. Dummy No. 14 was 5 ft from and directly
in line with the entryway tunnel. The other two dummies,
No*. 12 and 13, were 3 ft to the side of the centerline ex-
tending from the tunnel (Figure 4). The dummies were sta-
bilized in an upright position by leaning them forward at
a slight angle against supports made of 1/4-inch pipe
anchored to the ceiling.

Photography

The motion-picture photography in the bunkers and
shelter was the responsibility of the Denver Research
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Institute. Each of the four cameras operated at approxi-
mately 400 fps.

The pre- and postshot still photography was accom-
plised by White Sands Missile Range photographers.

Accelercmeters

Four omnidirectional, peak-g, mechanical accelerom-
eters were mounted in the chest cavity of each dummy. Each
of these Impact-O-Graphs@ contained four small spheres which
were pressed into pairs of oppositely facing seats-by two
interposed springs. The four accelerometers used in each
dummy were designed such that the spheres would unload at a
peak acceleration of 10, 40, 200, or 800 g's, respectively.

In preshot calibrations, dummies in a prone, supine,
or lateral orientation were dropped from various heights
onto a concrete pad. For each of these three orientations,
the 10-g units unloaded at an impact velocity of approxi-
mately 5.ft/sec, the 40-g units at 8 ft/sec, the 200-g units
at 17 ft/sec, and the 800-g units at 28 ft/sec. The prob-
abilities of injury for these four impact velocities have
been es•:inated to be 0, 5, 50, and 95 percent, respectively
(Reference 4). It should be noted that considerably higher
vel'•ities were required to unload the various Impact-0-
.GravhsO when the dummies were dropped at an angle onto the
concrete pad.

Pressure-Time Gages

A static pressure gage was located in each of the
three fighting bunkers (Figure 2). In addition, a stagnation
pressure gage was located in each of the face-on bunkers in
crder to measure the jet flow entering through the firing
port. The incident free-field pressures were measured by
gages on the surface. The gages associated with the bunkers
were installed and operated by the Ballistic Research Lab-
oratories.

One static and one stagnation pressure gage were lo-
cated inside the underground personnel shelter (Figure 4).
These gages and one on the-surface adjacent to the entrant*.e
to the shelter were the responsibility of the Nuclear Weapona
Effects Branch of the White Sands Missile Range.
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RESULTS

Fighting Banw'rý.

Dummy Displacements

The postshot locations and conditions of the
dummies in the fighting bunkers are summarized in Table 1.
The four dummies in the face-on bunkers impacted head-first
against the rear wall. This was evident from the postshot
positions and was observed in the motion pictures of the
kneeling dummies. The two dummies in the bunker that was
side-on to the blast had moved approximately 6 inches in
the downstream direction.

Only the lO-g Impact--O-Graph@ was unloaded in
each of fhe tour dummies in the face-on bunkers. No Impact-
0-Graphs unloaoed in the two dummies in the side-on bunker.

Only the heads of the kneeling dummies were
visible in the motion-picture films taken in the face-on
bunkers. Figure 6 shows the measured head displacements vs
time. In both cases, dust obscured the initial phase of the
motion. Therefore. those portions of the translation curves
(dashed in Figure 6) were estimated from the initial head
positions and the predicted durations of acceleration.

The peak hnrizontal coepon,,nt of the head
vt.iocity was 9 ft/sec ',r the dutmtmy kneeling in the face-on
bunker at an incident overpressure of 15 psi and 24 ft/wee
for the corro.ipondinj, dummy at :30.5 pst. In each case, the
impact velocity was ivaller then the peak velocity. The do-
celeration of the dummy's head prior to impact was probably
related to the tact that the body was rotating. Had the
subject rotated 90 degrees, the horizontal component of the
head velocity would have decreased to the center-of-mass ve-
locity, which wa. approximately equal to one-half of the peak
head velocity.

Thel heads of both dummies could be seen in the
film taken in the side-on bunker. The maximum horizontal
ctxponret ol the head velocity was less than I and 2 ft/see
for the standing and kneeling dummies, respectively (Table
1).
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Pressure-Time Records

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the smoothed static
and Pitot pressures measured in the face-on bunkers, and
Figure 9 shows the static pressure measured in the side-on
bunker. The prominent pressure fluctuations in these rec-
ords are believed to be primarily due to compression and
rarefaction waves reflecting back and forth within the in-
terior, and therefore do not represent the average pres-
sures throughout the interior or in the jet until the waves
are damped out after about 12 msec.

Figures 10 and 11 give the first 15 msec of
the free-field pressure-time measurements at the 680- and
820-ft ranges. The peak incident overpressure was 30.5 psi
at the 680-ft range and 15 psi at the 820-ft range. Also
shown in the figures are the calculated free-field total
pressures and the calculated static pressures inside the
bunkers, the determination of which will be derived in a
following section.

Personnel Shelter

Dummy Displacements

The postshot locations and conditions of the
dummies in the underground personnel shelter are summarized
in Table 2. Dummy No. 14 (initially in line with the entry-
way tunnel) was found against the rear wall of the shelter.
Shoe marks on the wall (Figure 12) started 39 inches above
the floor, suggesting that the dummy was airborne when its
feet first struck the wall. The support pipe broke loose
from the ceiling, and Dummy No. 13 fell forward onto the
floor with no apparent additional displacement. Dummy No.
12 remained standing, although its shoes had slid backwards
about 6 inches. It was not determined if the movements of
Dummies Nos. 13 and 12 resulted from airflow or ground shock.

None of the Impact-O-Graphs@ unloaded in the
three dummies in the personnel shelter.

because of dust, only the displacement of the
head of Dummy No. 14 could be accurately measured from the
motion-picture film taken in the personnel shelter. Figure
13 presents the displacement-time measurements of the head
of the dummy and the path of its center-of-mass estimated
from the predicted acceleration period, the dummy's rotation
rate, and its initial and final positions (see TUble 2).
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The horizontal component of the heau or center-of-mass
velocity at impact was 18 ft/sec, Pricr to impacting the
rear wall, the dunmy rotated slightly more than 90 degrees
at a rate of approximately 0.8 revi'sec. It was also de-
termined from the analysis that, shortly after the feet of
Dummy No. 14 struck the rear wall, the head struck the
floor at a vertical component of impact velocity of 9 ft/sec.

Pressure-Time Records

The static and stagnation pressure gages in
the shelter produced ;or quality records. Figure 14 shows
the first 60 msec of the free-field pressure-time measure-
ment at the 740-ft range. The measured peak incident over-
pressure was 21 psi, Also shown in the figure is the cal-
culated static pressure inside the shelter.

PREDIC'TIONS

A method has been developed for predicting whole-body
translation induced by jet flow entering an open structure
sub ected to airblust. The procedure involves the sequential
calculation of (I) the external pressures on the openings.
(2) the static pressure inside the structure. (3) the indi-
cated dynamic pressure in the jet, and (4) the resultant ac-
celeration of the dummy exposed to the jet, all of which vary
with time.

External Pressure- on an Opening

The external pressure on an opening into a
structure is the driver rressure for the jet entering through
that opening. The external pressure on an upening that Is
side- or face-on to the incident shock wsve may be wamuaed to
be the free-field incident or total pressure (i.e.. the pres-
sure that arises when the free-field flow is brought to rest
isentropiLally and adiabatically), respectively. Assuming
that classical conditions desctiDe the free-field shock wave,
.he incident and total pressures and the corresponding speeds
of moind are given by the following

-23-
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Incident pressure ratio

Pd/Po Ps/Po

(1)

Incident soutd speed ratio

Ad/Ao - A 5/A ° " (Ps iP°) Ps/P- + 6

Total pressure ratio

5 (Ps/Po - 1)I
P- (Ps/P)1 7(P/Po)(Ps/Po 6)

(2)
Total sound speed rattio

Ad/Ao - At/Ao -(As/A,)(Pst/P.)"'

where P ia pressure and A is the speed of sound, and the
subscript o indicates ambient conditions. d indicates ex-
"ternal conditions at the opening. s indicates free-field
shock conditions, and st indicates the conditions that
arise when the free-field flow is brought to rest isentropi-
cally and adtiabatically.

In the case tof the fighting bunkers fscing
the charge. the free-field total pressure. Equation 2, was
applied to the firing port and the int.ideut pressure.
Equation 1, waA applied to the rear entrance, In the case
of the personnel shelter and thr side-on bunker, the ci-t-t
dent pressure was applied to all openings.

Static Pressure inside a Structure.

The jet flow into a structure with one or
mre openings causes the static pressure in the interior
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to inervase. The inc'remental change in the static pressure
in the structure is given by

APe = At 13,(BnlRn/W) (3)
n

where AP, is the change in the internal static pressure (Pc)
during the time interval At, W is the volume of the struc-
ture, Bn is the area of the nth opening, and Rn is a flow
factor for the nth opening. The R's are defined as follows:

For supersonic inflow Pd >1.893 Pc

R = (1 7 5 / 2 1 6 )Ad Pd (Pc/Pd) 2 1 7  (4)

For subsonic inflow Pc <Pd <1.893 Pc

R = (7/v/) Ad Pc [1 - (Pc/Pd)217]112 (5)

For supersonic outflow PC >1.893 Pd

R = .-(175/216)A P (6)c c

For subsonic outflow Pd <Pc < 1.893 Pd

R (7/N/)AcPd (Pc/Pd)21 1 1 - (Pd/Pc)217 (7)

where Ac is the speed of sound in the structure. Equations
1 through 7 were used to calculate the internal static pres-
sure vs time for the face-on fighting bunkers and the person-
nel shelter (Figures 10, 11, and 14),
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Indicated Dynamic Pressure in a Jet

For a jet flowing into a structure through an
opening, the indicated dynamic pressure is the difference
between the Pitot pressure, Px, and the internal static pres-
sure, Pc. The Pitot pressure has a maximum value of Pxm at
the opening and decreases approximately linearly with dis-
tance. X. from the opening. The indicated dynamic pressure
as a function of distance can be calculated from the follow-
ing formulas:

PX/Pc I 1 (Pxm/Pc - 1) - X/ (1

S c X/R)

where Pxm/Pc - I - 'd/Pc - I for Pd <
1

,
8 9 3 

Pc ]
o~r -[ . . ' ' 9

Pxm P[ - - 1

[(/M1 )( Pd/Pc)"' - 1

for Pd >1.893 PC

and Xm/R - [0.02905 . 0.02121 (Pd/P c- 1'] (10)

where Xm is th. distance from tl'e opening at which the indi-
cated dynamic pressure ti xero. and R is the radius of a
circular opening. For a noncircular opening with an aspect
ratio of less than 3:1. an effective radius R - (B/n)lr
can be used without introducing significant error.

Acceleration of a Dummy

In order to calculate the acceieration of a
dummy, it im necessary to estimate the projected area and
drag coefficient of the portion of the dummy engaged by
the jet. It was determined that a standing, face-on,
clothed dumy ham a height of 68 inches, a projected area
of 6.8 ft

2
. and a drag coefficient of 1.12. the latter

met-,ireament having been obtained in a 6-ft-diameter shock
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tube. In the( fighting bunkers, the jet entering the firing
port was approximately the same height as the port, i.e.,
9 inches. It was therefore estimated that the jet inter-
cepted 9/68 of the dummy's height. and projected area. In
the shelter, it was estimated that one-half of the projected
area of Dummy No. 14 was intercepted by the jet. For want
of a better approach, the drag coefficient measured for the
entire dummy was assumed to apply to the portions of the
dummies engaged by the jets in the bunkers and shelter.

If the velocity of an accelerated object re-
mains small compared to the flow velocity in the jet, the
indicated dynamic pressure, P. - Pc, may be used to calcu-
late the motion from

AV/At = (SCD/M) (Px - PC) (1i)

AX/At = Vi + (SCD/2M) (Px - Pc) At (12)

where S is the projected area of the object engaged by the
jet, M is the mass of the object, CD is the drag coefficient,
Vi is the velocity of the object at the beginning of timeý
interval At, and AX and AV are the change in the object's
position and velocity, respectively, during At.

Fighting Bunkers

Time-displacement histories for the centers-of
mass of the dummies in the face-on fighting bunkers were
predicted using the methods described above. In each case,
the predicted horizontal component of the center-of-mass
velocity reached its maximum value within the first 2
inches of displacement, and there was no significant de-
celeration prior to impact. The measured maximum horizontal
components of the head velocities of the dummies kneeling in
the face-on fighting bunkers, the corresponding velocities
from 1/7-scale shock-tube experiments, and double the calcu-
lated peak velocities are given in Table 3. The calculated
center-of-mass velocities were doubled in order to make them
comparable to the measured head velocities; i.e., initially,
the upper portion of each dummy was rotating head-first such
that the head velocity was approximately equal to two times
the center-of-mass velocity. The predicted and measured

-28-
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TABLE 3

MEASURED AND PREDICTLU MAXIMUM HORIZONTAL
COMPONENTS OF HEAD VELOCITIES FOR DUMMIES KNEELING

IN FACE-ON FIGHTING HUNEARS

Maximum Morlentsi Compone nt of
Head Velocity. It/sec

Incident Shock-lube
Overprcssurv. Di-e Throw Model Predicted

V i Meauurement Mesurenj-ta Value.

12 9 6

15 9 a

20 13 14

30.5 24 24

53 37
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maximum horizontal components of the head velocities (exclud-
ing the shock-tube data) are shown in Figure 15,

For the dummy kneeling in the face-on fighting
ounker at 30.5 psi on Dice Throw, the ratio of the horizontal
component of impact head velocity to the maximum horizontal
component of head velocity was 0.58. In the shock-tube ex-
periments. corresponding ratios of 0.66 and 0.71 were obtained
at incident overpressures of 12 and 20 psi, respectively.
Because the three measured ratios were reasonably close to-
gether, a constant ratio of 0.6 was assumed for making pre-
dictions of impact head velocity for a dummy kneeling in a
fighting bunker vs overpressure. Thus. tOe curve for a
kneeling dummy in Figure 16 was obtained by multiplying the
predicted velocities from the curve in Figure 15 by a factor
of 0.6.

No velocities were measured for the dummies
standing in the face-on fighting bunkers on Dice Throw.
However, in the face-on fighting bunkers in the shock-tube
experiments, the catio of the horizontal component of impact
head velocity of a standing dummy to the maximum horizontal
component of head velocity of a kneeling dummy was found to
be 0.84 and 0.87 at incident overpressures of 12 and 20 poi,
respectively. Because the two measured ratios were reason-
ably close together, a constant ratio of 0.85 was assummed
for making predictions of impact head tolocity for a dummy
standing in a fighting bunker vs overpressure. Thus, the
curve for a standing dummy in Figure 16 was obtained by
multiplying the predictted velocitiee from the curve in Fig-
ure 15 by a factor of 0.85.

Data from previous biological studies (Reference
4) were use'd in connection with the predicted velocities
shown in Figure 16 to obtain the probabilities of impact in-
jury as a function of incidetnt overpressure from a I-KT yield
for personnel in a face-in fighting bunker, Figure 17.

Personniel Shelte rs

Thte predicted ho rizontai compoinent of the
cent er-of-mass velocity tor the dummy standing in the jet
entering the pt*rstonnel shelter reached tsn maximum value
within the first 10 itlnh tI dtipla'emeint, and there was
no siggnificant de.etleration prior ttt impact. The curve in
Figure 18 shows predictied impact velocity vs incident over-
pressure fur a I-KT yield. The Dice Thtrow point was plotted
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at the measured velocity, whereas the Mixed Company point
was plotted at double the measured velocity, The reason
for doubling the velocity was that (1) the Dice Throw
dummy was standing in line with the center of the antry-
way tunnel such that approximately one-half of its pro-
jected area was engaged by the jet, whereas the Mixed Com-
pany dummy was standing in line with the edge of the entry-
way tunnel such that approximately only one-quarter of its
projected area was engaged by the jet, and (2) the predictions
indicated that the impact velocity should be very nearly
proportional to the projected area engaged by the jet.

Data from previous biological studies (Refer-
ence 4) were used in connection with the predicted veloci-
ties shown in Figure 18 to obtain the probability of impact
injury as a function of incident overpressure from a I-KT
yield for occupants standing 5 ft from and directly in line
with the entryway tunnel of an underground personnel shelter,
Figure 19.
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OBJECTIVE

The objective of the SRI program in the Dice Throw event was ta In-
vestigate the dynamic response and collapse modes for two types of Cerman
house construction subjected to air blast loading; the two types were
masonry cavity wall and Fachwerk, or half-timber construction. The data
from this experiment is of direct Interest to the development of the DMA
collateral damage methodology.

INThODUCTION

This report is primarily concerned with the post-shot damage survey,
although limited background and construction Information is presented for
a better understanding of some of the building damage. Because thb elec-
tronic pressure and deflection data are being digitized preparatory to
computer anslysis, only preliminary results of the instrtmentation is
presente• at chis time. Also, the high speed films of the test have only
just been received, and although they have been reviewed they have not ae
yet been examined in detail.

The detonation occurred at 0800 on October 6, 1976, and re-entry by
the SRI damage survey team was made shortly after the area was c ,ared.
and the post-shot damage survey of the three test slructurrs was Initiated.
The damage survey consisted of a detatlec inspection of all masonry walls,
timber Limber., and debr+.. Poc-a-shot photographic ccverage included the
undisturbed btlast damage, as veoi as photographs of the details of daoae
and of reconstrurted amber* considered important for determining the
collapse mechoniema.

,t should be notte1 that the information presented in this event re-
port, including any observations or conclusions. msint be considered as
preliminary and are subjected to possible modtftcatioc when the complete
teat data become available.

TEST STRUCITURS

DelcriptionfI. he test structures were approximately 16 ft by 21 ft in plan dimen-
aiOne and abeout 20 ft high at the ridge. There ware three idsntical etruc-

tures, each located at a differeat reane east of ground seo. As shown
on figure 1. Structure No. I was located at a range of 1141 ft (7.0 pat
predicted free-field overpreasure level); Structure N.o. 2 .t 1710 It (3.S
pot); and Structure No. 3 at 2730 ft (2.0 psi). The fron. wall of the
structures faced West.

Back structure consisted of two adjotaitg. but distinct test cells
conatrwcted ask a cemmom reinforeed concrete slab cast on 8radet one
toot cell was of misoery cavity wall coestruction end the other of Pcah-
werk, or builf-timber construction. The masoary cavity wall test cell
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consisted of unreinforced brick and concrete masonry unit (CMU) wall
panels on the front and one side, and a reinforced concrete ceiling slab.
The Fachverk wall test cell consisted of brick and timber wall panels on
the front and one side, and a timber joist ceiling system. The back wall
of the test structure and an interior wall separating the two test cells
were constructed of reinforced concrete masonry units (RCMU). The test
structures were covered by a wood frame gable roof system supporting
heavy clay tile roofing. The plan and elevations of the test structures
are shown on Figure 2.

Design

The selection of the walls to be included in the field test was
based on typical types of West German house construction for which no
dynamic response and collapse information was available. One wall type
selected was representative of masonry cavity wall construction found in
load-bearing wall residences of relatively recent periods, and the other
wall type was representative of the traditional Fachwerk (half timber)
construction prevalent throughout Germany during previous periods.

Kasonry Cavity Test Wall

The design of the masonry cavity wall test panels was similar to the
exterior wells used in the "Modern Masonry Wall House" described in Ref.
1. However, as a result of differences in U.S. and West German construc-
tion •aterials, it was necessary to make certain substitutions in the
design of the test walls. For example, the red brick commonly used in
the U.S. has a width of 3-1/2-in. (9 cm) instead of the 11.5 cm (4.5 in.)
prevalent in West Germany. This substitution was felt to be of minor
Importance because the interior wythe of CML4 and not the exterior facing
wythe of brick was thought to govern the strength of the wall. Of possibly
more Importance was the substitution of CMI for the gas concrete blot ks
used in the interior wythe of the modern German house in Ref. 1. Recause
gas block is manufactured by a special process and is not available In
the U.S., its use in the construction of West German residences was din-
cussed with an SRI consultant (Ref. 2). It was his opinion that although
gas concrete and other light weight blocks srp being widely used in West
Gersany today, there are a considerable number of existing buildings witit
masonry units similar to the CHU used in the U.S. In any e&ent, for the
specific type of well tested, the substitution of M for gaS concrete
blocks ms not considered too important because the collapse &trength of
the wall is primarily a function of the relatively large in-plane forces
Imposed on te weal by the concrete ceiling slab and heavy roof system
rather than of the materinal properties of the well itself.

The fins.1 design for the masonry cavity test walls is shown on Fig-
or* 2. As can be noted, the overall thickness of the wall was about 14
In.. *ad was constructed with a 3-1/2-ia. thick exterior wythe of brick.
a 7-5/8-im. thick interior wythe of CH. and a 2-7/8-in. wide cavity.

3
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Fachwerk Test Wall

The Fachwerk, or haif-timber buildings existing in Germany today were
built over a period spanning hundreds of years, and consequently were con-
structed with a vtriety of sizes and types of timber and masonry materials,
and with inntc.••rable patterns or layouts of the timber members. Because
it was not pý:sihle in a single field test to examine the behavior of all
combinations of timber and masonry of interest, a primary goal was to
design a test to obtain basic data on the dynamic response and collapse
mechanisms of Fachwerk walls that could be used to verify or help develop
a prediction model for application to a variety of actual building situa-
tions and weapon environments. Also, because of the complexity of Fach-
werk construction, it wais necessary during the design to include only
those details in the test panels that were judged to have significant
influence on the respcnsie and cullapse of the wall under blast loading.

A prelimirary design of the test walls was made based on an examina-
tion oi standard sources of West German construction practices, such as
Refs. 3. 4, and 5. The preliminary design was then discussed with the
SRI consultant (Ref. 2) and modified to reflect his actual German construc-
tion experience. The final design for the Fachwerk test wells is shown
on Figure 2. A" posts, diagonals, and braces were 4-3/4-in. sq timbers,
and all Fachwerk joints were mortise and tenon, connected with wooden pegs.
The masonry in-filled panels were 3-1/2-in. thick brick, and had va ious
spans to provide a range of collapse strengths.

The details of the test structures are shown on the construction
drawings and specifications (gef. 6).

Analysis

A dynamic anaiyals of the two teat walls was required to estimate
the relative room sise of the masonry cavity wall and Fachwerk test cells,
and to estimate the collapse overpreosuur. level of the walls for locatleg
the test structures 4t the site. Ta Rl. ptodicted air blast data for
the DICE TtUtM event (lef. 7) was used fa.r all atalyses.

Hasonry Cavity Uail

The masonry cavity wail was analyzed using the SRI building evalua-
tion procedure for unteinforceW masonry walls (Ref. 8). Although the
details of the analytic method will nut be presented in this event report.
the wall was analysed as a two-wa5 ' action wail, flxed on four edges, and
with vertical in-place forces resulting from the reinforced concrete ceil-
Ing slab and heavy roof system. Because the methodology had mot been
developed for cavity wall construction, and because It was thought that
the two vythee of brick and CHU would act independently as a result of
the large cavity, tht, analysis was based on the resistance of the CHU wall.
Under the assumad behavior the brick wall was found to have negligible
blast strength.
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Fachwerk Wall

The collapse analysis of Fachwerk walls required the development of
an interim resistunce function and preparation of the computer program,
since this type of wall had not been treated in the previous SRI building
evaluation procedure. To estimate the collapse strength of Fachwerk walls
required an estimate of the response and collapse of at least the two major
compenents, the in-filled brick panels and the supporting timber posts.

For the analysis of the brick panels it was assumed that a shear fail-
ure between the in-filled brick panels and the timber posts would not oc-
cur during the initial response of the wall because spikes driven into
the timbers and embedded in the mortar between brick courses would prevent
a punching shear failure. Instead, it was assumed for the interim mathe-
matical model that the brick panels would develop an initial bending mode,
and after flexural cracking would respond in a horizontal arching mode
between vertical timber posts. The details of the model are presented in
Ref. 9; however, it was assumed that as the masonry panel deflects under
lateral load, the in-plane muvement of the wall at the supports was re-
sisted by the deformation of the vertical timber posts.

A preliminary flexural analysis of the timber posts that support the
brick panels and span between the top and bottom plates, indicated that
the posts would develop a slightly greater resistance than the brick pa-
nels. Also, because mortise and tenon joints were used to connect posts
and plates, a shear failure at the connections was not predicted as would
be the case for ordinary wood stud nailed connections. The pre-test pre-
dictions for the Fachwerk walls was therefore based on the analysis of
the brick in-filled panels.

Collapse Predictions

The SRI pre-shot predictions for the test structures are presented
in Figure 3 for the front and side masonry cavity test walls and Figure
4 for the front and side Fachwerk test walls. As can be noted in the
figures, the results of the collapse analyses are presented as probability
functions. The.pre4icted collapse overpressure is defined as the peak
free-field overpressure that results in the incipient collapse of a wall;
where incipient collapse implies that the wall is on the threshold of
collapue.

For the masonry cavity walls, the predictions on Figure 3 indicate
only a slight chance of the front wall reaching incipient collapse at
the 2.0 psi level, a 0.98 probability of collapse at the 3.5 psi level,
and collapse assured for the front wall at 7.0 psi. For the side wall,
the predictions indicate no chance of collapse at the 2.0 psi level, a
0.50 probability of collapse at the 3.5 psi level, and a 1.0 probability
of collapse at 7.0 psi.

For the Fachwerk test walls, the collapse predictions of Figure 4
show a greater spread than those for the masonry cavity walls: this is
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a result of the unknowns involved in the dynamic analysis of FPchwerk
walls. Also, the predictions shown on Figure 4 are only for the 48-1/2-in.
wide panel adjacent to the window. For the front Fachwerk wall panel, the
predictions indicate a 0.15 probability of collapse at the 2.0 psi level,
a 0.80 probability of collapse at 3.5 psi, and collapse assured at the 7.0
psi level. For the side wall, there wes no chance of collapse predictod
for the 2.0 psi level, only about 0.10 probability of collapse at the 3.5
psi level, and about 0.85 probability of cllapse occurring at the 7.0
psi level.

INSTRUMNTATION

The instrumentation for the three test structures included 35 elec-
tronic gages, consaiting of 26 pressure-time gages and 9 deflection gages,
and 6 high speed cameras. Basically the electronic gages consisted of
exterior pressuie gag*e to measure the pressure-time function of the front
and side test walls; interior pressure gages to measure the pressure
transients and the room-pressure build-up for determining the differential
pressure-time loading on the test wall panels; pressure g$aes to measure

the pressure--time on the upper end lover surfaces of the second story
(ceilin$) concrete slab to detecmine If a signifirant pressure differential
existed on the slab; and deflection gages to measure the dynamic response
of selected wall panels. The gage locations are indicated on figure 5.

All structures were instrumented identically, except that Structure
No. 3 (at 2.0 psi) had two additional head-on pressure gages located in
the front face of the reinforced concrete pilaster that separates the

maonry cavity and Fschwerk test walls. The purpose of the additional
pressure gages was to determine if any pressure anomalies occurred on the
exterior surface of the front wall as a result of the I-ft overha•g of the
second story floor systems.

In addition to the electronic inatrumeatatioa, two hIgh-speed camera
were installed at each structure location. As noted on Figures 6a and 6b.
the Camer " were located north nd south of each structure at an negle of
50 degree, from the front wall.

The primary purpose of the high-speed Cameras wes to record the mod.
of reeponse end collapse mechnism of each well element. Including indi-
vidual 1ach1erk panels. The cameras were to •upplexot the electronic
gage measurements, and to assist In the post-shot analysis by providmng
a visual record of the laitial and final wall break-up &ad debris trams-
port.

As noted on Figure 6. the Nove cameras were located at Structure No,
I sad the Photosoni cameras at Structures No*, I and 3. The Nova camer.as
which have the eortetr focal length leases, were located at Structure No.
I to reduce the distance between camera end structure to minimise any dust
or dehris probles that could occur at the higher overpressure level.
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STR. NO. 3
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2750'
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Legend:

* - Side-on p-t gage. ground slab (or grade)

0 - Side-on p-t gage, top and bottom of ceiling slab

0- Side-on p-t gge, bottom of ceiling slab

* - Nead-on p-t aqe, Concrete pilaster
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CONSTRUCTION

All three building sites were worked simultaneously although often
similar operations were carried out in sequence from the structure nearest
to ground zero (G.Z.)(Structure No. 1) to the farthest structure (Struc-
ture No. 3).

Foundation and Floor Slab

Construction began with the excavation for the floor slab to an appro-
priate depth of 6 in. below natural grade; the floor slab, 28 ft 2-5/8 in.
by 15 ft 2-5/8 in. in plan dimensions, wes oriented with its long dimen-
sion perpendicular to the line of site to G.Z. Footings 14 to 24 in. wide
were excavated to a depth of 3 ft below top of slab. Soil under the slab
wes wetted and compacted with gasoline powered, hend-pushed compactors
until soil density to a depth of 6 in. wee at least equal to natural den-
sity. Approximately 6 in. of heavy snad was then spread and compacted on
the area below the floor slab and polyezhylene shoeting 0.006-in. thick
ws placed on top of the sand.

After steel forms were fixed in place and reinforcing steel located
and tied. approximately 28 cy of ready-mixed coucrete, hatched on the Dice
Throw test bed. wae placed and finished. Final slab thickness ,'aried fcom
6 to 8 in.. and the slab wes reinforced in both directions by 318-in. steel
here I in. on center. In Figure 7 the finishing of the slab is in progtess.
The figure also show the apportionment of the slab surface into two room*
of unequal areas, separated by a line of reinforclin hers projecting above
the slab. These bars. as well as those in the rear well shown in the right
of the photograph. were grouted into toecrete masonry units making up the
non-responding portions of the structure.

The slab in the foreground of Figure i c€ntalne the two fachwerk test
wall* on the west and south sides; the cavity wells are in the north roME
beyond the interior divider well.

Noe-,eesoedisa Wells

Vmavily reinforced to their full heIght aid solidly grouted (except
for the divider well at structure Mo. 1). the am wells Were designed to

resist the dynmic forcee vithout inelastic response. The Interior di-
vider wall contained S-in., thlck 3Am. the rear or "asters well, il-is.
thick RMO. Both RMW wells were tied at their intersection by hoarsost-t4

reemforciln steel. The roar wall had as access opeing 3 It vwie by I. ft
sin. high leadin iatoe eack rodil during the shot thee open0ins were
cloend with heavy wooden doors bolted In place.

The weetore amcborage for the interior divider well wee a reinforced
concrete pilaster apprentmately IS by 27 in. is cress section extedin
the full heiSkt of the well sad tied io It by borisoftl& relaforcing st"el.

II
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In Figure 8 construction of the RCMU walls is underway. Some of the
reinforcing steel for the pilaster projects from the slab at the left end
of the divider wall.

Masonry Cavity Wall

After the RCYU walls were laid up to a height of about 4 ft, the masons
immediately began work on the first story masonry cavity test walls. Like
the RCMU the two wythes of the masonry cavity walls were mortared directly
to the floor slab, but no reinforcement was used in the test walls. The
cavity walls were anchored at the northeast corner of the RCMU wall by an
interlocking CHU bond with the RCMU and by steel masonry ties between brick
and CMU. At the pilaster, anchorage was achiewed through metal ties and
a single column of 8-in. RCMU. (See detailed drawings in Ref. 6.)

As the cavity wall reached the 4-ft hieght of the RCHU walls, the ma-
sons set up scaffolding and continued construction of both the RCHU and
the cavity walls. In Figure 9 the cavity walls are seen nearing completion.
The Z-ties between the CMU and brick wythes are in place ready for place-
ment of mortar; the anchorage to the RCMU at the northeast corner is seen
in the center foreground.

To vimulatc a substantial floor system in preventing inward sliding
of the cavity wall over the floor slab, a nominally 2-by-4-in. wcad plate
was bolted to the slab directly against the inside face of the cavity wall,
In Figure 7 the bolts for this plate may be clearly seen projecting above
the slab on a line about 15-1/2 in. in from the edge.

Aboveground Concrete Work

When the masons had finished all first story masonry walls, the pilaster
was formed and poured, and five to eight days later the concrete was placed
for the 8-in. thick reinforced concrete ceiling slab. While curing, this
slab was supported by temporary forms resting on jacks. The finished slab
completely covered the masonry cavity wall room and projected 1 ft beyond
the front (west) cavity wall. At the time of placing the concrete for the
pilaster, the RCMU non-responding walls were filled with cement grout.

The top course of the masonry cavity wall consisted of solid top block
and the cavity between the brick and CMU wythes was spanned by a 4-1/2-in.
wide strip of sheet metal nailed to the masonry to prevent intrusion of the
concrete from the ceilingslab into the cavity. The only bond between the
ceiling slab and its supporting walls was that provided by fresh concrete
placed on masonry; no mechanical ties were used.

The clear distance between floors was 8 ft 8 in.

14



FIGURE 8 CONSTRUCTION OF RCMU NON-RESPONDING SUPPORT WALLS

FIGURE 9 CONSTRUCTION OF MASONRY CAVITY TEST WALL



Fachwerk (Half-Timber) Framing

After the aboveground concrete work was complete, carpenters began
construction of the timber framework for the Fachwerk walls shown in ele-
vation in Figure 2. Although most of the components were prepared in the
contractor's shop in Socorro, it was found necessary to fit some on the
job after the major portions of the framwork had been put in place. All
joinery was mortise and tenon, illustrated in Figure 10. Holes for the
pegs were drilled with the timbers joined; tight Douglas fir pegs were
then driven in with a plastic mallet. Figure 11 is a photograph of the
partially completed timber work on the south wall. The bolts seen in the
foreground of Figure 7 are seen again in Figure 11 holding the bottom
plate in position (a similar series of bolts fastens the west Fachwerk
wall). The projecting portion of the wood pegs were cut off after final
adjustments in timber positions were made. The tenon joining a horizontal
brace to a diagonal brace is seen in the upper left of the photograph.

As noted above, the Fachwerk test walls bottom plates were anchored
to the floor slab. In addition there were four anchor bolts holding ver-
tical timber posts to tha non-responding atructural elements: two bolts
in the pilaster at the north end of the west front wall and two bolts in
the 12-in. RCHU at the east end of the south side wall. Since the timber
framing was fastened together with mortise and tenon joinery, it was im-
possible to cast all these bolts into the masonry or concrete. Therefore
the bolts projecting from the horizontal surface of the floor slab were
cart in place while those on vertical surfaces were expansion type bolts
driven into drilled holes through the in-place timber posts. During con-
struction it was found possible to use cast-in-place bolts in vertical
surfaces if they were sufficiently 1'igh above the horizontal surface,
hence on Structures Nos. 2 and 3 some of the upper bolts are cast-in-place.

Ceiling and Roof Framing

With the south and west Fachwerk framing in place, the carpenters
erected 6-by-1O-in. ceiling joists, one of which served also as the top
plate in the Fachwerk south wall. The tenons seen at the top of the posts
in Figure 11 fit mortises in this joist.

The joists are held to the top plate of the Fachwerk west wall by
3/4-in. deep notches and by oak dowels 1-1/2 in. in diameter by 5 in. in
length. Like the concrete overhead slab, the joists extended beyond the
west front wall by I ft. At their eastern (back) ends the joists were
nailed to a wooden plate bolted to the RCNU.

A false ceiling of 5/8-in. thick plywood was nailed between the joists
to carry a 3-1/2-in. deep layer of brick, pictured in Figure 12. The ceil-
ing brick were painted white on the top surface to distinguish then in any
post-shot debris from st.7uctural brick. After the brick were painted, the
attic floor was surfaced with 3/4-In. thick plywood.
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FIGURE 10 TYPICAL NORTISE AND TENON JOINT USED IN FACIIERK FRAMING

FIGURE 11 PARTIALLY COMPLETED TIMBER FRAMING
FOR FACHWERK SOUTH SIDE WALL
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FIUUR 12 BRICK IIt PLACE BETWEEN CEILING JOISTS
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Roof erection began with the two 4-by-6-in. rafters at the north end
of the structure and the 6-by-6-in. ridge beam supported on 6-by-6-in.
posts. The ridge beams over the two rooms were separate. Rafter spacing
was approximately 24 in. on center over the north (cavity wall) room and
30 in. on center over the south (Fachwerk) room and sloped at an angle
of 51 degrees to the horizontal. Rafters were fastened at the ridge and
at the bottom plate with 8-in. spikes driven into pre-drilled holes. As
soon as the roof framing was well underway, the masons were able to con-
tinue the north cavity wall in the gable on top of the ceiling slab. In
Figure 13 the masons have just mortared the first two CMU courses on top
of the reinforced concrete ceiling slab. The attachment of rafter to plate
and the bolting of plate to slab is also shown in the photograph; the
attachment of rafter to ridge beam was similar to its attachment at the
plate. Ridge beam supporting posts were toe nailed at the top into the
ridge beam and at the bottom into special plates bolted to the slab. Fig-
ure 14 shows an overall view of the work at this stage.

Fachwerk Brick Masonry

While the carpenters were finishing the roof framing and the Fachwerk
south gable framing, the masons began filling the half-timber framework.
One wythe of common brick in running bond was mortared into each subpanel.
In addition to the mortar placed between brick and timber members, 50d
nails half driven into the wood and half embedded in approximately every
fifth horizontal mortar joint also provided bonding between masonry and
timber. Figure 15 is a view from inside the structure showing the masons
at work on the first story Fachwerk. The 50d nail at the first course can
be seen in the lower central portion of the scene. The plywood false ceil-
ing has been installed between joists. Note that the brick are laid flush
with the timber framework on their inner surfaces. Because of the differ-
ence in thickness between the brick and timber the outside surfaces are
not flush but the brick is substantially inset. In the Fachwerk ga'le
however nominally 4-by-6-in. timber was used for framing so that tht brick
was flush on both surfaces. A view from outside, Figure 16, shows t, , in-
set brick in the first story and the flush brick in the gable.

Figure 16 also shows the different rafter spacing over the two r, -s.
The ridge beam and plates are not continuous but are cut between the Lw,,
closely spaced rafters (seventh and eighth from the south or right hand
side). The three ridge posts are visible supporting the ridge over the
Fachwerk room. Three post were planned for the cavity wall room as well
but during construction it was noted that the center post would rest on
the position of the upward facing pressure gage in the center of the over-
head slab. Therefore, two equally spaced posts were substituted for the
single central post. In Figure 16 only two of these four posts over the
cavity wall room are in place. Note that the northermost post over the
Fachwerk room is within a few inches of the southernmost post over cavity
wall room.

In Figure 16 can also be seen the pre-cast reinforced concrete header
spanning the single masonry cavity wall window. A similar header was
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FIGURE 13 OVERALL VIEW OF CONSTRUCTION OF
MASONRY CAVITY WALL IN GABLE

FIGUIR. 14 CONSTRUCTION OF MASONRY CAVITY WALL
IN GABLE ABOVE CONCRETE CEILING SLAB
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FIGURE 15 INTERIOR VI.W Of FACHWLRK MASONRY CONSTRUCTION

FIGURE 16 MASONRY CONSTRUCTION IN FACHWERK GABLE WALL
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built into the CHU wythe of the cavity wall. The sill of this windov con-
sisted of two rowlock courses of brick. Wood Jambe were nailed to a wood
nailing strip tightly wedged into the cavity in the window opening.

All first story windows were glazed with wood window stop holding a
single pane of double strength glass; the gable window was not glazed.

Roof Covering

The baked clay roof tile chosen was a European style msde in the United
States* weighing 9.35 pat when laid. Each tile was fastened with a single
nail to l-by-2-in. net wood strips laid parallel to the west wall approx-
imately 14 in. on center. The tile overlapped on all four sides (except
for the bottom course and end tier). Figure 17 shows a photograph of the
roofing operation. The alternation in tile color was done for photographic
reasons. (The Fachwerk panel above the front window was later filled with
brick.)

The special closure tile manufactured for use st the ridge was omitted
for the test structures; a cap of mortar sealed the ridge instead. The
tile nailing strips extended past both north and south gable walls to
create roof overhangs of approximately 6 in. on the sides.

TEST RESULTS

Free-Field Overpressure

The air blast data obtained in the vicinity of the three SRI test
structures included the free-field measurements along blast line No. 3 at
ground ranges of 1140 ft (Structure No. 1) and 2750 ft (Structure No. 3),
and measurements in the truck area at 1140 ft. 1370 ft. and 2000 ft. In
addition, me4surments from the pressure gages on the ground surface adja-
cent to the north wall of each structure, and from the pressure gages
mounted on the front surface of each concrete pilaster could be used to
estimate the actual free-field overpessoure at each structure location.

for the three structure locations, the discrepancies in the peak
free-field overpressure data from four sources are given In Table 1. The
values shown In the table as estimated overpressures were obtained by
curve fitting the actual data over the ranges of moet interest; this was
necessary where free-field pressure gages are not located at the sme
ground torne "a the structure. The values shown as calculated in the
table were obtained by using the initial discontinuity of the reflected
pulse measured by the head-on pressure gages mounted on the concrete pi-
laster of each structure. Although the actual tree-field overpressure
level at each structure cannot be detemined with certainty, it is eppar-
Gnt that the overpressure level was slightly less than the predicted
value of 7.0 psi for Structure No. 1, was approximately equal to the 3.5
poi predicted value for Structure No. 2. end was a little below the 2.0
psi predicted value for Structure No. 3.

* Ludowici-Celadon Company. Chicago. Illinois.
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FIGURE 17 TILE ROOFING OPERATION
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Table 1

PREDICTED ANAD MEASURED PEAK FREE-FIELD OVERPRESSURES
AT LOCATIONS OF THREE SRI TEST STRUCTURES

Peak Ovrypressure (psi)
Range Blant Outside Truck'
(ft) Predicted Line 031 Calculated* North Wall Area

1140 7.0 6.3 6.8 6.7 6.7

1730 3.5 3.86 3.3 3.7

2750 2.0 2.3 1.7 1.8

A Calculated free peak reflected peak overpressure at
pilaster Sale (M-2), aesuaing perfect reflection.
Aassmed mblent air presure - 12.325 psi.

t Value@ reported by letter dated 21 April 1977 from Teat
Group Director, Dice Throe.

" sEtimated.
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Post-Shot Damage Survey

The post-shot damage survey started imediately after the test bed
was cleared for re-entry. The overall damage to the thies test structures
can be briefly summarized as follows. Structure No. 1, as shown In Figure
18, experienced a catastrophic collapse of the front cavity wall and a
portion of the side cavity wall, and of the front and most of the side
Fachwerk wall panels. Structure No. 2, as shown in Figure 19, experienced
structural damage to the front cavity wall, although the wall was still in
place, and cracking of the side cavity wall. The Fachwerk walls had a
partial collapse of the 4-ft wide masonry panels on both the front and side
walls, as well as damage to some of the timber members. Structure No. 3,
as shown in Figure 20, had only hairline cracking in the cavity walls, and
some cracking in the Fachwerk masonry panels.

Figure 18 - 20 also show the post-shot damage to the roof systems of
the three test structures. It was apparent from the ta.t that the roof
tile was stronger in bending than originally estimated, and the roof fram-
ing therefore received much higher dynamic loading than anticipated. This
resulted in much greater damage to the roof support members: at Structure
No. I all front rafters, except the one adjacent to the north cavity wall
gable, were fractured; at Structure No. 2 all front rafters, except the
two end rafters, were fractured or experienced horizontal splitting, and
at Structure No. 3 three front rafters had horizontal splits and three had
lifted from the front plate. Details of the damage to each structure is
given in the following sections.

Structure No. I

Masonry Cavity Wall. As can be seen in Figure 21 the brick and CHU
on the vest front wall were completely collapsed. On the front wall. the
only remaining CNU was the bottom course and a portion of the top course
that was still adhered to the concrete ceiling slab (Figure 22). The
remaining brick on the front wall was a 27-In. vertical section, adjacent
to the concrete pilaster, that had rotated inward about I ft. three course*
of brick along the front above the floor slab. and the top course of brick
still bonded to the concrete ceiling slab,

The north side cavity wall was collapsed for a distance of about on.
third its length from the front wall as shown in Figure 23. The bottom
two coirses of C00, at their intersacton with the front wall, were still
in place although they had rotated outuArd and forward about 3/4 in.
(Figure 24). Portions of the brick and CNU that were still standing had
the Z-ties intact even though the two w. thea had rotated about 4 in. out-
ward as a unit (Figure 25). The top coJree of brick and CHU in the side
wall were still bonded to the concreta ceiling slab in the saw manner as
described for the front wall.

The fracture planes in the top course of C0U and brick in the front
wall below the ceiling slab joint are shown in Figure 26; the fractures



FIGURE 18a POST-SHOT VIEW OF STRUCTURE NO. I
FROM SOUTH FACHWERK SIDE

FIGURE 18b POST-SHOT VIEW Of STRUCTURE NO. I FROM
INOTHWEST IMSONRY CAVITY WALL SIDE
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FIGURE 19 POST-SHOT VIEW OF STRUCTURE NO. 2
FROM SOUTHWEST FACHWERK SIDE

FIGURE 20 POST-SHOT VIEW OF STRUCTURE NO. 3
FROM SOUTHWEST FACHWERK SIDE
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FIGURE 21 COLLAPSED FRONT IIASONRY CAVITY WALL STRUCTURE NO. I

FIGURE 22 END VIEW OF COLLAPSED IM¶ASONRY

CAVITY WALL STRUCTURE NO. 1
28



FIGURE 23 PARTIALLY COLLAPSED NORTH SIDE
MASONRY CAVITY WALL STRUCTURE NO. I

FIGURE 24 FRACTURE AT INTERSECTION OF WEST FRONT AND NORTH
SIDE MASONRY CAVITY WALLS STRUCTURE NO. 1
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FIGURE 25 OUTWARO ROTATION OF NORTH
MASONRY CAVITY WALL STRUCTURE NO. 1

FIGURE 26 FRACTURE PLANES IN TOP COURSE OF CMU IN FRONT CAVITY
WALL BELOW CONCRETE CEILING SLAB STRUCTURE NO. I
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were similar in the side wall. The fracture pattern on the inner face of
the CMU indicates a shear/compression failure, whereas that on the outer
face of the C14U indicates a tensile failure. The failure at the mortar
joint between bricks, which can also be noted in Figure 26, indicates that
the brtick wythe failed in tensile bond.

At the connection between the front cavity wall and the concrete pi-
laster, the fracture pattern in the CHU was as just described for the top
course of the CMU at the ceiling slab. The portion of the brick wythe
still standing in the front wall exhibited a typical tensile fracture along
a vertical section one-half brick in from the concrete pilaster support
(Figure 21). A damaged section of the brick, on an approximate diagonal
from the upper right corner, indicated compressive spalling.

The bottom course of the CMU in the front wall was still in place in
front of the kicker plate. However, as shown in Figure 27, the inner face
of the CMIU was fractured vertically through the webs, and the top edge of
the inner face had rotated inward about 1 in. The remainder of each block
was still in place, although the bond between CMU and the bottom mortar
bed was broken. Removal of the inner face indicated that the bottom couxc;e
of CMU in the front wall had also failed in shear/compression at the inner
face. The brick along the bottom of the collapsed front wall had failed
in tension at the horizontal mortar-to-brick joint.

An examination of the steel Z-ties placed between the brick and CMU
wythes showed that many of the ties were undamaged. Of the ties found in
the debris, only a few were bent, one was fractured, and one apparently
experienced an axial column type buckle. The remainder of the ties found
in the debris, as well as those remaining in the damaged walls, appeared
in their original condition. It's therefore possible that some of the ties
found in the debris were damaged during collapse of the wall.

Because of the condition of the Z-ties, e.g., Figure 28, and because
the brick and CHU in damaged but still standing sections of the walls had
rotated as a unit (e.g., Figure 25), it is apparent that the steel Z-ties
placed on 16-in. centers horizontally and vertically had sufficient strength
to transfer the blast forces between the outer brick and inner CHU ,rythes.
As a result of tho two wythea acting as a unit, rather than as individual
panels, the masonry cavity wall developed a greater resistance to the blast
forces than assumed in the analysis. A cursory examination of the test
data indicates that the measured velocity of the cavity wall at time of
collapse was about two-thirds of the predicted velocity. On the other hand,
from the measured wall velocity at collapse, as well as from the distribu-
tion of the front wall debris, it is apparent that the free-field over-
pressure of about 6.5 psi at Structure No. I was, as predicted, well above
the incipient collapse overpressure for the front masonry cavity wall.

Fachwerk Wall. As can be seen on Figure 29 the brick and timber panels
of the west front Fachwerk well were completely collapsed. The only mem-
bers remaining near their original positions were the vertical post adjacent
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FIGURE 27 FRACTURE IN BOTTOM COURSE OF CMU IN
FRONT CAVITY WALL STRUCTURE NO. I

FIGURE 28 TYPICAL INTACT Z-TIE EMBEDDED IN BRICK MASONRY
FROM FRONT MASONRY CAVITY WALL STRUCTURE NO. 1
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FIGURE ?9 COLLAPSED WEST FRONT FACHWERK WALL STRUCTURE NO. I



to the concrete pilaster and the bottom plate which was fastened with
anchor bolts to the concrete floor slab.

On the south side wall, only two of the four Fachwerk panels remained
standing; as shown on Figure 30 the two remaining panels were badly damaged.
With the collapse of most of the vertical timber supports in the Fachwerk
walls, the ceiling and roof systems collapsed onto the floor slab.

The collapse of the Fachwerk wall panels involved at least three pri-
may mechanisms; (1) the deflection and break-up of the brick masonry, (2)
the large deflection and fracture of the timber posta, and (3) fracture
of the plates at the mortise and tenon connections. There were also other
identified collapse mechanisms, which were considered as minor or secondary.
An example of a minor mechanism would be the pullout or fracture of the
wooden pegs in the mortise and tenon joints. An example of a secondary
collapse would be the large vertical deflection of the top plate of the
front wall, after the brick and timber posts had collapsed, and the sub-
sequent fracture of the corner post between the front and side Fachwerk
walls. An examination of the damage on both Structures No. I and 2 (to
be discussed subsequently), as well as a preliminary review of the high-
speed test movies, indicates that the three mechanisms occurred simultane-
ously, or if they occurred in a definite sequence it was not apparent from
the information examined to date. It is thought at present that if there
was a preference for a specific collapse mechanism to occur, then it was
more a function of flaws in the materials or construction than large dif-
ferences in basic structural strength.

The final disposition of the debris in the interior of the room from
the front Fachwerk wall panels, such as shown in Figure 31, indicates that
the 6.5 psi overpressure level was well above the incipiaet collapse over-
pressure of the wall. The timber elements of the front wall were diatri-
buted towards the rear of the room, and in several cases were found Iepos-
ited against the rear RCbU wall. For example, Figure 32 shows the timber
post from the left (north) of the window resting against the rear wall
with the lintel still attached. The bottom of the post is upward indi-
cating that the post rotated during translation, and timber marks on the
wall indicate that the post impacted the rear wall with considerable velo-
city. Also, the major portion of the bricks from the front wall were
found close to the rear wall; in fact, one brick impacted the rear RCHU
wall 41 in. above the floor slab, as shown in Figure 33.

A preliminary review of the test movie for Structure No. I indicated
that as the inward center deflection of the timber posts of the front wall
became large, the mortise joints in the bottom plate fractured, except for
those at the two end posts. With removal of the bottom support for the
posts, the wall panels rotated inward at the bottom under tVe blast forces.
When this occurred, the top plate of the front wall was essentially span-
ning the distance between the two end posts. Under the influence of the
high roof dead loads, and possibly some blast forces, the top plate de-
flected downward at the center placing an eccentric load on the corner post
between the west front and south side Fachwerk walls. The corner post
fractured at the top and collapsed outward from the corner.
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FIGURE 30 TWO PANELS REMAINED STANDING IN SOUTH

SIDE FACI*ERK WALL STRUCTURE NO. I

FIGURE 31 INTERIOR DEBRIS FACHWERK TEST CELL STRUCTURE NO. 1
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FIGURE 32 INTERIOR DEBRIS FACHWERK TE6T CELL STRUCTURE NO. I

FIGURE 33 BRICK FRAGMENT EMBEDDED IN REAR RCNU WALL 41 INCHES
ABOVE FLOOR SLAB AS A RESULT OF IMPACT OF BRICK FROM
COLLAPSED FRONT FACHWERK WALL STRUCTURE MD. 1
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The initial collapse of the south side Fachwerk wall was similar to
the front wall, however, the damage was not nearly as great and the final
disposition of the members was different. The test movie indicated that
as the inward deflection at the center of the vertical post to the left
of the 48-in. wide panel (the first vertical post east of the front wall
corner post) became large, the mortise joint in the bottom plate fractured,
and the wall panel started to rotate inward at the bottom. However, be-
cause the net inward blast force on the side wall was much less than that
on the front wall, and even reversed direction during the load cycle, the
side wall did not collapse inward as the front wall had done, but rather
the inward deflection reached a maximum and then decreased. With the col-
lapse of the corner post, as described above, the two damaged panels in
the side wall (those nearest to the front wall) collapsed, with most of
the debris being deponited on the outside of the structure.

Roof System. As shown in Figure 29 the roof system over the Fachwerk
wall test cell wae completely collapsed, and that over the cavity wall test
cell was severely damaged but still in place. All roof tile had been re-
moved by the blast and was displaced as far as 121 ft behind Structure
No. 1, and 71 ft in front of the structure.

The roof framing over the Fachwerk wall had collapsed onto the test
cell as a result of the wall collapse. However, even though all front
roof rafters had been fractured by the blast loading, all rear rafters
were structurally intact and still nailed to the rear plate (Figure 30).

The roof framing over the cavity wall test cell was approximately in
position although skewed, as noted in Figure 34. All front rafters, ex-
cept the one adjacent to the north side cavity wall gable, had experienced
typical flexural fractures near the center of the rafter span. The top
portions of the rafters were still nailed to the ridge beam, but were hang-
ing downward, and the bottom portions had rotated around the front plate
and were resting on top of the reinforced conerato ceiling slab. FiSure
34 also shows that the six rear rafters, f'ur ridge beam posts, and the
ridge beam above the masonry cavity wall are all structurally intact but
somewhat displaced.

Structure No. 2

Hasoury Cavity Wall. Although the front cavity wall was still in
place, there was extensive cracking of the exterior wythe of brick as showu
in Figure 35. As noted for Structure No. 1, there was alsi a vertical
crack one-half brick in from the concrete pilastex support in Structure
No. 2. Another vertical crack was apparent at the juncture of the front
and side cavity wills; this crack extended the full height of the wall end
was continuous in either the front or side walls. The crack width varied
from a small crack at the bottom to about 1/4 in. near the top (Figure 36).
The diagonal cracks from the left corners of the wall shown in Figure 35,
showed some compressive spelling. It appears that the window jamb. wedged
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FIGURE 34 DAMAGED ROOF FRAMING ABOVE MASONRY

CAVITY WALL TEST CELL STRUCTURE NO, 1



FIGURE 35 CRACKED FRONT NASONRY CAVITY MALL STRUCTURE NO. 2

FIGURE 36 CRACK AT CORNER OF FRONT AND SIDE
MSONRY CAVITY WALLS STRUCTURE NO. 2
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in the cavity between th'., two wall. wythes provided sufficient stiffness to
the wall at the window cpening to modify in otherwise fairly classical
crack patteru.

Figure 37 shows the crack pattern in the excerior of the north side
cavity wall of Structure No. 2; the juncture of the aide and front walls
is on the right in the figure. Except for the crack at the corner, the
cracks in the wall vary In width from about 1/16 in. on the right part of
the wall to hairline on the left. Although not discernible in the figure,
a portion of the wall above and to the right of the center in Figure 37 was
pushed inward about 1/4 in. I'rom its original position.

An examination of the interior surface of the CMU indicated that there
was more extensive damage to the front -avity wall than was apparent from
the cracks in the exterior surface of the brick. The inner face of the
top course of CMU above the window had fractured just below the concrete
ceiling slab for a horizontal distance of about 3 ft. The CMIU below the
fracture had a maximum Inward permanent displacement of about 1/2 in. near
the center of the fracture as can be seen in Figure 38; the displacement
decreased to zero near the ends of the fracture. Alao, the portion of the
block above the fracture plane was still wall bonded to the bottom surface
of the concrete celling slab. The fracture plane on the inner face of the
CMU in the front wall of Structure No. 2. which is shown in Figure 38, was
identical to that observed in a like location in Structure No. 1 (see Fig-
ure 26).

In addition to the fracture above the window, there ws also a gap at
the intersection of the CMU in the front and side walls. Figure 39 shows
that the side wall. on the right in the photograph, has separated and dis-
placed about 1/2 Wn. away from the front wall; the figure shows the gap in
th. second course of CHU below the concrete calling slab.

In order to examine for further possible damags to the CHU in the
front wall, the window frame was removed to permit inspection of the cavity
between the brick and CHU vythes. It was discovered that the horizontal
mortar joint under the top course of CHU had failed and that the CHU wythe
beltw the top course had displaced Inward about 1/2 in. relative to the
top course of CIHU, which was obviously still bonded to the concrete ceiling
slab. It was therefore apparent that the inner face of the front wall CHU
in Structure No. 2 had experienced a comprepsion/•hear type of failure and
that the top block had split aloo. the webs and horitontal mortir joint in
a manner simllar to that noted for the bottom course of CHU in ti.* front
cavity wall of Structure No. I (seo Figure 27).

Because of the damage to the front cavity wall CMU tast described, the
rear surface of the brick wythe was examined to the cavity to determine why
the exterior surface of the brick had given no Indication of the degree of
damage sustaeed by the OW above the window. A clos examintion of the
rear brick avrface showed that although se additional cracks in the brick
were found, there was no evidence that the brick wythe had a permnaet dis-
placement of 1/2 in. The top course of bricks use well bonded to the con-
cetae celling slab. and there was no detactible alippege along any of the
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FIGURE 37 CRACKED SIDE MASONRY CAVITY WALL STRUCTURE NO. 2
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FIGURE 38 FRACTURE IN INNER SURFACE OF CMU IN FRONT CAVITY WALL
JUST BELOW THE CONCRETE CEILING SLAB STRUCTURE NO. 2

FIGURE 39 GAP AT INTERSECTION OF CRJ IN FRONT AND SIDE
MASONRY CAVITY WALLS STRUCTURE NO. 2
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mortar joints. However, it was found that same of the Z-ties between the
two wythes had slipped in the mortar joints, permitting the two wytbes to
separate.

From the similarities between the damage sustained by the front cavity
wall in Structure No. 2 and the failure modes observed in identical loca-
tions in Structure No. 1, it is apparent that the free-field overpreasure
of about 3.5 psi at the Structure No. 2 location was sufficient to develop
the maximum resisting capability of the cavity wall. Furthermore, it is
felt that the wall was close to its collapse overpressure, and that an
increase in overpressure of as little as 1/2 psi. would have produced sig-
nificantly greater wall displacement and a correspondingly greater damage.

The interior CMU of the north side cavity wall showed crack patterns
similar to, but more extensive than, those observed in the exterior brick.
Also, the cracks in the CNU were generally wider than found in the brick,
being as wide as 1/8 in. in the area towards the front of the wall.

Fachwerk Wall. A view of the damage to the west front Fachwerk wall
of Structure No. 2 can be seen in Figure 40. As can be seen in the figure,
the masonry in the 48-in. wide panel to the left of the window has been
severely damaged with a portion having collapsed onto the floor slab, the
masonry in the panel below the window has collapsed, and there is damage
to the masonry in some of the other panels. In addition, the tenons are
exposed at the bottom of the post and diagonal to the right of the window,
indicatis~g a failure of the bottom plate at the mortise joint, and there
are splits in the top plate at the Joints for both the post and diagonal
to the right of the window.

The damage to the south side Fachwerk wall is shown in Figure 40.
Although the damage to the 48-in. wide panel to the left of the window
appears somewhat similar to that observed for the identical panel in the
front wall, the damage to the other masonry panels and timber framing in
much less than that observed on the front wall at the same location.

Figures 41 and 42 show in sore detail the damage sustained by the
west front Fachwerk wall. It is apparent that the bottom plate at the
sortise joint to the right of the window fractured, permitting the post
and diagonal to displace inward at the bottom with a permanent deflection
of about one ft; this deflection probably accounts for the loss of brick
below the window. The fracture in the plate is shown graphically in Fig-
ure 43, and is a typical failure mode, noted in both Structure Nos. I and
2.

The post to the left of the window in Figure 42 split parallel to the
grain for its entire height; this ti also a typical failure mode often
observed in Structure No. 1. The poet to the left of the 40-in. wide brick
panel, although still in place, sustained a classical bending failure, eO-
hibittng compressive distress on the exterior surface and tonsile fracture
on the inner surface. In addition, cracking of the inner surface of the
bottom plate in the vicinity of the mortise joint for this post lIdicated
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FIGURE 40 DAMAGED WEST FRONT AND SOUTH SIDE
FACHWERK WALLS STRUCTURE NO. 2

FIGURE 41 DA16AGED WEST FRONT FACHWERK WALL STRUCTURE ND. 2
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FIGURE 42 OBLIQUE VIEW OF DAMAGED WEST FRONT
FACHWERK WALL STRUCTURE NO. 2

FIGURE 43 TYPICAL FRACTURE IN BOTTOM PLATE AT MORTISE

JOINT WEST FACHWERK WALL STRUCTURE NO. 2
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that a fracture of the plate had been initiated which was similar to that
observed at other bottom plate mortise jointa,

The brick masonry in the 48-in. wide panel on the front Fachwerk wall,
shown in Figure 44, was approximately one-half collapsed with the remain-
der severely damaged. The masonry showed evidence of failure at the mor-
tar joints and compressive spalling of the exterior surface of the bricks.

The final disposition of the debris from the front wall is shown in
Figure 45. Although some debris was translated as far as the rear RCMU
wall, none was piled against the rear wall and no brick impacted the rear
wall above the floor slab as occurred in Structure No. 1. This indicates,
of course, a lower brick velocity at time of collapse for Structure No. 2
than for Structure No. 1.

The damage to the south side Fachwork wall is shown in Figure 46. As
can be seen in the figure, the damage to the 48-in. wide brick panel on
the side wall is different from that on the front wall in that a large
section of the side wall panel, below the collapsed mid-section, is intact
although rotated inward at the top. TVis type of failure mode was prob-
ably a result of failing to install one of the masonry-to-timber nails in
the right hand post at about the mid-height of the rotated section. The
masonry above and below the collapsed portion sustained considerable
cracking and spalling of the brick similar to that noted in the front wall
panel.

Of the 48 bricks comprising the eight collapsed courses of brick in
the 48-in. wide panel in the south side wall, half of the bricks fell on
the interior floor slab of the structure and half on the exterior.

The only damage to the side wall timber framing was a vertical split
in the post support to the left of the 48-in. wide panel. Although the
post was still in place, the split extended from the outer face of the
post just below the horizontal brace diagonally upward to the rear face
of the tenon at the top of the post.

Roof System. As shown in Figure 40, the front roof systm of Struc-
ture No2 sustained considerable damage. Of the 13 front rafters only
the two end rafters adjacent to the north and south &able wells were not
damaged. Above the cavity wall test cell five of the front rafters ox-
perienced typical flexural fractures near the center of their spans. Of
the seven front rafters above the Fachwerk wall teat cell, three had flex-
ural fractures. and three had horizontal splitting, but did not ft-cture.
Figure 47 shows an interior view of the damage to the front roof system
for Structure No. 2. None of the rafters in the rear portion of the roof
were damaged.

Figures 40 and 46 show the denage to the roof tile. Each half of the
roof had 12 rows of 43 tiles for a total of 516 tiles. As shown in Figure
40, the front tile was damaged in all sections of the roof, but damage was
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FIGURE 44 DAMAGED' 48-IN. WIDE PANEL ON FRONT
FACHWERK WALL STRUCTURE NO. 2

FIGURE 45 DISTRIBUTION OF BRICK DEBRIS FRON FRONT
FACHWERK WALL INTERIOR vTRUCTURE NO. 2
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FIGURE 46 DAMAGE TO SOUTH SIDE FACIHERK WALL STRUCTURE NO. 2
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FIGURE 47 INTERIOR VIEW CF FRACTURED FRONT
ROOF RAFTERS STRUCTURE NO. 2
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FIGURE 48 REAR VIEW OF IYMAGE TO ROOF TILE STRUCIURE NO. 2
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concentrated in the lower courses. A total of 73 percent of the tiles
were broken or missing from the front surface. As shown in Figure 48, on
the rear half of the roof, in contrast to the front, there was much more
damage to the tile on the upper portion of the roof than towards the bot-
tom; in fact, the top three courses down from the ridge were completely
destroyed. Although the overall tile damage appears less on the rear than
on the front roof, 68 percent of the rear roof tiles were broken or miss-
ing.

Structure No. 3

Masonry Cavity Wall. There was only minor damage to the masonry
cavity walls of Structure No. 3, shown in Figure 49. The only noticable
crack was a 1/32-in. wide horizontal crack in the brick mortar joint one
brick down from the top of the west front cavity wall. All other cracks
in the brick and CMU wythes were small or hairline.

Fachwerk Wall. Figure 49 shows the west front and south side Fach-
werk walls. Although there was no noticeable damage to any of the Fachwerk
timber framing ia these walls, there was some cracking of the masonry.
In the 48-in. wide panel on the west Fachwerk wall, there was a large
crack in the brick masonry to the left of the window opening. As shown
in Figure 50, the portion of the wall to the right of the diagonal crack-
ing is displaced inward about 1/4 in. relative to the left portion. Also,
the center portion of the masonry panel had about a 1/2-in, permanent in-
ward deflection. Some of the other front wall masonry panels had minor
cracks, but all were less than 1/64-in. wide.

The south side Fachwerk wall in Structure No. 3 was generally in good
condition w~th only small or hairline cracks in some of the brick masonry.

Roof System. As shown in Figures 49 and 51 the roof system received
only minor damage in Structure No. 3. Of the 13 rafters on the front of
the roof, one of the rafters above the cavity test cell and three above
the Fachwerk test cell escperienced horizontal shear failures near mid-
span. In addition, three rafters near the center of the structure lifted
above the front roof plate about 3/4 in. There was no noticable damage
to any of the other roof framing members.

Figures 49 end 51 show the minor damage to the roof tile. Of the
516 tiles on the front roof surface. 20 percent were broken or mising
As noted previnusly for Structure No. 2, the tile dam&e* for Structure
*'. 3 was also concentrated in the lower courses on the front roof and
the upper courses on the rear roof.
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FIGURE 49 POST-SHOT VIEW OF STRUCTURE NO. 3

FIGURE 50 DAMAGED 48-IN. WIDE PANEL ON FRONT
FACHWERK WALL STRUCTURE NO. 3
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Electronic Gale Data

For the purpose of measuring (a) air blast loading on test walls and
(b) movement or response of these walls, each of the three structures was
instrumented with eight preesure and three displacement gages. Two of the
pressure gasgre were outside mnd the remainder inside the building. All
displacement gages were attached to the inner surfaces of walls, one to
each of the front and si.e masonry cavity test walls and one to a iinsle
panel of the front (west) Fachwerk wall (4-ft wide panel adjacent to win-
dow). Of the two outside pressure gages mounted at each structure one
was a total head gage Installed in the reinforced concrete pilaster in the
front (west) wall facing ground zero; the second gage measured side-on
overpressure at the ground surface just outside the north wall. The struc-
ture most remote from ground zero (Structure No. 3) contained two addi-
tionel total head pressure gages in the concrete pilaster. The inside
pressure gages measured side-on pressures in floors and ceilings.

All gage information was transferred by cable as rM signals to re-
cording equipment in Instrumentation Park No. 3 approximately 6000 ft east
of ground zero. Date reduction was begun by playback through a discrim-
inator to a visicorder, the record from which was digitized on a Benson-
Lehner 29E Telereadex by an operator who aligned crosshairs on a magnified
image of the visicorder trace. The same operator also read calibration
steps which had been placed on a separate magnetic tape approximately one
week before the detonation.

Simultaneously with the pressure end displacemsent data. timing infor-
mation (in IRIG B format) was directly recorded on the magnetic data tepe.
Froe this signal absolute times of first response at each gage were reed
to half a as. Tioos relative to the detonation were found from the reported
time of detonation: I hours 0 minutes 0.048 seconds local time. A summary
of the perfomance of and peak values recorded by the electronic ageas is
contained in Table 2. Meot of the records are noisy, but only two failed
to produce useable results.

Cameras

Although the difficult lighting conditions reduced the resolution of
th., pictur,. at all structures, only one camera failed to produce useable
footage. The northwest camera at Structure Mo. I did nut start. All othrr
cameras provided actevtdble coverage from the noment of detonation until
the negative wind phase brought dust from imediately behind the structure
forward to obscure the camera view. By that time the structural response
vwe well defined. Because of the relatively short positive wind duration
at the 7 pat free-field overpressure level, this obecuretion allowed a
shorter viewing time at Structure 4u. 1 than at the other two structures.

The approximately one millisecond interval between frames permits
gooe tempoial resolution of events. ClAtly visible are shock arrival
and passage over the str,%cture. window bMasking. tn#ard deflection of both
frost &nd side Fachwerk swlls and of front masonry cavity walls, downward
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deflection of the front top plate at Structure No. 1, and stripping of
roof tile. At Structure No. 1, the outward collapse of the Fachwerk side
wall is Just beginning when dust obscuration begins; the inward collapse
of the front masonry cavity wall is also not completely visible. Unfor-
tunately, the behavior of ti-e north side cavity wall at Structure No. 1 is
not seen at all because of the camera failure.

Deflection Gages

Every deflection gage provided useable information. Those at the
front walls of Structure No. 1 quickly reached full range of 6 in. and
were destroyed by the wall debris. The gage in the north masonry cavity
wall of Structure No. 1 showE at least one cycle of unnistakeable oscil-
lation, first inward approximately 1-5/8 in., then outward approximately
2-1/4 in. with a period of approximately 300 ms; there is a permanent
outward deflection of approximately 1/2 in. The portion of the north
wall to which the deflection gage was attached at Structure No. 1 was
still standing after the explosion (e.g., see Figure 25).

At Structure No. 2, maximum masonry cavity wall deflections were"approximately 3/4 in. and 1/2 in. with a single oscillation and no perma-
nent deflection in the north wall. The west front wall did not move out-
ward at all, but stopped moving at 120 ma with a permanent inward de-
flection of approximately 1/4 in. The Fachwerk wall panel deflected to
full gage range of 6 in. approximately 33 me after blast arrival.

The Fachwerk front wall at Structure No. 3 deflected inward to a maxi-
mum of approximately 3.7 in. in 60 me, followed by weak oscillation around
a permanent inward deflection of approximately 1/2 in. Period of oscil-
lation is approximately 120 ms. Deflection of the front masonry cavity
wall was approximately 0.10 in. peak and 0.02 in. permanent inward. A
weak oscillation, amplitude less than 0.1 iu. peak, was detected in the
record of the north masonry cavity wall at Structure No. 3.

Deflection gage records from Structure No. 2 are reproduced in Fig-
ure 52. Zero time corresponds to blast arrival at the west wall.

Total Pressure Gapes

All pilaster gages show a seemingly instantaneous jump in pressure
followed by a more gradual rise to a maximum some 5 ms later. At Struc-
ture No. I, the initial step is approximately 14.8 psi while the peak in
near 16.4 psi. At Structure No. 2, the corresponding pressures are approx-
imately 5.1 and 7.3 psi sed at Structure No. 3, 2.8 and 3.6 psi. Clearing
of reflected pressure approximately 20 me after shock arrival is seen at
all structures.

The two additional pilaster gages at Structure No. 3 recorded signi-
ficantly lower peak pressures, i.e., 3.4 and 3.5 psi, than did the central
gage and both records go to zero after some 70 ma.

Pilaster gage results for Structure No. 2 are shown in Figure 53.
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Side-On Pressure Gages

The ground level gages just outside the north walls all showed an
initial step. Unlike the total pressure at the pilaster, this outside
side-on pressure showed no significant rise following the discontinuity.

At this time, no attempt has been made to infer shock speed by mea-
suring the time interval between shock arrival at the front wall and at
the gage outside the north wall.

All outside side-on pressure gages show a secondary shock arrival
approximately 18 ma behind the main shock. The secondary shock, including
an accompanying pressure decline, interrupts the normal free-field pres-
sure decay behind the main shock. Normal positive phase pressure is re-
covered after 30 to 50 ma.

A record from the outside north wall side-on gage at Structure No. 2
is shown in Figure 54. Zero time is shock arrival at the pilaster gage
of the same structure.

The interior pressure gages, all installed flush with horizontal sur-
faces, showed a generally gradual build--up of pressure followed by a de-
cline and negative pressure phase patterned after what is seen in
free-field records. Gages inside the Fachwerk room all recorded maximm
pressures close to free-field values reached after a 50 to 60 me rise time.
In the masonry cavity wall room maximum pressures were approximately 20
percent lower than in the adjacent Fachwerk room, but rise times wese
quite similar. Records show some pressure fluctuations which have not
huen studied yet, In particular, a decline interruptiug pressure build-
up at the two gages in caco structure near windows appears to be associated
with vortex formation at the window edge. There is a gradual intensifi-
cation of th!r elifect when comparing the pressure record from Structure
No. 3. where it is weak, to Structure No. 1. where it is strong. Kola-
tively large irregularities in the rising interior pressures at the two
interior gages remote from windows of Structure No. I are se"n also; these
irregularities appear muth weaker in the other two structures.

The differential reassures across the midpoint of the ceiling slabs
shor douvosard pressure approximately twice the upward at all structures.

Pressure traces from the interior gages at Structure No. 2 appear in
Figure 55. Zero tims In all figures corresponds to shock arrival at the
pilaster gage.
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TEST SUMMARY - NBDS OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

A Nuclear Burst Detection System (NBDS) sensor station
and central processing console (CPC) were fielded at Dice
Throw. The objective of the experiment was to utilize NBDS
equipment to measure the azimuth and time history of an
optical event and thereby demonstrate capabilities of the
NBOS. The equipment used consisted of a tripod mounted sensor
station, a prototype junction box, a hand held display, hard
wired communications, van mounted CPC and a motor-generator
set. The equipment was located at WEAP site, 13,280 feet
from ground zero.

In order tn accomplish the stated measurements, certain
modifications were required to prevent system rejection of
the event as non-nuclear and to allow full-time history
recording. The sensor station changes involved elimination

of the EMP coincidence requirement and modification of soft-
ware to transmit the time history of any optical trigger
received. The CPC software was modified to allow receipt
and printing of time history messages and to provide the
capability of a quick-look data plot. Elimination of the
EMP coincidence discriminant introduced a problem of false
triggers whenever the sun entered the field-of-view (FOV)
of the sensor station. This, together with the 8:00 AM
shot time iecessitated the use of a sun shade. A 4 x S foot
sheet of masonite was erected on a portable tower approximately
33 feet from the sensor station. The center of the shade was
located at 103" true azimuth (EAST from NORTH) and 10'
elevation such that it blocked the sun for a sufficient period
around shot time to allow the optical measurement to be made.

TIME HISTORY MEASUREMENT

Attachment I and 2 show the Dice Throw data as printed out
and plotted by the CPC. The amplitude is by level detector
(LD) value and time is by sample number. Since both scales
are only quasi-logarithmic, one simple conversion factor does
not apply. However, when point by point conversions are
applied, the time history as shown in attachment 3 results.
for comparison purposes, attachment 4 is a plot of data taken
at Dice Throw with an older style instrument (not saturation)
and attachment S is a plot of data taken with an instrument
fielded at WEAP site as part of a USAFTAC experiment. All
three plots (attachments 3 through S) cotpare favorably,



AZIMUTH MEASUREMLNT

Attachment 6 shows a top view of one of the NBDS sensor
station azimuth detectors. The azimuth is measured as the
ratio of light received by the azimuth channel to that
received by a reference channel. The ratio, encoded as a
number between zero and 1023, is a measure of the angle
fromn the channel ambiguity. fhe ambiguity was set for Dice
Throw at 9' south of due west. The true azimuth (EAST from
NORTH) of Dice Throw was 550 placing it at a N0DS azimuth of
206'. Since NODS sensor stations are designed to receive
scattered light (FOV W40 to +10'), a correction factor is
computed and applied at the CPC. This correction of 12'
indicates an expected azimuth reading of 194V (NBDS) or 552
counts. A look at the bottom of attachment I shows the actual
azimuth reading obtained was 731 counts* or 257' (NBDS). The
indicated azimuth error, is 257' minus 19V4 equals 63W. Attach-
ment 6 diagrams and summarizes the various angles.

A post-shot analysis of the N8DS sensor station azimuth
capab~iity revealed a sensitivity to light at vertical angles
below 4' which was previously considered negligible. At the
close range of Dice Throw, the direct light component received
at these low vertical angles becomes comparable to the scattered
component received from the intended FOY. This direct component
tends to shift the measured azimuth toward higher ratios and
is sufficient to account for the Dice Throw azimuth error.
Unfortunately, the sensitivity of the calculations to certain
measu*red values is such that an exact direct light correction
cannot be achieved. Dice Throw, therefore, does not permit a
good estimate of NODS sensor statlun optifcal azimuth accuracy.

SUMMARY

The operation of the NODS seNor station, hanJ-held display,
junction box, CPC andi the Associated algorithms developed for
Dice Throw performed as expected, The objective of measuring
optical time history was accomplished, The objective of
measuring sensor azimuthal accuracy could not be determined.
Unexpected '-,qlts were obtained due to the sensor sensitivity
to the direct light component at vertical angles less than 4".

I;l.' iT-,!l•jei'rom the 12 obtained since it was

bised upon the highest amplitude signal.
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AZIMUTH RELATIONSHIPS

DICE THROW

x

'U
0

TOP VIEW c0$$ 1
AlI MUTH 0
DETECTOR ,

0010 -l EAST

ANGLE ANGLE

RATIO READING FROM AMBIGUITY FROM NORTH

DUE NORTH .73 742 261° 0.

ACTUAL READING .71 731 257° 4"

TRUE DICE THROW .57 689 206, 55,

EXPECTED READING .54 552 194' 67*

.50 512 180* 81'

DUE EAST .48 486 171* 90*

SYSTEM AMBIGUITY 0 or 1 0 or 1023 O0 261°

Attachment 6
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TEST SUMMARY - NBDS/MAST ASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate struc-
tural capability of the NBDS/mast system exposed to a blast
environment. Nuclear blast survivability is a part of the
NBDS design criteria and Dice Throw provided the best opportun-
ity for evaluating this requirement.

ANALYSIS

Pretest analysis of the NBDSimast system indicated
several problem areas. The analysis was performed with the
use of the SHELL-SHOCK computer code. This is a SLA in-house
code used for predicting the response of structures to dynamic
loads. The code can combine a variety of springs, masses, and
shell and solid elements. The mast was divided into 50 shell
elements, the NBOS package into 11 masses, and the effect of
the guy wires were simulated by linear springs.

The suspected problem areas were the high loads in the
guy wires, unsupported mast length, the joint at the base of
package, and the optical base.

Early calculations Indicated that the three guy wire
systems showed excessively high loads in the cables and also
am unsupported length of 20' brought the tube close to yielding.
We. therefore, recommended a four guy system. The four guy
system still indicated high loads In the 1/8" cables and larger
diameter cables appeared to be desirable. We were attempting
to provide a non-yielding cable system, in order to assure
vertical alignment. This meant installing larger ground
anchors and cables. The top cables were 5/16" diameter and
the others were 1/4" diameter. The intended design should
have provided the desired characteristics, except the cable
clamps did not perform anywhere near the capacity of the
cables. Two cables failed prematurely because of large slip-
page in the cable clamps. In fact, nearly all the cables
showed clamp slippage.

The dynamic analysis also indicated a whipping effect of
the NBDS package. A very high moment is induced at the joint
and the base plate was modified to sustain this load. Although
no fractures were predicted, the yielding would be substantial
to cause misalignment of the NBDS package.

The last area of concern was the optical base. The base
was made of a laminated glass-phenolic and this type of

9



material usually exhibits a large coefficient of variation
(1 o value). Although failure was not predicted, we did
want to establish this design for a blast environment.

TEST RESULTS

The results of the experiment show we met our intended
objectives. The NBDS base plate and optical support survived
the blast environment. Preliminary pressure traces indicate
that predicted overpressure (5 psi) was achieved. No instru-
mentation was in~talled in this experiment. Camera coverage
was provided.

The camera was located about 80' from the mast centerline
and provided a field of view of almost the entire mast and
cables (See Figure 1). The films showed blast arrival time
at 660 msec and the predicted time was 660 msec. (Further
times are referenced to structural response times and t - 0
is at shock arrival.) The mast centerline shows about S"
lateral displacement at 10 msec. Other displacements were
too small for resolution up to 80 msec. At this time, a
forward guy broke at the #3 level and freed the upper center
portion of the mast. A peak displacement occurred at 160-175
msec and was on the order of 26".

The actual displacement was probably larger than this
since there is a degree of freedom away from the camera. Also,
during this time the actual dynamic pressure is very low
(, .25 psi). The positive phase duration of tAe overpressure
lasted for 315 msec compared to a predicted 291 mset.

The tower Itself did not fail or yield. In the post-test
confligratlon, the tower was leaning forward because of the
weight of the heavier cables. When the broken cables were
returned to the anchors, the mast returned to its pre-test
configuration. If the cables had been standard issue, we
suspect the tower would return to the vertical position.

It was noted, that similar communication mists in another
test area all showed cable yielding or stretching as well as
ground anchor displacements 2-3 inches. Because the cables
were light-weight, most of the towers righted themselves,
It would appear that the stronger cable system is not needed
and we recommend that the standard 1/8' cables be continued
as the most desirable design.

10
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INTRODJCTION

DICE THROW offered a unique opportunity to gain experimental data on

the operational characteri-tics of Special Forces-peculiar radio sets in

desert and nuclear blast environments. Additionally, quantitative data on

g-loading to failure of certain critical radio components was desired;

experience had indicated that the AN/PRC-7hB was more prone to failure than

the AN/GRC-IC- during the conduct of parachute operations.

OBJECTIVES
Overall objectives of the experiment were:

1. To evaluate Special Forces covesnications techniques in a desert

environment.

2. To evaluAte the respuone of low-powered amplitude-modulated (ALM) radio

sets and associated antennas and power supplies to air blast and shock at low

overpressures (1.0 psi predicted).

3. To evaluate shock response of critical components at selected higher

overpressures.

CONDUTl AND RESULTS OF THE LOW OVEWNF•UfM EXKRI T

1. At the low overpressure site, a variety of antetva/radio combinations

were evaluated using authorized frequencies in the 2.000O to 15.OO0 MIz range.

Terminition point for all radio traffic was the 7th Special Porces Group Oper-

ational 3aee at Fort Braeg, North Carolina. Two contact- a day were planned,

with c,ntilnuous operation from T-120 minutes to T-15 minutes and from T..75

minutes to T*60 minutes. The following antennas and radios were teated:

a. Antennas- k-wave di-pole, inverted 'L', inverted *V', slant wire,

and multiple wave long wire.

b. AN/GRC-1O9t G43 g.nerator, manual morse (CV) mode.

c. AN/G.C-1O91 G43 generator, !i/GRA-71 burst code device mode.

d. AN/GA1-109, .12ý5 kW generator, manual CW mode.

e. AN/C-I09, .125 kW generator, AN/GRA-71 burst code device mode.

f. AN/PIC-740, PIA-4.86, manual norse mode.

g. AN/F-.74B, lIA-4.36, AN/GRN-?l burst code device mode.

2+ Data to be obtained included: determination of most effective system,

measurement of dP degradation of -dj:al transmitted through the burst cloud,



measurement of gross deformation of antenna masts or breakage of antennas,

detection of visible damage to radio sets, and determination of GO/NO GO

condition of each radio and antenna.

3. Radio operators were on site at the time of detonation to transmit

message traffic immediately after detonation and to evrluate the systems.

Seventeen personnel, including control and safety personne; were on the

test bed at time of detonation. Permission for personnel to remain on-site

was obtained from tha Test Group Directort once written approval from The

Office of the Surgeon General was granted.

4. Results:

a. Actual overpressuzes at the experiment site were 1.3-1.5 psi for

exposed personnel and equipment, rether than the 1.0 psi predifted. Over-.

prossure values are taken from RKRL gauge line -1 at 1!522 m/5000 ft.

b. Communications circuits between the test bed and the Special Forces

Operational Base were not established daring the experiment period. It is

believed that the canse was low frequency propagation probabilities for

the assigned frequenvieg et the time of detonation.

C. NO damage Lo any portion of the antenna array, to any of the radio

components, or to any of the power supplies was noted after detonation.

d. go injuries of any kind occurred Among personnel on-site. No one

noticed a sensation of ringing in the ears after detonation (all personnel

wore over-the-ear hearing protectors.)

CONDJCT AND JMULTS OF THE HtIGI OVXRPWWUK •PFKRIpKrT

1. The ,igh overpressure Phase of the experiment was con&dcted by ML.

in the C
3 

area. One AN/pM-748 and one T-78. transmitter (Al/WC-109) wre

placed on gr•ond at the 7.3 psi preicted overpressure level; one T-78.

transmitter at the 5.0 psi predieted level; and oe AN/PF-740 at the

3.0 pai predicted level. It was believed that. the equipnt at the 7.3 Psi

level would fail, thereby providing a proven 'gate', or overpreavure/g-load-

in. factor abave and below failure. Instrumentatiot included wired accelera-

meters attached at the longitudinal plane center of rass. A-celerometers were

unw-aaial, and oriented horizontally, perpendicular to ths plane tangent te

the incident shock wave.



2. Results-

a. O.verpressure levels were less than predicted. None of the radios suffer-
ed visible damage and all were operational post-detonation. Consequently,

only those components at the highest overpressure levels were analyzed.

b. AN/PRC-74B ýdid not fall)

(1) Static overpressure ........................ 6.0 pi
(2) Dynanic overpressure ....................... .98 psi

(3) System mass/surface area exposed ........... 01 kg/cm2

(4) Translation distance ....................... 63.5 --m

(5) Maximum delta-g ............................ 8.0 g
(6) Maximum delta-&/delta-t .................... 655/.45 (g/ms)

c. T-?P4

(1) Static overpressure ........................ 6.C poi
(2) Dynamic overpressure ....................... .98 psi

(3) System mass/surface area exposed ........... 13 k/eem
(4) Maximum delta-g ............................ 386 r
(5) Maximum delta-g/delta-t .................... 386/.50 (&mes)

1. Iffective comanications in a desert environment are difficult to

attain with the AIL/PFC-74H and A /G1C-109 radio sets.

2. Present eneration Special Forces coamnieations equiment is able to

withstand air blast and shock at a level of l.5 psi without dware. Critical

components can withstand 6.0 pi without dAe.

3. At a given overpreiasure level, the AN/Pl-7TB exhibits a much greater

shock response than thj ?-780 tratnmitter.

?3
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FPiure 1. Post detonation view of L.S psi experimnt site.
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